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PREFACE 
The work being presented in the thesis is devoted to the study of optimaHty con-
ditions and duality for some mathematical programming problems. The results 
obtained in the thesis are organised as: 
C H A P T E R I consists of introduction to scalar and multiobjective nonlinear 
programming problems, some definitions and prerequisites for the present work. The 
relevant hterature of the work studied by various authors has been reviewed and a 
summary of the thesis is presented. 
In C H A P T E R II , Wolfe and Mond-Weir type nondifferentiable symmetric 
dual programs ate considered and weak duaUty theorems are proved under F-
convexity and generalized F-convexity assumptions. Strong and converse duality 
theorems are merely stated as these can be proved on the lines of Gulati et al. [38] 
and Chandra et al. [15]. These duahty results are then used to investigate the sym-
metric duality for minimax mixed integer analogous of the above programs. The 
results discussed here generalize the existing results in the literatmre. 
In C H A P T E R I I I , we consider the Wolfe and Mond-Weir type nondiffer-
entiable second order symmetric dual programs and establish usual duahty results 
assuming 77—bonvexity and 77—pseudobonvexity assumptions imposed on the kernel 
function K{x,y). Using these results, symmetric duality theorems are proved for 
second order minimax mixed integer symmetric dual programs. It is also observed 
that if K{x, y) is skew symmetric and B = C, these mixed integer symmetric dual 
programs are self duals. Finally, the self duality theorems are discussed. These 
results generalize the synunetric duality results of Gulati et al. [37] and Mishra [73]. 
C H A P T E R I V deals with Mond-Wek type nondifferentiable multiobjective 
second order symmetric dual programs. Weak, strong and converse duahty the-
orems are presented under second order F-pseudoconvexity and second order F-
pseddoconcavity assumptions. Under an additional property of skew sjTnmetry of 
the kernel function K(x,y), these programs are shown to be self duals and a self 
duahty theorem is given. Finally, it is observed that for 5^ = Cj = 0, z = 1,2, • • • ,k 
these programs axe reduced to second order multiobjective symmetric dual programs 
of Sunejaet al. [100]. 
Lai et al. [63] and Lai and Lee [62] obtained necessary and sufficient opti-
mality conditions for a nondifferentiable minimax fractional programming problem 
under generalized convexity. They also discussed duaUty results for one parametric 
and two parametric-free dual models. In CHAPTER V, we use these neces-
sary conditions in order to discuss sufficient optimaUty conditions under general-
ized (F,p)—convexity and proved duaUty results for one parametric dual and two 
parametric-free dual models. These sufficient conditions and duaUty theorems are 
further generalized to a more general class of convexity, called {F, a, p, d)-convexity, 
which subsume most of the convexity concepts introduced so far in the literattue. 
Most of the existing results on minimax fractional programming appear as a special 
case of the present study. 
In C H A P T E R VI, we introduce the class of second order (F, a, p, d)—convex 
functions and their generalizations. In order to illustrate the definition, an exam-
ple of (F, a, p, d)—convex function is given. Assuming these convexity asstmiptions, 
weak, strong and strict converse duahty theorems are derived for second order Man-
gasarian type and second order Mond-Weir type multiobjective duals associated with 
multiobjective programming problem. Same duaUty results are stated for a second 
order generalized Mond-Weir type multiobjective dual as these can be proved on 
the fines of previous results. These results generalize the results of Zhang and Mond 
[118]. 
C H A P T E R V I I deals with the formulation of Mond-Weir type multiobjec-
tive variational symmetric dual programs over arbitrary cones. Usual symmetric 
duaUty results are presented under invexity assumptions. A minimax version of 
these programs is also given and a symmetric duafity theorem is proved by using 
the separability of the functions involved. Under the assimaption of skew symmetry, 
these programs are shown to be self duals and a self duafity theorem is given. At the 
end, a close relationship between these variational minimax mixed integer problems 
and static symmetric dual minimax mixed integer multiobjective problems of Kim 
and Song [56] is presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Optimality conditions and duality have placed an important role in the develop-
ments of mathematical programming. Optimality conditions were first investigated 
by Fritz John [51] and Kuhn and Tucker [60]. Kuhn-Tucker conditions [60] not 
only laid down foundations for many computational techniques in mathematical 
programming, but are also a great deal responsible for the development of duaUty 
theory. An extensive use of duality in mathematical programming has not only been 
made for many theoretical and computational developments in mathematical pro-
gramming itself but also in economics, control theory, business problems and other 
diverse fields. It is well known that duality principles connect two programs, one of 
which called the primal problem, is a constrained minimization (or majdmization) 
problem and the other, called the dual problem, is a constrained maximization (or 
minimization) problem, in such a way that the existence of an optimal solution to 
one of them guarantees an optimal solution to the other and optimal values of the 
two problems are equal. A pair of dual problems is called symmetric if the dual of 
the dual is the primal problem. 
A mathematical programming problem with single objective function is called 
a scalar (or single objective) programming problem. A vector minimum (or max-
imum) problem is a mathematical optimization model with two or more objective 
functions. Such models are also called multiobjective programming problems. The 
existence of multiple objectives leads to many interesting questions, which do not 
arise in single objective models. In multiobjective problems it is rather difficult to 
obtain a unique solution since these problems rarely have feasible points that simul-
taneously minimize (or maximize) all the objectives, which are generally conflicting 
in nature. The concept of optimal solution in multiobjective optimization problems 
is clearly related to the preference attitude of the decision maker. A good decision 
is based on the principle that there is no other alternate that can be better in some 
aspect of consideration. One of the optimafity concepts in these models, introduced 
by Koopmans [59], is efficiency: a feasible solution is efficient if we cannot obtain 
another feasible solution such that one or more objectives are improved without 
degrading some other objective function(s). An efficient solution is also known as 
noninferior or nondominated or Pareto optimal solution. 
The origin of the vector minimum problem can be traced to early developments 
in utiUty theory in economics. Pareto [92] began the study of multiobjecti\e pro-
gramming problems reducing them to a single objective one. However, the problem 
was first expUcitly defined and studied by Kuhn and Tucker [60]. To ehminate cer-
tain anomalous efficient solutions they also proposed a slightly restricted definition 
1 
of efficiency, called proper efficiency. Later, Geoffrion [34] modified this concept 
and called an efficient solution to be properly efficient if the ratio of gain (in every 
objective) to loss (in at least one other objective) is always finite. He also derived 
necessary and sufficient conditions for properly efficient solution of convex multi-
objective programming problems. His work motivated many workers in this field. 
Isermann [47] derived necessary and sufficient conditions for an efficient solution of 
a linear multiobjective programming problem and proved that every efficient solu-
tion is properly efficient. Choo [22] extended these results to Unear fractional vector 
maximum problems. 
Kanniappan J52] discussed Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker type necessary condi-
tions for an efficient solution of a nondifferentiable convex multiobjective problem. 
Gulati and Talaat [43] observed that an efficient solution of a convex multiobjective 
problem satisfying a regularity condition, is properly efficient. 
The present chapter is divided into three sections. The first section gives impor-
tant prehminaries. The second section contains a review of the various developments 
in scalar and multiobjective mathematical programming which are relevant to the 
thesis and the last one presents a summary of the thesis. 
Sections, subsections, theorems, remarks, equations etc., are numbered consec-
utively alongwith the chapter number. For example. Section 6.3 means Section 3 
of Chapter 6, Subsection 2.3.1 means Subsection 1 of Section 3 in Chapter 2 and 
Theorem 5.5 means Theorem 5 in Chapter 5. 
1.1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1.1. NOTATIONS 
Unless otherwise stated throughout the thesis the following notations are used. R" 
denotes the n-dimensional EucUdean space and R} — R denotes the set of all real 
numbers. All vectors will be considered column vectors. We will use T to denote 
transpose of a vector or a matrix. The index sets are K = {1,2, • • • ,/c}, and 
M = {1,2, • • • ,m} . For r ^ K, the set Kr = K — {r}. Small letters are used to 
denote vectors or vector functions. A small letter with a subscript represents a 
component of a vector or a vector function. For x,y € i?", 
X ^ y <s^a;i ^ y i , i = 1,2, ••• , n , 
X > 2/ "^ x ^ y and x ^y, 
X > y 'i?^ Xi > yi, i = 1,2, • • • , n. 
It is also noted that there is no difference between the inequalities > and ^ for 
scalar case. 
If an m-dimensional vector function g represents inequality constraints of a 
mathematical programming problem and for some fixed feasible solution x 
I = {ieM: gi{x) = 0}, 
then Qi denotes the vector of active constraints. S7Sj{x) denotes the gradient of a 
scalar differentiable function fj-.RT'—^RB.tx, and defined as 
S7fj{x) = | ^ / i ( x ) , | ^ / i ( x ) , - - - , ^ / i ( x ) 
and for a vector valued differentiable fimction / ; K" —> R*, the sjTnbol V/l^:) 
denotes k x n Jacobian matrix of / at ^, that is 
vm = 
V/i(^) 
V/2(^) 
S/fkix) 
ilhix) i-Mx)---i-J,{x) 
i-Jkix) i-Jk{x) • • • , ^Mx) 
If fj : HT^ —^ R is twice differentiable at x, in addition to the gradient vector 
there exists an n x n symmetric matrix Vn/,- or V^/,- called the Hessian matrix of 
fj at x. The element in i*'^ row and f^ column of the Hessian matrix is the second 
order partial derivative - ^ ^ - A vector valued fimction is differentiable if each of 
its components is differentiable and is twice differentiable if each of its components 
is twice differentiable. 
Let K : R" X RJ^ -^ Rhe twice differentiable scalar function, Vi/C(x, y) and 
VyK{x, y) denote the gradient (column) vectors with respect to x and y at (x, y) 
respectively; and VxxK{x,y) and VyxK{x,y) denote respectively the n x n and 
nxm matrices of second order partial derivatives evaluated at {x,y). 
1.1.2. GENERAL MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
With the above notations, the multiobjective programming problem in n-dimensional 
Euclidean space can be stated as follows: 
(VP) Minimize (or Maximize) f(x) = [/i(a;), fiix),••• , fk{x)] 
subject toxe S = {XGX : g{x) ^ 0}, 
where X is an open subset oi BJ", f : X ^ R!" a.nd g : X ^ ET. 
The function / is known as the objective function and g is known as the 
constraint ftmction. The set S is called the feasible set and any point x 6 5 is called 
a fesisible point or simply feasible. 
If A; = 1, then the problem (VP) is called scalar mathematical programming 
problem. Any point x which is feasible and minimizes (or maximizes) the objective 
function is referred to as optimal point or optimal solution. The corresponding 
value of the objective function i.e., f{x) is known as the optimal value. But in 
multiobjective programming problems an optimal solution in the sense of one that 
minimizes (or maximizes) all the objective functions simultaneously does not neces-
sarily exist. We often have conflicts between the various objectives. So the optimal 
solution of one objective function may be different from the solution of others. One 
of the optimality concepts in these models is efficiency, which found its way into 
operations research in the pioneer work of Koopmans [59]. This was in connection 
with the activity analysis of production and allocation. An optimal solution is cho-
sen from the set of feasible solutions in the following sense: 
E F F I C I E N T S O L U T I O N , A point x e 5 is said to be an efficient (or nondom-
inated or noninferior or Pareto optimal) solution of the vector minimmn problem 
(VP), if there exists no a; € 5 such that 
f{x) < fix). 
This definition is based upon the intuitive conviction that the point x is chosen 
as the optimal solution if no criterion can be improved without worsening at least 
one other criterion. 
WEAK EFFICIENT SOLUTION, A point x G s is said to be a weak efficient 
(weak minimum) solution of the vector minimum problem (VP), if there exists no 
X G 5 such that 
fix) < fix). 
A restricted concept of efficiency, called proper efficiency was first introduced 
by Kuhn and Tucker [60]. Geoffrion [34] modified this concept as follows: 
PROPERLY EFFICIENT SOLUTION. An efficient solution x of the vector 
minimum problem (VP) is said to be a properly efficient solution, if there exists a 
scalar N > 0 such that, for each r e K, fr{x) < fr{x) and x e S imply that 
for at least one j G Kr satisfying fj{x) < fj{x). 
An efficient solution x G 5 is said to be improperly efficient if for each scalar 
N > 0 (no matter how large) there exist a point x e S and r e K such that 
fr{x) < fr{x) and 
fr{x) - fr{x) 
for aW j G Kr satisfying fj(x) < fj{x). 
>N 
1.1.3. CONVEX FUNCTIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
Let X be an open convex subset of /?" and ^ be a continuous numerical fimction 
defined on X. Also, let C^ be the class of all continuous functions 9 : X -^ R, such 
that all the first order partial derivatives of 9 exist and are continuous on X. Then 
at X G X, we define 9 to be 
(i) Convex if for all x E X, 
9[Xx + (1 - X)x] ^ X9{x) + (1 - X)9{x), for all A, 0 ^ A ^  1, 
or equivalently, if 
9{x) - 9{x) ^ S79{x){x - x) when 9 e CK 
The function 9 is said to be strictly convex if the above conditions hold as strict 
inequalities iox x ^ x. 
(ii) Quasiconvex if for all x G A", 
^(x) ^ 9{x) => ^[Ax + (1 - A)x] ^ ^(x), for all A, 0 ^ A ^ 1. 
or equivalently, if 
^(x) ^ ^(x) =^ \79{x){x - x) ^ 0 when 9eC\ 
(iii) Pseudoconvex if ^ G C^ and for all x G X, 
y9{x){x - x) ^ 0 => ^(x) ^ ^(x), 
or equivalently, if 
e{x) < 6{x) => \/e{x){x - x) < 0. 
(iii) Strictly Pseudoconvex if ^ G C^ and for all x G X, and x 7^  x 
^(x) ^ ^(x) =^ Sje{x){x - x) < 0, 
or equivalently, if 
V^(x)(x - x) ^ 0 =J> ^(x) > ^(x). 
Further, 6 is said to be convex on A" if ^ is convex at every point on X. A 
k-dimensional vector function 6 = {61,62,- •• ,6k) is said to be convex at x (or on 
X) if for each j G K, 6j is convex at x (or on X). A function 6 is concave if and only 
if —6 is convex. Other definitions follow similarly. 
In the subsequent chapters, we need the following definitions: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 . A functional F : X x X x ff" —> Ris sublinear, if for all 
X, X G ^ , 
(A) F(x,x;a + b)S F(x,x;a) + F{x,x;b),for all a,be R", 
(B) F{x,x;aa) = aF{x,x;a),ioT all a e R,a'^ 0,and a G i?". 
Let F : X X X X R"' -^ Rhe a. sublinear functional; p e R and d{.,.) : X x X ^ 
R. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .2 . A differentiable function 6 is said to be {F,p)-convex at x, if 
for all X G X, we have 
F(x, x; V^(^)) + pd^{x, x) ^ e{x) - 6{x). 
Further, 6 is said to be strictly (F,p)-convex at x, if for all x G X and x 7^  x, we 
have 
F(x, x; S76{x)) + pd?{x, x) < 6{x) - 6{x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 . A differentiable function 6 is said to be (F, p)-pseudoconvex 
at X, if for all x G X, we have 
F(x,x; v^(x)) ^ -pd^{x,x) => 6{x) ^ ^(x), 
or equivalently, 
e{x) < 6{x) ^ F{x,x;ye{x)) < -pd\x,x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 . A differentiable function 6 is said to be strictly (F, p)-pseudoconvex 
at X, if for all x G X and x 7^  x, we have 
F(x,x; V^(^)) ^ -pd\x,x) =^ ^(x) > ^(x), 
or equivalently, 
e{x) ^ e{x) => F{x,x;s/0{x)) < -p(f{x,x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .5 . A diflFerentiable function 6 is said to be (F, p)-quasiconvex at 
X, if for all x € X, we have 
0{x) S 0{x) => F(x,x; V^(^)) ^ ~pcP(x, x), 
or equivalently, 
F(x,x; v^(^)) > -p(f{x,x) =^ ^(x) > ^(x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6 . A differentiable function 0 is said to be (F,a,p,d)-convex at 
X, if there exists a function a : X x X —^ R+\ {0}, such that for all x e X, we have 
0{x) - 0{x) ^ F(x, x; a(x,x) v ^(^)) + /3d (^a;, x). 
The function 0 is said to be (F, a, p, d)-convex over X, if for all x 6 X, it is 
(F, a, p, d)-convex at x; ^ is said to be strongly (F, a, p, d)-convex or (F, p)-convex 
if p > 0 or /? = 0, respectively. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .7 . A real valued differentiable function K{x,y) :XxY-^R, 
where X and V are open sets in R!^ and ET^ respectively, is said to be F-convex in 
the first variable at it 6 X, for ftxed u G V, if there exists a sublinear functional 
F-.XxXxHr^R such that for x e X, 
K{x, v) - K{u, v) ^ •F(x,u; S/xK{u, v)), 
and K{x, y) is said to be F-convex in the second variable at u G y, for fixed u G X, 
if there exists a sublinear functional F: XxXxRT'^R such that for y G Y, 
K{u, y) - K{u, v) ^ F{v, y; VyK{u, v)). 
A real valued differentiable function K is F-concave if —K is F-convex. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .8 . A real valued differentiate function K{x,y) : X x Y -^ R, 
where X and Y are open sets in i?" and i?"* respectively, is said to be F-pseudoconvex 
in the first variable at it G X, for fixed u G y , if there exists a sublinear functional 
F -.X xX X R^ ^ R such that for x G X, 
F(x, u; \/xK{u, v))^0^ K{x, v) ^ K{u, v), 
and K{x,y) is said to be F-pseudoconvex in the second variable aiveY, for fixed 
u e X, ii there exists a subUnear functional F : X x X x R"^ -^ R such that for 
y^y, 
Fiv,y;^yK{u,v)) ^ 0 =^ K{u,y) ^ K{u,v). 
A real valued differentiable function K is F-pseudoconcave ii—K is F-pseudoconvex. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .9 . A real twice differentiate function K{x,y) : X xY -^ R, 
where X and Y are open sets in / I" and R!^ respectively, is said to be 771-bonvex in 
the first variable at w G X, for fixed v eY,ii there exists a function r]i : XxX -> RP^ 
such that for r 6 i?" and x & X, 
Kix,v) - K{u,v) ^ ri[{x,u)[V:,K{u,v) + V^^K{u,v)r] - -r'^^^^K{u,v)r, 
and K{x, y) is said to be 772-bonvex in the second variable at u G y , for fixed u^ X, 
if there exists a function -q-i: Y x Y -^ R"^ such that for p e R"^ and y eY, 
K{u, y) - K{u, v) ^ r)^{y, v)[VyK(u, v) + VyyK{u, v)p\ - -p^VyyK{u, v)p. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 10 . A real valued twice differentiable function K{x,y) : X x 
Y -^ R, where X and Y are open sets in /?" and R^ respectively, is said to be 
T/i-pseudobonvex in the first variable at u e X, for fixed v e Y, if there exists a 
function rji : X x X ^ RT' such that for r € i?" and x e X, 
il'[(x,u)[V,K(u,v) + V,,K(u,v)r] ^ 0 =^ Kix,v) ^ K{u,v) - ^r'^V,,K{u,v)r, 
and K{x, y) is said to be r72-pseudobonvex in the second variable at v G Y, for fixed 
u G X, if there exists a function T}2:Y xY -^ R!^ such that for p e R^ and y G V, 
vliy,v)[WyKiu,v) + VyyK{u,v)p] ^ 0 => K{u,y) ^ K{u,v) - ^p'^VyyK{u,v)p. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 1 . A real valued twice differentiable function K(x,y) : X x 
Y -^ R, where X and Y are open sets in J?" and RT^ respectively, is said to be 
second order F-pseudoconvex in the first variable at w G X, for fixed u G y , if there 
exists a subUnear fimctional F: XxXxR^^R such that for r e RJ" and x G X, 
F{x, u; \7xK{u, v) + ^^^Kiu, v)r) ^ 0 =4> K{x, v) ^ K{u, v) - -r'^ y , , K^u, v)r, 
and K(x, y) is said to be second order F-pseudoconvex in the second variable at 
Y eY, for fixed u G X, if there exists a sublinear functional F: XxXxR"-^R 
such that for p G R"^ and y EY, 
F{v, y; S7yK{u, v) + S7yyK{u, v)p) ^ 0 ^ K{u, y) ^ K{u, v) - -p^ Vyy K(u, v)p. 
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A real valued twice differentiable function K is second order F-pseudoconcave 
if -K is second order F-pseudoconvex. 
In the sequel, we require the following notion of separability of a vector function 
(Balas [4] and Gulati and Ahmad [35] ). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 2 . Let s^^s^,--- ,s^ be the elements of an arbitrary vector 
space. A vector function L{s^,s^,--- ,s'') will be called additively separable with 
respect to s^ if there exist vector functions M{s^) (independent of s^, s^, • • • , s*") and 
N{s^, s^, • • • , s*") (independent of s^) such that 
Lis\ 5^ , • • • , s') = Mis') + N{s\ s^ • • • , s'). 
L E M M A 1.1 (Generalized Schwartz Inequahty). Let A be a positive semidefinite 
symmetric matrix of order n. Then, for all x,z E R"^, 
1.1.4. CLASSIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS 
We now classify the mathematical programs as follows: 
(A) Linear Program. If in the vector program (VP), the functions / and g are 
Unear, then it is called a Hnear programming problem. 
(B) Nonlinear Program. If any of the functions involved in the program (VP) is 
not linear, then (VP) is called a nonlinear programming problem. 
Most of the recent research in the field of mathematical programming is directed 
towards the study of nonUnear programs. Some of the important problems in this 
class, discussed in the present thesis, are listed below: 
(Bl ) Convex Program. If in the mathematical programming problem (VP), the 
objectives are convex (or concave) and the feasible set S is convex, then (VP) is 
called a convex programming problem. 
It may be noted that in (VP), the feasible set S is convex if X is convex and 
the components of g are quasiconvex. 
(B2) Nonconvex Program. The mathematical program which is not convex is 
called a nonconvex program. 
1.1.5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
Necessary conditions for scalar convex programming were first investigated by Fritz 
John [51]. He gave the following characterization of optimahty for the scalar non-
linear program: 
(NLP) Minimize f{x) 
subject to X e. S = {x € X : g{x) ^ 0}, 
where X is an open subset of i?", and f : X —^ R and g : X —^ R"^ are differentiable 
functions on X. 
T H E O R E M 1.1 (Fritz John Necessary Conditions). If ^ G 5 is an optimal solu-
tion of (NLP), then there exist u E R and v G R^ such that 
u V fix) + v'^s/ g{x) = 0, 
v'^gix) = 0, 
{u, v) ^ 0. 
In the above conditions, the scalars u and Vi,i — 1,2,-•• ,m are called La-
grangian miiltipliers. If the Lagrangian multipUer u is equal to zero, the Fritz John 
conditions do not make use of any information pertaining to the gradient of the ob-
jective function. In this case any fimction can replace / and there will be no change 
in the above necessary conditions. So the Fritz John conditions are of no practical 
value in locating an optimal point when u = 0. In order to exclude such cases, some 
restrictions are imposed on the constraints. In the literature these restrictions are 
termed as constraint quaUfications. Some of these constraint qualifications make 
use mostly of the differentiability of the functions defining the feasible region S. 
We state below the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification [6, 70] which will be 
used in the present thesis: 
The Kuhn-Tucker Constrednt Qualification. 
The vector function g is said to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification at 
X e 5 if ^ is differentiable at x and if 
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There exists an n - dimensional vector 
function e on the interval [0,1] such that 
(a) e(0) = X 
(6) e{t) eSiovO^t^l 
(c) e is differentiable at t = 0 
and ^e(O) = Ay for some A > 0 
where I = {i e M : gi{x) = 0}. 
Assuming one or the other constraint qualifications many authors have devel-
oped necessary optimaUty conditions for (NLP) that are precisely the Fritz John 
conditions with the added property that u > 0. 
T H E O R E M 1.2 (Kuhn-Tucker Necessary Conditions). If x G 5 is an optimal 
solution of (NLP) and let g satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification at x. 
Then there exists v G i ? " such that 
V fix) -F u^ V 9{x) = 0, 
iFg(x) = 0, 
The above necessary conditions hold under any constraint quaUfication [70]. 
Kuhn and Tucker [60] also proved that the above necessary conditions are sufficient 
for optimality under suitable convexity assumptions. 
1.1.6. DUALITY IN MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
Duality theory has played an important role in the development of mathematical 
programming. OptimaUty conditions and duality can be used not only to develop 
termination criteria but also to motivate and design the computational methods 
itself. It is well known that duality principles connect two programs, one of which 
called the primal problem, is a constrained minimization (or maximization) prob-
lem and the other, called the dual, is a constrained maximization (or minimization) 
problem, in such a way that the existence of an optimal solution to one of them 
guarantees an optimal solution to the other and optimal values of the two problems 
axe equal. 
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Neumann [90] introduced the duality theory in linear programming and formu-
lated the following dual pair : 
(PP) Minimize f{x) = (Fx 
subject to Ax ^ 6, 
(DP) Maximize g{y) = h'^y 
subject to A^y ^ c, 
yZQ). 
The above pair shows that if the primal problem is a minimization of a linear 
function over a set of linear constraints, then the dual is a maximization of another 
linear function over a set of linear constraints. Moreover, dual of the dual is again 
the primal problem. 
The following duality theorems were proved by the same author. Let Xp and 
YD be the sets of feasible solutions of (PP) and (DP) respectively. 
(I) Weak Duality Theorem. For feasible solutions x and y, 
fix) ^ g{y). 
(II) Strong Duality Theorem. If the primal problem has an optimal solution, 
then the dual also has an optimal solution and 
min fix) = maxg{y). 
x&Xp yeYo 
(III) Existence Theorem. There exists a bounded (finite) optimal solution to 
(PP), if there exists a feasible solution to both the primal and its dual. 
DuaUty in nonUnear programming has also been developed extensively. It orig-
inated with the duahty results of quadratic programming given by Dennis [31]. 
Mangasarian [70] and Wolfe [112] gave duahty results for convex primal and dual 
programs. Wolfe [112] formulated the following dual to (NLP): 
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Maximize f(y) + fJ^g{y) 
subject to V/(y) + fJ^Vgiy) = 0, 
yeX,fi>0, 
and proved weak and strong duality theorems assuming / and g to be convex. 
Mangasarian [70] pointed out that these duality relations do not hold under weaker 
convexity assvunptions. Mond and Weir [87] introduced the following dual to (NLP): 
Maximize f(y) 
subject to V/(y) + fi'^Vgiy) = 0, 
M^p(y) ^ 0, 
and proved duality theorems weakening the convexity assumptions of / and g to 
pseudoconvexity of / and quasiconvexity of fi^g. They also discussed duality results 
for equality constraints. 
1.1 .7 . V A R I A T I O N A L P R O G R A M M I N G P R O B L E M S 
Let / = [a,b] and x : I -^ BP' with derivative i , f{t,x{t),x{t)) be a scalar function 
and g{t,x{t),x{t)) be an m-dimensional vector function, both continuously differ-
entiable with respect to each argvmient. Then the problem of finding a piecewise 
smooth extremal x = x{t) for the program: 
Minimize F{x, x) = J^ f{t, x{t), x{t))dt 
subject to x{a) = a, x{b) ~ (5, 
g(t,x{t),x{t))^0, tel, 
is known as a variational problem. 
Invexity of the function f{t,x{t),x{t)) and the functional F{x,x) has been de-
fined in the literature. We first state these definitions. 
The function f{t,x{t),x{t)) is said to be 
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(i) Invex in x and x with respect to 77 if there exists a vector function r]{t,x,x,u,u) G 
BT' with 77 = 0 at f if x{t) = u{t) such that 
drF fit, x, x) - fit, u, ii) ^ V^VJit, u, u) + - ^ V i / ( t , u, ii), 
for a.l\x,u: I -^ i?". 
The functional Fix, x) is said to be 
(ii) Invex in x and x with respect to 77 if there exists a vector function r;(t, x,x,u,u) G 
R" with 77 = 0 at t if x(f) = u(f) such that 
[v^VJit,u,u) + ^Vi / ( i , 7 i ,w) |d f , 
for all x , t i : / - > iJ". 
The functional Fix,x,y,y) — J^ fit,x,x,y,y)dt where x : I ^ R^ and y : 
/ —> il"* with derivatives x and y is said to be 
(iii) Invex in x and x for each y and 7/ with respect to 77 if there exists a vector 
fimction -qit, x, x, u, u) G i?" with 77 == 0 at f if x(t) = u(t) such that 
[if ^x fit, u, u, y, y) + - ^ Vi/(<, u, Ti, y, y)]dt, 
for all a;,it: / -> /?". 
Generalized invexity, i.e., pseudoinvexity can be defined similarly. 
In the sequel, we will write 77(x, u) for T]it, x, x, u, u) and 77(1;, y) for -qit, v, v, y,y). , 
Mond and Hanson [83] formulated the following dual to the above variational 
problem in the sprit of usual finite dimensional mathematical programming prob-
lems and proved a weak duality theorem assuming / and g to be convex in (x. i ) : 
Maximize /^ [fit, u, u) - A(t)^(/(i, u, u)]dt 
subject to 
uia) = a, u(6) = P 
fit,u,u) - Xitfgit,u,u) = -[VJit,u,u) - XitfV^git,u,u)] 
Xit) ^ 0. 
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They also proved strong and converse duality theorems using necessary conditions 
given by Valentine [104]. 
1.2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED W O R K 
1.2.1. SYMMETRIC AND SELF DUALITY 
In mathematical programming, a pair of primal and dual problems is called sym-
metric if the dual of the dual is the primal problem; that is, if the dual problem is 
expressed in the form of the primal problem, then its dual is the primal problem. 
However, the majority of dual formulations in nonhnear programming do not pos-
sess this property. Symmetric dual quadratic programs were given by Dorn [32] and 
Cottle [24]. Dantzig et al. [29] first formulated a pair of symmetric dual programs 
while Mond [80] and Mehndiratta [72] studied symmetric duality for certain class 
of nondifferentiable programs which involve square roots of quadratic forms in the 
objective function. Dantzig et al. [29] formulated the following primal and dual 
symmetric programs and established weak and strong duaUty theorems under con-
vexity assumptions: 
(PS) Minimize F{x,y) = K(x,y)-y'^VyK{x,y) 
subject to VyK(x, y) ^ 0, 
x,y'^0. 
(DS) Maximize G{u, v) = K{u, v) - vFVxK{u, v) 
subject to VxK{u, v) ^ 0, 
u, u ^ 0. 
T H E O R E M 1 .3 (Weak Duality). Let {x,y) be feasible for (PS) and {u,v) be 
feasible for (DS). Also let 
(i) K{.,y) be convex in x; and 
{ii) K(x,.) be concave in y. 
Then 
F{x,y)^G{u,v). 
T H E O R E M 1.4 (strong DuaUty). Assume that the hypotheses of weak duality 
(Theorem 1.3) are satisfied. Let 
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(i) K(x, y) be twice differentiable, 
{ii) {x,y) be an optimal solution for (PS); and 
{in) VyyK{x,y) be negative definite. 
Then {x,y) is an optimal solution for (DS) and the two objectives are equal. 
To weaken the convexity-concavity assumption on K{x, y) to pseudocon\-exity-
pseudoconcavity, Mond and Weir [87] considered the following pair of symmetric 
dual programs and discussed weak and strong duality theorems: 
(PM) Minimize K{x, y) 
subject to VyK{x, y) ^ 0, 
y^VyK{x,y)^0, 
x^O. 
(DM) Maximize K(u, v) 
subject to VxK{u, v) ^ 0, 
T H E O R E M 1.5 (Weak Duality). Let {x,y) be feasible for (PM) and (u.v) be 
feasible for (DM). Also let 
(t) K(.,y) be pseudoconvex in x; and 
(ii) K{x,.) be pseudoconcave in y. 
Then 
K{x,y)^K{u,v). 
T H E O R E M 1.6 (Strong Duality). Assume that the hypotheses of weak duahty 
(Theorem 1.5) are satisfied. Let 
(i) K{x, y) be twice differentiable, 
{ii) (5, y) be an optimal solution for (PM), 
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(iii) VyyK{x, y) be positive or negative definite; and 
(iv) VyKix,y)^0. 
Then (x,y) is an optimal solution for (DM) and the two objectives are equal. 
A program is said to be self dual [33] if the dual can be recast in the form of 
the primal, that is, primal and dual formulations are equivalent. Mond and Cottle 
[82] observed that the symmetric dual programs of Dantzig et al. [29] are self duals 
if JK{x, y) is skew symmetric, and gave self duality results. 
In 1970, Balas [4] presented the minimax mixed integer analogue of the sym-
metric dual pair of Dantzing et al. [29] by constraining some of the primal and dual 
variables to belong to the arbitrary sets of integers. He considered the following 
symmetric dual problems: 
Miuj,! Max^ _j/2 K{x,y)-{y'^YVy2K{x,y) 
subject to Vy2K{x,y)^Q), 
x 2 ^ 0 , 
x^ eU.y^eV. 
Max r^i Mini2_j, K{x,y) - {x'^)'^Va:2K{x,y) 
subject to Vx2K{x,y) ^0, 
x 2 ^ 0 , 
x' eU,y'eV, 
and proved the symmetric duality theorem. Here x — (x^,x^),y = (ySy^), and 
U C i?"i (0 ^ ni ^ n) and V C K^' (0 ^ mi ^ m) are arbitrary sets of integers. 
Weir and Mond [110] discussed symmetric duality in multiobjective program-
ming. They studied the symmetric duality for the following two pairs assuming 
convexity conditions similar to [29, 87]: 
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(Primal) Minimize K{x,y)-[y^Vy\^K{x,y)\e 
subject to Vy\^K{x, y) ^ 0, 
A > 0, A^e = 1. 
(Dual) Maximize K{u. v) - [u^ViA^fsr(u, v)\e 
subject to ^^)^K{u,v) ^ 0, 
A > 0 , A ^ e = l . 
(Primal) Minimize K{x. y) 
subject to \/yX^K{x, y) ^ 0, 
y'^Vy\^K{x,y)^Q, 
A > 0 , A ^ e = l . 
(Dual) Maximize/r(u,t;) 
subject to V^\^K{u, v) ^ 0, 
A > 0 , A^e = l. 
Mond and Hanson [83] and Bector et al. [10] extended symmetric duality to 
variational problems, providing continuous analogous of the former results while 
Chandra and Husain [17] studied symmetric and self duahty for fractional varia:ional 
problems as dynamic generalizations. Since the identification of invex functions by 
Hanson [44], many duality results which previously required convexity/generalized 
convexity assumptions have been extended by using invexity/generalized invexity, 
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including the vaxiational problems treated by Mond et al. [81] and Mond and Hu-
sain [85]. 
Mond and Hanson [84] studied symmetric duality for the following pair under 
convexity/concavity assumptions: 
Primal Minimize J^[fit,x,x,y,y)-yit)'^^yf{t,x,x,y,y)+y{tf ji^yf{t,x.x,y,y)]dt 
subject to 
x{a) = a, x{b) = (3 
y{a) = 7, y{b) = S 
i^yfit, X, i, y, y) ^ V^/(f, X, X, y, y) 
x{t) ^ 0. 
Dual Maximize /^[/(t,tt,li,v,v)-u{tyVxf{t,u,u,v,v)+u{t)'^f^S/±f{t,u.u.v, v)]dt 
subject to 
u{a) = a, u{b) — P 
v{a) — 7, v{b) = 6 
^Vif{t, u, u, V, v) ^ Vi/(f, u, it, V, v) 
v{t) ^ 0, 
where / = [a, b] is a real interval, x : I -^ i?", y : I -^ R^, x and y denote derivatives 
of X and y with respect to t and f{t, x, x, y, y) is a continuously differentiable scalar 
function. They needed / to be convex in x and x for each y and y and conca%e in 
y and y for each x and x. 
If the constraints x{t) ^ 0 and v{t) ^ 0 are removed from the above primal and 
dual problems, we get the pair considered by Smart and Mond [98], wherein weak 
duahty theorem is proved assuming the functional /^ fdt to be invex in x and x and 
-/^ fdt to be invex in y and y 
Chandra and Husain [16] studied symmetric and self duality for the following 
nondifferentiable symmetric duals assuming the convexity/concavity of K{x, y-: 
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Minimize K{x, y) - y^ Vy i^i^y v) + i^'^Bx) 2 
subject to s/yK{x, y) - Cw ^ 0, 
w'^Cw ^ 1, 
Maximize K{x, y) - x^ Vi K{x, y) - {y'^Cyp 
subject to \/xK{x, y) + Bz'^ 0, 
z'^Bz ^ 1, 
y^o. 
Subsequently, Chandra et al. [13] presented the following pair of nondiflFeren-
tiable symmetric dual programs in the spirit of Mond and Weir [87], and discussed 
duahty results involving pseudoconvexity/pseudoconcavity: 
Minimize K{x,y) — y^Cz + {x^Bx)^ 
subject to sjyK{x, y) — Cz"^ 0, 
y'^[\jyK{x,y)-Cz\^Q, 
z^Cz S 1, 
x^O. 
Maximize K{u, v) + u^Bw — {v'^Cv)^ 
subject to Vi-^(W) v) + Bw ^ 0, 
u^[s7xK{u,v) + Bw] ^ 0 , 
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w'^Bw ^ 1, 
1.2.2. SECOND ORDER DUALITY 
Mangasarian [71] first formulated the second order dual for a nonlinear program-
ming problem and established duality results under somewhat involved assimiptions. 
Mond [78] considered the following second order symmetric dual programs: 
Minimize K{x, y) - y'^VyK{x, y) - y'^VyyK(x, y)p - \p^VyyK{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y) + VyyK{z, y)p ^ 0, 
x^O. 
Maximize K{x, y) - x'^'VxK{x, y) - x^VxxK{x, y)r - \r^VxxK{x, y)r 
subject to VxK{x, y) + VxxK{x, y)r ^ 0, 
and reproved second order duality theorems under simpler assumptions than those 
previously given by Mangasarian [71]. An alternative approach to higher order du-
ahty is given in [103]. 
1.2.3. MiNiMAx PROGRAMMING 
Schmitendorf [94] considered the following minimax programming problem: 
(NP) Minimize s\ip(p{x,y) 
subject to X G 5 = {x G i?" : C{x) ^ 0}, 
where S is the set of feasible solutions of (NP), y is a compact subset of R"^ ; 
o{.,.) : R"" X R""-> R is C^ on i?" x R"" and C(.) : R"" -^ RP is C^ on /?". 
Schmitendorf [94] established the following necessary and sufficient optimality 
conditions for (NP) by defining the set 
Y{x) ^{yeV: (p{x, y) = sup (^(x, z)}. 
z€Y 
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T H E O R E M 1.7 (Necessaxy Conditions). Let x* be a solution to the problem (NP) 
and the vectors ViCt(x*),z G /(x*), are linearly independent. Then there exist a 
positive integer a, scalars Aj ^ 0,z = 1,2, • • • ,a, scalars /ij ^ 0,z = 1,2, • • • ,p, and 
vectors y, G V'(x*), i = 1,2, • • • , Q, such that 
a p 
Y^XiV.cP{x*,yi) + ^ M . V . a ( x - ) = 0, 
i = l 1=1 
i = l 
Also, if P is the number of nonzero // j , l $ Q + / 3 ^ n + l . 
T H E O R E M 1.8 (Sufficient Conditions). Let x* G 5. Let C(.) be a convex fimction 
of X and, for every y EY, let < (^., y) be a convex function of x. If there is a positive 
a 
integer a, 1 ^  a ^ n + 1, if there are scalars Aj ^  0, i = 1,2, • • • , a, X^ Aj 7^  0. and 
1 = 1 
scalars //^  ^ 0, i = 1,2, • • • ,p, and if there are vectors yi G Y{x*), i = 1,2, • - • , a, 
such that 
a p 
E Ai V,0(x*, yO + E /^ i V,a(x*) = 0, 
t = l i = l 
/iia(x*) = o, i = i , 2 , - - - , p , 
then X* is a minimax solution. 
Tanimoto [101] applied these optimality conditions to define the following dual 
problem: 
p 
max sup f{x) + Y^ij,jgj{x), 
where K is the set of triplets (s,A,y), where s ranges over the integers 1 ^ s ^ 
n + 1,A = (Ai,A2,--- ,A,) with Ai > 0 (z - 1,2,--- ,s),f2^i = 1 and H{s.X,y) 
1=1 
denotes the set of all (x, /x) G i?" x BP satisfying 
s P 
E Ai Vx 0(a:, yi) + E A^i V 5i(3;) = 0, 
t=i i = i 
{yi,y2,•••,?/.} c y(a;) 
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and he derived the duahty theorems for convex minimax programming. Weir [108] 
relaxed the convexity assumptions in the sufficient optimality of [94] and employed 
the optimaUty conditions to construct several dual problems. 
1.2.4. OPTIMALITY IN MULTIOBJECTIVE P R O G R A M M I N G 
In their classical work in 1951, Kuhn and Tucker [60] also gave some interesting 
results concerning multiobjective programming. Since then, research in this field 
has made remarkable progress both theoretically and computationally. Some of the 
earhest attempts to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for efficiency were 
carried out by Kuhn and Tucker [60 ] and Arrow et al. [3]. In 1968, Geoffrion [34] 
modified the definition of properly efficient solution [60] and proposed a comprehen-
sive theorem for necessary and sufficient conditions for a properly efficient solution. 
Geoffirion [34] introduced the scalar parametric problem: 
(EP) Minimize X^fix) = ^ - i^/fC^) 
subject to X e 5, 
where Xi{i E K) are strictly positive parameters (often normalized according ^ \i = 
1) and related its optimal solution with a properly efficient solution of (VP) in the 
following two results: 
T H E O R E M 1 .9 . Let Ai > O (i = l, 2, • • • ,K)he fixed. If X is an optimal solution 
of (EP), then x is a properly efficient solution of (VP). 
T H E O R E M 1 . 10 . Let X be a convex set and / be a convex function on X. Then 
X is a properly efficient solution of (VP) if and only if x is an optimal solution of 
(EP) for some A > 0. 
A comprehensive theorem in Geoffirion [34] includes the following necessar>- and 
sufficient conditions. Though Geoffrion [34] assumed the Kuhn-Tucker constraint 
quaUfication for Theorem L l l , it holds under any constraint qualification. 
T H E O R E M 1 .11 (Kuhn-Tucker Type Necessary Conditions). Let x G 5 be a 
properly efficient solution of (VP) and let g satisfy a constraint qualification at x. 
Then there exist u € R'' and v 6 R"^, such that 
u^ V /(^) + w^  V ai^) = 0, 
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v^gix) = 0, 
k 
t = i 
T H E O R E M 1 .12 (Kuhn-Tucker Type Siifficient Conditions). Let / and g be 
convex at x e S. If there exist ue R'' and v e R"^, such that 
u^ V fix) + u^ V 9{x) = 0, 
v'^gix) = 0, 
k 
M > 0 , U ^ O , X ^ U i - 1, 
t = l 
then X is a properly efficient solution of (VP). 
Kaul et al. [53] established the following Kuhn-Tucker type necessary condi-
tions for efficiency of (VP): 
T H E O R E M 1 .13 (Kuhn-Tucker Type Necessary Conditions). Assume that x* is 
an efficient solution for (VP) at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint quaUfication is 
satisfied. Then there exist u e R'^ and v E R"^, such that 
if V fix*) + v'^Vgix*) = 0, 
v'^gix*) - 0, 
i=l 
1.2.5. DUALITY IN MULTIOBJECTIVE P R O G R A M M I N G 
Duahty which is a fruitful theory and plays an important role in mathematical 
programming has been extended to multiobjective optimization since late 1970's. 
Isermann [48-50] developed multiobjective duality in the linear case. Duality for 
linear vector maximum problems with matrix variables was discussed by Corley 
[23]. For the nonlinear cases duality has been developed by Bitran [12], Craven 
[26], Kawasaki [54], Tanino and Sawaragi [102] etc. These studies differ in their 
approach as well as the sense in which 'Optimality' is defined for the multiobjec-
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tive programming problem. Bitran's development associates a matrix, rather than a 
vector, to efficient points of the saddle point dual. Craven treats the problem from 
the strong vector minimization view point rather than the Pareto minimization. 
Kawasaki's work is based on the conjugate set valued function, the Lagrangian and 
minimum techniques. Tanino and Sawaragi developed a duality theory for convex 
multiobjective problems using a vector valued Lagrangian function and exploring 
the properties of primal and dual point to set maps. 
Bector et al. [9] and Singh [97] discussed Mond-Weir type duality in multi-
objective programming using the constraint qualification [96] based on the idea of 
convergence vector under different generalized convexity assumptions. They consid-
ered the dual problem 
(D) Maximize f{y) 
subject to VX^fiy) + tfVg{y) = 0, 
iJ''^g{y) ^ 0, 
A > 0 , 
and proved the duality theorems relating the efficient solutions of (VP) and (D). 
Gulati and Talaat [42] obtained these duality relations without needing any con-
straint qualification under weaker convexity assumptions. 
The contributions of Wen and Jeyakumar [109] and Weir and Mond [111] are 
for weak efficient solutions. 
Weir [106, 107] first discussed Wolfe duality for properly efficient solutions. Gu-
lati and Talaat [43] established duality results for Mond-Weir type dual as follows: 
T H E O R E M 1 .14 (Strong Duality). Let x be a properly efficient solution for (VP) 
and let g satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification at x. Then there exist 
(A,/i), such that {y = x,\,Jl) is a feasible solution for (D) and objective values of 
(\T) and (D) are equal. Also, if y f is pseudoconvex and JX^g is quasiconvex at y 
for every dual feasible solution (y, A, /x), then (x, A, p) is a properly efficient solution 
for (D). 
T H E O R E M 1 .15 (Converse Duality). Let (y. A, /2) be a weak efficient solution for 
(D), the n X n Hessian matrix V^(A^/(y) -\- ffg{y)) be positive or negative definite 
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and Vfi{y),i = 1,2, • • • , fc be linearly independent. If X^f is pseudoconvex and fi^g 
is quasiconvex at y, then y is a properly efficient solution for (VP). 
1.3. SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 
The contents of this thesis are devoted to the study of optimality conditions and 
duality results for some mathematical programming problems. The results obtained 
axe discussed in Chapters 2 to 7. 
In Chapter 2, weak, strong and converse duality theorems are established for 
the following Wolfe and Mond-Weir type nondifferentiable symmetric dual programs 
under F-convexity and generalized F-convexity; 
W O L F E T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALS 
(WP) Minimize K{x, y) - y'^' Vy K{x, y) + {x^Bx)^ 
subject to \/yK{x, y) ~ Cw ^ 0 
nFCw S 1 
x^O. 
(WD) Maximize K{u,v) - u^ \/^ K{u,v) - (v'^Cv)^ 
subject to SJxK{u, v) + Bz^Q 
z'^Bz S 1 
M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALS 
(MP) Minimize K(x, y) - y'^Cw + (x'^Bx)^ 
subject to S7yK{x, y)~Cw ^Q 
y'^S/yK{x,y)-y^Cw^O 
nFCw < 1 
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(MD) Maximize K{u, v) + VFBZ - {v^Cv)^ 
subject to \7xK{u, v) + Bz^O 
u'^\/^K{u,v) + u'^Bz'^0 
z'^Bz ^ 1 
Applying the separability of the functions involved, the duality results of Section 
2.2 are used to investigate the symmetric duality results for the minimax \-ersions 
of these programs. 
Chapter 3 is divided into foiu: sections. In Section 3.1, a brief account of the 
related work is given. In Section 3.2, we consider the following nondifferentiable 
second order symmetric dual programs: 
W O L F E T Y P E SECOND ORDER SYMMETRIC DUALS 
(WSP) Minimize K{x, y) + (x'^Bx)^ - y'^VyK{x, y) - y'^VyyK{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y) - Cw + VyyK{x, y)p ^ 0 
w'^Cw < 1 
X >0 . 
(WSD) Maximize K{u, v) - (u^Cu)^ - u'^VxK{u, v) - u^V:,^K{u, v)r 
\r^V XXK{U,V)T 
subject to Vi/f (u, v) + Bz-\- VxxK{u, v)r ^ 0 
z^Bz ^ 1 
t ; > 0 . 
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M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SECOND ORDER SYMMETRIC DUALS 
(MSP) Minimize K{x, y) + (x^Bx)^ - y^Cw - \p^VyyK{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y)-Cw + VyyK{x, y)p ^ 0 
y^[WyK{x, y)-Cw + VyyK{x, y)p] ^ 0 
w'^Cw ^ 1 
(MSD) Maximize K{u, v) - {v'^Cv) ^  + u^Bz - \r'^V:,:,K{u, v)r 
subject to VxK{u, v) + Bz + VxxK{u, v)r ^ 0 
u^[VxK{u,v) + Bz + VxxKiu,v)r] S 0 
z'^Bz ^ 1 
Usual symmetric duality results are proved for these programs under rj-bonvexity 
and 77-pseudobonvexity assimiptions. In Section 3.3, we present the second order 
minimax mixed integer symmetric dual programs and discuss second order s}Tnmet-
ric duality results by using the results of Section 3.2. In the last section, it is shown 
that if K is skew symmetric and B = C, then the dual programs of Section 3.3 are 
self duals. Self duality theorems are also discussed. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with the formulation of Mond-Weir type nondifferen-
tiable multiobjective second order symmetric dual programs. Weak, strong, converse 
and self duality theorems are proved in subsequent sections under generalized second 
order F-convexity. The symmetric dual programs considered here are 
(MMP) Minimize K{x,y,w,p) = {Ki{x,y,w,p),K2{x,y,w,p),- • • ,Kk{x,y,w,p)) 
k 
subject to X) HVyfii^, y) - CiWi + SJyyMx, y)pi] S 0 
i = l 
A: 
y^ E MVyfii^, y) - CiWi + S/yyfi{x, y)Pi] ^ 0 
i = l 
wfCiVJi ^ 1, z = 1,2, • • • , A; 
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A > 0 
(MMD) Maximize G{u,v,z,r)-=-{Gi{u,v,z,r),G2{u,u,z,r),-• • ,Gk{u,v,z.,r)) 
k 
subject to YJ HVxfi{u, v) + BiZi + S/xxfi{u, v)r,] ^ 0 
t=i 
k 
^'^ E Ai[Vx/i(«, v) + BiZi + \7xxfi{u, v)ri] ^ 0 
t = i 
zfBiZi ^ l , i = 1,2,--- ,/c 
A > 0 
where for i = 1,2, • • • ,k, 
Ki{x,y,w,p) = fi{x,y) + {x'^Bix)^ - y^CiWi - \pj sjyy fi{x,y)pi, 
Gi{u, V, z, r) = fi{u, v) - {v^dv)^ + vFBiZi - \rj V n /i(u, v)ri. 
In Chapter 5, we consider the following nondifferentiable minimax fractional 
programming problem 
/ i ( i , y ) - ( i^Z3 i ) i ' 
subject to g{x) ^ 0, 
(P) n i i n s u p { p J ± J 4 ^ , 
where y is a compact subset of RT, / , / i : /?" x i?'" -> i?, are C^ on ii!" x R"" and 
g : RP^ -^ RP is C^ on i?", B and D are nxn positive semidefinite matrices. 
Sufficient optimality conditions are established for problem (P) under general-
ized (F, p)-convexity. Subsequently, these sufficient conditions are used in order to 
derive weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems for one parametric and two 
parametric-free duals associated with (P). In the last section, we further general-
ize the sufficient optimaUty conditions and duality results for one parametric and 
one parametric-free duals to a more general class of convexity, called {F,a,p,d)-
convexity. These results include as a special case, the sufficiency and duality results 
previously existing in the Uterature. 
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In Chapter 6, we define a class of second order (F, a, p, d)-convexity and its gen-
eralizations. An example of second order (F, a, p, d)-convex function is given. Using 
these convexity assumptions on the functions involved, weak, strong and strict con-
verse duaUty theorems are proved for the following Mangasarian type, Mond-Weir 
type and general Mond-Weir type duals associated with the multiobjective program-
ming problem (VP): 
M A N G A S A R I A N T Y P E S E C O N D O R D E R D U A L 
(MAD) Maximize (/i(u) + y'^g{u) - ^p^^Viiu) + y^g{u)]p, 
• • • , hiu) -h y'giu) - |p^V2[A(n) + y^g(n)lp) 
subject to 
VA^/(u) + V^X^f{u)p + Vy^g{u) + V^y^g{u)p = 0, 
A^O, 
X^e = l. 
M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SECOND ORDER DUAL 
(MWD) Maximize (/i(w) - |p^VVi(w)p, / 2W - |p^VV2(t^)p, 
•••,MU)-IP^V'MU)P) 
subject to 
VX^fiu) + V'X^f{u)p + Vy'^giu) + V'y^giu)p = 0, 
y^g{u) - \p^V'y'^g{u)p ^ 0, 
A > 0 . 
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GENERAL MOND-WEIR TYPE SECOND ORDER DUAL 
(GMD) Maximize (/i(w) + E yi9i{u) - b^V2[/i(u) 4- E yt9i{u)]p, 
• • • Jkiu) + E yi9ii^) - y V2[A(«) + E y.5.(«)]p) 
subject to 
VA^/(u) + V2A^/(u)p + Vj/^p(u) + V^y^g{u)p = 0, 
E yiPi(«) - b'^v^ E yi9i{u)p ^ o, ^ = i, 2, • • •,r, 
y^o, 
A ^ O , 
A^e = 1, 
where /^ C M = {1,2, • • • , m}, /? = 0,1,2, • • • , r with /« n //? = 0 if Q ?^  /? and 
It is also indicated that our results generalize the duality results discussed in 
[118]. 
Chapter 7 is related to the study of Mond-Weir type symmetric duality for 
multiobjective variational problems over arbitrary cones. In this chapter, we apply 
the generalized invexity on the functions involved, in order to prove the weak, strong 
and converse duality theorems. The problems considered are: 
(MVP) Min / f{t,x{t),x{t),y{t),m)dt 
J a 
- [ / f\t,x{t),x{t),y{t),m)dt,--- ,J^ f{t,x{t),x{t)Mt),y t))dt 
subject to 
x{a) = 0 = x{by, y{a) = 0 = y{b), 
x{a) - 0 - x{b); y{a) = 0 = t/(6). 
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[{X^f)y{t,x{t),xit)Mt)M)) - DiX-^fUt^xit^xitlyitim)] e CI 
yitf [(A^/)v(t, x{t),xit),y{t), y{t)) - D{\^f)y{t, x(t), x(t),y{t)Mt))] ^ 0, 
x{t) eCu t& I, 
A>0. 
(MVD) Max I f{t,u(t),u{t),v{t),v{t))dt 
Ja 
= \J f\t,u{t),^itlv{t),v{t))dt,--- J f{t,u{t),u{t),v{t),v{t))dt 
subject to 
u{a) - 0 = u{b); v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
u{a) = 0 = iiib); v{a) = 0 = v(b), 
- [{x'^fUt,u{t),^{t)Mt),m) -D{x'^fUt,u{t),u{t)Mt)Mt))] e Q, 
^{tf [{x'^fUtMt)Mt)At)Mt)) -Dix'^fUt,u{t)Mt)Mt)Mt))] S o, 
v{t) G C2, te I, 
A>0. 
A minimax version of these programs is also investigated and a symmetric 
duality theorem is proved. Under additional assumption of skew symmetry-, our 
multiobjective variational mixed integer program is shown to be self dual and a self 
duality theorem is given. These minimax variational problems include as a special 
case, the static symmetric dual minimax mixed integer programming problems of 
Kim and Song [56]. 
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SYMMETRIC DUALITY IN NONDIFFERENTIABLE 
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING ' 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In mathematical programming, a pair of primal and dual problems is called sym-
metric if the dual of the dual is the primal problem; that is, if the dual problem 
is expressed in the form of the primal problem, then its dual is the primal prob-
lem. However, the majority of dual formulations in nonlinear programming (see 
[41, 44-46, 79, 87, 112]) do not possess this property. The first symmetric dual 
formulation for quadratic programming was proposed by Dorn [32]. Dantzig et al. 
[29] and Mond [77] formulated a pair of symmetric dual programs involving a real 
valued function K{x,y), that is convex in the first variable and concave in the sec-
ond variable. Later, Mond and Weir [87] presented a different pair of symmetric 
dual nonlinear programs which allows the weakening of the convexity-concavity hy-
potheses for K{x, y) to pseudoconvexity-pseudoconcavity. Chandra and Husain [16i 
studied a pair of Wolfe type nondifferentiable symmetric dual programs assuming 
convexity-concavity of the scalar function K{x,y). Subsequently, Chandra et al. 
[13] presented another pair of nondifferentiable symmetric dual programs weakening 
convexity-concavity assumption to pseudoconvexity-pseudoconcavity. 
Bales [4] generalized the symmetric duahty results of Dantzig et al. [29] b\-
constraining some of the primal and dual variables to belong to the arbitrary sets 
of integers. Kumar et al. [61] extended these results assuming pseudoconvexit}-
pseudoconcavity of the kernel function K{x,y). As a follow up, Gulati et al. [38', 
presented two distinct pairs of nondifferentiable minimax mixed integer symmetric 
dual programs and established S3anmetric and self duality theorems. 
This chapter is divided in three sections. In Section 2.2, we consider two distinct 
pairs of nondifferentiable symmetric dual programs and prove weak duality rela-
tions assuming F-convexity/F-concavity and F-pseudoconvexity/F-pseudoconcavity 
respectively. Other duality relations are also stated. The duality results of Section 
2.2 axe then used to investigate duality for minimax version of nondifferentiable sym-
metric dual programs wherein some of the primal and dual variables are constrained 
to belong to some arbitrary sets of integers, in Section 2.3. These symmetric duality 
results subsume most of the aheady known results in the literature. 
'The contents of this chapter are in print in Journal of Applied Mathematics and Computing 
2005 
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2 . 2 . NONDIFFERENTIABLE SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
We consider the following Wolfe and Mond-Weir type nondifferentiable symmetric 
dual programs: 
2.2.1. W O L F E T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(WP) Minimize K{x, y) - y^ Vy ^{^^ v) + {x^Bx) i 
subject to \/yK{x,y)-Cw ^ 0 (2.1) 
vfCw ^ 1 (2.2) 
x^Q. (2.3) 
(WD) Maximize K{u, v) - vF Vi -^(w, w) - {v^Cv)^ 
subject to \J^K{u, u) + 5 ^ ^ 0 (2.4) 
2^52 ^ 1 (2.5) 
u ^ 0, (2.6) 
where B and C are positive semidefinite matrices of order n and m. Also vj and z 
are respectively the m and n dimensional vectors. 
T H E O R E M 2 .1 (Weak DuaUty). Let K{.,y) + (.)^B2 be F-convex in x and 
i(r(a;,.) — {.YCw be F-concave in y and for all feasible (x, y, lu, u, u, 2) to (WP) and 
(WD): 
{i) F{x,u;i) + u^^ ^ 0, for ^ G R^; and 
(u) F(u,y;T7) + y'^r] ^  0, for T; G R ^ . 
Then 
inf (WP) ^ sup (WD). 
P R O O F . By F-convexity of K{.,y) + {-YBZ, we have 
K{x, v) + x^Bz - K{u, v) - VFBZ ^ F{x, u; S7xK{u, v) + Bz). (2.7) 
The F-concavity of K{x,.) — {.)'^Cw gives 
K(x, y) - y^Cw - K{x, v) + v^Cw ^ F(v, y; - Vy K{x, y) + Cw). (2.8) 
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Adding the inequalities (2.7) and (2.8), we get 
K{x, y) - K{u, v) + x^Bz - viFBz - y^Cw + v^Cw 
^F{x,u;S7xK{u,v) + Bz) + F{v,y;-s^yK{x,y) + Cw). (2.9) 
On taking ^ = S7xK{u,v) + Bz and ry = - Vy K{x,y) + Cw, the assumptions (i) 
and (ii) respectively reduce to 
F{x, u; S7xK{u, v) + Bz) ^ -u^(Vxi^(w, v) + Bz), 
and 
F{v, y; - Vy K{x, y) + Cw) ^ - / ( - Vy K{x, y) + Cw). 
These inequalities together with (2.9) yield 
K{x, y) - K{u, v) + x^Bz - viFBz - y'^Cw + v^Cw 
^ -vlF Vi K{u, v) - VFBZ + y^ Vy ^{x, y) - y'^Cw. 
Or 
K{x, y) - y^ Vy K{x, y) + x^Bz ^ K{u, v) - viF Vi K{u, v) - v'^Cw, 
which in view of Lemma 1.1, (2.2) and (2.5) gives 
K{x, y) - y^ Vj, K{x, y) + {x^Bx) 5 ^ K{u, v) - 'J Vx K{u, v) - {v^Cv) t. 
and hence 
inf (WP) ^ sup (WD). 
T H E O R E M 2 .2 (Strong DuaUty). Let K •.BJ'xBr ^ R be twice differentiable. 
Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and (x, y, w) is an op'imal 
solution for (WP) such that Vyy-^(^) v) is nonsingular. Then, there exists z ^ K^ 
such that (x, y, z) is an optimal solution for (WD) and the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . The proof of this theorem is same as that of Gulati et al. [38, Theorem 6]. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 (Converse DuaUty). Let K : R^ x RT ^ R he twice differen-
tiable. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and (u, v, z) is an 
optimal solution for (WD) such that \^xxK{u, v) is nonsingular. Then, there exists 
w G R^ such that (tZ, v, w) is an optimal solution for (WP) and the two objectives 
are equal. 
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P R O O F . The proof of this theorem is same as that of Theorem 2.2. 
2.2.2. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E S Y M M E T R I C D U A L I T Y 
(MP) Minimize K{x,y)-y'^Cw + (x'^Bx)^ 
subject to \/yK{x, y)-Cw^Q (2.10) 
y^^yK{x,y)-y'^Cw^O (2.11) 
w'^Cw ^ 1 (2.12) 
x^O. (2.13) 
(MD) Maximize K{u, v) + VFBZ - {v'^Cv)2 
subject to S7xK{u, v) + Bz^O (2.14) 
u^\/^K{u,v) + u^Bz-^0 (2.15) 
z'^Bz ^ 1 (2.16) 
v^O. (2.17) 
T H E O R E M 2.4 (Weak DuaUty). Let K{.,y) + {.fBz be F-pseudoconvex in x 
and K{x,.) — {.)'^Cw be F-pseudoconcave in y and for all feasible (x, y, w, u, v, z) to 
(MP) and (MD): 
(i) F{x,u;^) + u^^ Z 0, for ieRl; and 
[a) F{v, y; ri) + y'^r] ^ 0, for -q^K!^. 
Then 
inf (MP) ^ sup (MD). 
P R O O F . On taking ^ = \7xK{u, v) + Bz, we have 
Fix, u; \7^K{u, v) + Bz) ^ -u^ Vx K{u, v) - u^Bz ^ 0, (by (i) and (2.15)), 
which by F-pseudoconvexity of K{.,y) + {•)^Bz gives 
K{x, v) + x^Bz ^ K{u, v) + u^Bz. 
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Using Lemma 1.1 and (2.16), we obtain 
K{x,v) + (x^5x)^ ^ Kiu, v) + u^Bz. (2.18) 
On taking T? = - Vy -^(2;, y) + Cw, we have 
F{v, y; - Vy K{x, y) + Cw) ^ / Vy K{x, y) - y'^Cw ^ 0, (by (ii) and (2.11)), 
which by F-pseudoconcavity of K{x,.) — {.yCw yields 
K{x,y) - y^Cw ^ K{x,v) - v'^Cw. 
This alongwith Lemma 1.1 and (2.12), gives 
K{x, y) - y'^Cw ^ K{x, v) - (v'^Cv) ^. (2.19) 
Combining (2.18) and (2.19), we have 
K{x,y) -y^Cw + (x^Bx)^ ^ K{u,v) + VIFBZ - {v^Cv)^, 
and hence 
inf (MP) ^ sup (MD). 
T H E O R E M 2 . 5 (Strong Duahty). Let K : R^ X HT -^ R be twice differentiable. 
Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 axe satisfied, and (x, y, u)) is an op-
timal solution for (MP) such that S7yyK{x, y) is positive or negative definite, and 
\jyK{x, y) — Cw 7^  0. Then, there exists z e R"^ such that (x, y, z) is optimal for 
(MD) and the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . The proof of this theorem is same as given by Chandra et al. [15]. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 6 (Converse Duahty). Let .ftT : i?" x /?'"->• /? be twice differen-
tiable. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, and (tt, u, z) is an 
optimal solution for (MD) such that Vra-^(^) ^) is positive or negative definite, and 
SJxK{u, v) + Bz ^ 0. Then, there exists iv G i?"* such that (u, v, id) is optimal for 
(MP) and the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . The proof of this theorem is same as Theorem 2.5. 
2 .3 . M I N I M AX M I X E D I N T E G E R P R O G R A M M I N G 
In this section, following Balas [4] and Gulati et al. [38], we present the minimax 
versions of symmetric dual programs considered in Section 2.2 by constraining some 
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of the components of the vector variables x e RP' and y e i?"* to belong to arbi-
trary sets of integers U C i?"' and V C i?""' respectively, where 0 ^ ni ^ n and 
0 ^ mi ^ m. So we write {x,y) = {x^,x^,y^,y^), where x^ = (xi.xa,-•• ,a;„J G f/ 
and y^ = (yi, ya, • • • . 2/mi) G V^7 ^^ and y^ being the remaining components of x and 
y respectively. 
2.3.1. W O L F E T Y P E M I X E D INTEGER SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(SP) Max,i Min^2,j,,^ K{x,y) - {y^f Vy^ K{x,y) + {{x^fBx^)^. 
subject to Vy^K{x, y)~Cw^O (2.20) 
w'^Cw ^ 1 (2.21) 
x^eU,y^ eV 
x^ ^ 0. (2.22) 
(SD) Min^i Max„.„2,, K{u, v) - {u^f Vx^ K{u, v) - {{v''fCv'')\ 
subject to \j^iK{u, v) + Bz ^ 0 (2.23) 
z^Bz ^ 1 (2.24) 
v^ ^ 0, (2.25) 
where B and C are positive semidefinite matrices of order n — ni and m — mi re-
spectively. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 7 (Symmetric Duality). Let {x,y,'w) be an optimal solution for 
(SP). Also, let 
(z) K(x, y) be additively separable with respect to x^ or y \ 
(u) /C(a;, y) be twice differentiable in x"^ and y^, 
(ZM) /C(a;, y) -I- {X'^YBZ be F-convex in x^ for every (x^ y, z) and K{x, y) - {y^ j^Cw 
be F-concave in y*^  for every (x, y^w), 
(if) VyV-^(^'^) ^6 ^O'^ ^^^Sular, 
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(v) F{x\u^;e) + {uYC ^ 0, for e e RT; and 
(vi) F{v\y'';rf) + {y^rf ^ 0, for r/^  e BH^^ for all {x,y,w,u,v,z) feasible for 
(SP) and (SD). 
Then, there exists z G i?"""i such that (x, y, 2) is an optimal solution for (SD) and 
the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . Let 
q = Maxji Min^2,j,,^ [K{x,y) - {y^f S/y^ K{x,y) + {{x^fBx^f^ : {x,y,w) € Q] 
and 
s = Min„i Ma,Xu,v\z [K{u,v) - {u^YSJx'^ K{u,v) - ((t;^)^Cw^)^ : {u,v,z) e 5], 
where Q and 5 are feasible regions of primal (SP) and dual (SD) respectively. 
Since K{x,y) is additively separable with respect to x^ or y^ (say with respect 
to x^), it follows that 
K{x,y)=^K\x') + K\x\y). 
Therefore s/y2K{x,y) = \jy2K'^{x'^,y) and q can be written as 
q - Max^i Min,2,,,^ [K\x') + K\x\y) - [y^ Vy^ K^x^y) + {{x'fBx'p : 
\/y2K^(x\y) -Cw^ 0,w'^Cw ^ l.x^ ^ 0,x^ ^U,y^ e V] 
= Max,, M i v Min,2,j,2,„ [iri(xi)+/<r2(a;2,y)-(y2)Ty^,/^2(2,2^^)_^((^2)r5^2)i . 
Vy2/r2(x2,y) -Cw^ 0,'uFCw ^ 1 , 2 ^ ^ 0,x^ ^U,y^ e V]. 
Or 
9 = Max^i M i v [K'{x^) + <t>{y^) : x^ eU,y^ eV], 
where 
(t>{y') = Min,.,,.,^ [i^^(x2,y) - {y'Y y ,^ ^ ' (^ ' ,2 / ) + {{x^Bx^Y^ : 
V3,2i<'^(a;^y) - Cu; ^ O.ty^Cu; ^ l.x^ ^ 0]. 
Similarly 
s = Min^i Max„i [K\v}) + V(t^ )^ : w^  G [/,u^ G V], 
where 
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S7:,2K\u^,v) + Bz^ 0,z^Bz ^ l,!;^ ^ 0]. 
For any given y^, programs, (f){y^) and V(w )^ aJ'e a pair of symmetric dual non-
differentiable programs considered in Subsection 2.2.1, and hence, in view of various 
hypotheses made here. Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 of Section 2.2 become applicable. 
Therefore for y^ = yS 
It remains to show that (x,y,z) is indeed optimal for (SD). If this is not the 
case, there exists y^ EV such that ip{y^) < ip{y^) • But in view of the assumption 
(iv), we have 
HP') = W) > Hy') = Hy% 
which contradicts the optimality of (5,y,u)) for (SP). Hence {x,y,z) is optimal for 
(SD). 
2.3.2. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E M I X E D INTEGER SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(SP l ) Max^i Min,2,j,.„ K{x,y) - {y^fCw + {{x^fBx^y2 
subject to \/y2K(x, y)-Cw^O (2.26) 
{yY Wy- K{x, y) - (y'fCw ^ 0 (2.27) 
w'^Cw ^ 1 (2.28) 
x^ eU,y^ eV 
x^ ^ 0. (2.29) 
(SDl) Min^i Max„,„2,^  K{u, v) + {v?fBz - {{v'^fCv'^)h 
subject to Vi2i^(w, w) + Bz ^ 0 (2.30) 
{u'^f Vx2 K{u, v) + {u^Bz ^ 0 (2.31) 
z'^Bz S 1 (2.32) 
u^ eU,v^ eV 
v^ ^ 0. (2.33) 
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T H E O R E M 2 .8 (Symmetric Duality). Let {x,y,w) be an optimal solution for 
(SPl). Also, let 
(i) K{x,y) be additively separable with respect to x^ or y \ 
(u) K{x,y) be twice differentiable in x^ and y^, 
(m) K{x,y) H- {X^YBZ be F-pseudoconvex in x^ for every (a:\y, z) and K{x,y) -
{y'^YCw be F-pseudoconcave in y^ for every {x,y^,w), 
(iv) sjy2y2K{x,y) be positive or negative definite, 
{v) s/y2K{x,y)-CiD^Q, 
(vi) F{x^,u'';e) + {uY(^ ^ 0, for ^ e ^ + ; and 
{vii) F{v^, y2. ^ 2) ^ (y2)r^2 ^ Q^  foj. ^2 ^ ^m2^ fQj, g^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^  ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ feasible for 
(SPl) and (SDl). 
Then, there exists z € i?"""^ such that (x, y, z) is an optimal solution for (SDl) and 
the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . Let 
9o = Max^i Min:,2,j,,^ [K{x,y) - {y'^fCw + {{x^fBx^yi : {x,y,w) e Qo] 
and 
So = Min„i Max,,„2,, [K{u,v) + {v?fBz - {{v'^fCv'")'^ : {u,v,z) e SQ], 
where QQ and ^o are feasible regions of primal (SPl) and dual (SDl) respectively. 
Since K{x, y) is additively separable with respect to x^ or y^ (say with respect 
to x^), it follows that 
K{x,y) = K\x') + K\x\y). 
Therefore S7y2K{x,y) = '\/y2K'^(x'^,y) and 90 can be written as 
90 - Max,i Min,2,j,,^ [K\x') + K\x\y) - {y'^fCw + ((x^)^^^^)! : 
Vy^K\x\y) -Cw^% {yY V.^ K\x\y) - [y-'fCw Z 0, 
nFCw ^ l,x2 ^ 0,xi eU,y^ e V]. 
Or 
qo = Max^i M i v [K\x^) + (j)o{y^) : x^ € U,y^ e V], 
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where 
My') = Min,..,.,^ [K'ix\y) - {y'fCw + {ix^fBx')'^ : 
Vy^K\x\y) -Cw^Q, [y'f Vy. K\x\y) - {y'fCw ^ 0, 
w'^Cw^l,x^^O]. 
Similarly 
So = Min i^ Max„i [K\u^) + 4)o{v^) -.u^ eU,v^ e V], 
where 
V^2ir2(tz2, v) + Bz^ 0, (uY Vx^  K\u\ v) + {u^fBz ^ 0, 
z^BzShv^'^O]. 
For any given y^, programs (j)o{y^) and '0o(f^) are a pair of symmetric dual 
nondifferentiable programs considered in Subsection 2.2.2, and hence, in view of 
the assumptions made here, Theorem 2.4 and 2.5 of Section 2.2 become appUcable. 
Therefore, for y^ =y', we have <po{y^) = fpo{y')- The remainder of the proof of this 
theorem is same as that of Theorem 2.7. 
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SECOND ORDER SYMMETRIC DUALITY IN 
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MATHEMATICAL 
PROGRAMMING^ 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of second order duality is significant due to the computational ad-
vantages over the first order duality as it provides tighter bounds for the value of 
the objective function, when approximations are used (see [45, 71, 78]). Mangasar-
iau [71] considered a nonlinear program and discussed second order duality using 
certain inequaUties. Mond [78] introduced the concept of second order convex func-
tion, which was named as bonvex function by Bector and Chandra [8]. Later, Yang 
[114] discussed second order Mangasarian type duality under generalized represen-
tation conditions. Pandey [91] introduced the concept of 77-bonvex functions as a 
generalization of bonvex functions. Mishra [73] and Gulati et al. [37] studied single 
objective second order symmetric duality for Wolfe and Mond-Weir type models. 
Recently, Yang et al. [116] formulated a pair of Wolfe type nondifferentiable second 
order symmetric nonlinear programs involving a support function in the objective 
function and discussed the duahty results under second order F-convexity assvunp-
tions. 
This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we consider two distinct 
pairs of second order symmetric dual programs and prove weak, strong and con-
verse duaUty theorems under 77i-bonvexity/7;2-bonvexity and 77i-pseudobonvexity/772-
pseudobonvexity respectively. In Section 3.3, following Balas [4], we generaUze the 
symmetric dual programs of Section 3.2 by constraining some of the primal and dual 
variables to belong to arbitrary sets of integers. The dual programs of Section 3.3 
are shown to be self duals in Section 3.4. 
3.2. SECOND O R D E R SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
We present the following pairs of Wolfe and Mond-Weir type nondifferentiable second 
order symmetric dual programs: 
'The contents of this chapter have been pubhshed in 
(z) Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics 35 (2004) 665-676 
(ii) Asia-Pacific Journal of Operational Research 22 (2005) 19-31 
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W O L F E T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(WSP) Minimize F{x,y,p) = K{x,y) + {x^Bx)h - y^VyK{x, y) 
- y'^'^yyK{x, y)p - \p'^VyyK{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y)-Cvj+VyyK{x, y)p ^ 0 (3.1) 
w'^Cw ^ 1 (3.2) 
X ^ 0. (3.3) 
(WSD) Maximize G{u, v, r) = K{u, v) - {v'^Cv) 5 - vFV:rK{u, v) 
- u^VxxK{u, v)r - \r^VxxK{u, v)r 
subject to VxK{u, v) + Bz + VxxK{u, v)r ^ 0 (3.4) 
z'^Bz ^ 1 (3.5) 
v^O. (3.6) 
M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(MSP) Minimize M(x, y, w, p) = K{x, y) + {x'^Bx) 2 - y'^Cw - \p^VyyK{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y)-Cw + VyyK{x, y)p S 0 (3.7) 
y'^lVyKix, y)-Cw + VyyK{x, y)p] ^ 0 (3.8) 
w'^Cw ^ 1 (3.9) 
X ^ 0. (3.10) 
(MSD) Maximize N{u, v, z,r) = K{u, v) - {v'^Cv)^ + VIFBZ - \r'^VxxK{u, v)r 
subject to '7xK{u,v) + Bz+VxxK{u,v)r^0 (3.11) 
vF[VxK{u, v) + Bz + VxxK{u, v)r] ^ 0 (3.12) 
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z^Bz ^ 1 (3.13) 
v^O, (3.14) 
where 
(z) p, w are m dimensional and r, z are n dimensional vectors, respectively: and 
(M) B and C are positive semidefinite matrices of order n and m respectively. 
R E M A R K 3 . 1 . Let p = 0,r = O. Then the above programs are reduced to sym-
metric dual pairs of Chapter 2. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 (Weak Duahty). Let (x,y,w,p) be feasible for (WSP) and 
(w, V, z, r) be feasible for (WSD). Let 
(z) K{., v) + {-YBZ be 771-bonvex in the first variable at w, 
{ii) —K{x,.) + {-YCw be 772-bonvex in the second variable at y, 
{Hi) 771(2;, u) + u ^ 0; and 
{iv) r]2iv,y)+y^ 0. 
Then 
inf (WSP) ^ sup (WSD). 
P R O O F . By the hypotheses (i) and (ii), 
K{x,v)+x'^Bz-Kiu,v)-u^Bz ^ 77^(x,u)[V:,K{u, t;)+B2+V^^/r(u, v)r]-]-r^V^J<{u, v) 
and 
K{x,v)-v'^Cw-K{x,y)+y'^Cw^nl{v.y)\'^yK{x,y)-Cw+VyyK{x,y)p]-]^p^V^^^^ 
Adding these inequalities, we get 
K{x,y)-K{u,v)--p^VyyK{x,y)p+-T^^^^K{u,v)rWCw-y'^Cw+x^Bz-u^Bz 
^ r/f (x, u)[V^K{u, v)-\-Bz-^ V^^K{u, v)r] 
- vl(v, y)[VyK(x, y)-Cw + \/yyK{x, y)p], 
or 
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[K{X, y) + (x'^Bx) 5 - y'^VyKix, y) - y'^VyyK{x, y)p - lp'^WyyK{x, y)p 
- \K{u,v) - (v'^Cv)^ - vFVj,K(u,v) - u'^V^^K{u,v)r - -r^^^^K(u,v)r 
^ {T]I{X,U) + uf[V^K{u,v) + Bz + Vxxi^(u,v)r] 
-Mv,y)+yf[VyKix,y)-Cw+VyyK{x,y)p] (by (3.2), (3.5), and Lemma l . l j 
^ 0 (using (3.1), (3.4) and hypotheses (iii) and (iv)), 
and hence 
inf (WSP) ^ sup (WSD). 
T H E O R E M 3 . 2 (Strong Duality). LetK -.BrxEr^R be thrice differentiable 
and let {x,y, w,p) be a local optimal solution of (WSP). If 
{i) VyyK(x, y) is nonsingular; and 
(M) one of the matrices ^(Vyj,/ir(x,^)),z = 1,2,••• ,m, is positive or negative 
definite, 
then there exists z e BP' such that p = 0, (x, y,z,f = 0) is feasible for (WSD), and 
F{x,y,p^O)^G{x,y,r^O). 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(WSP) and (WSD), then {x,y,iD,p) and {x,y,z,f) are global optimal solutions for 
(WSP) and (WSD) respectively 
P R O O F . Since {x,y,w,p) is a local optimal solution for (WSP), by Fritz John op-
timality conditions [79], there exist a ^ R,P £ R^,j € R and S E R"' such that 
(for simpUcity, we write VxK, VyxK instead of VxK{x,y), VyxK{x,y) etc.) 
a{VxK+Bz)+VyxK{P-ay) + {VyyKp)x{P-ay-lap)-S = 0 (3.15) 
VyyK{P-Qy-ap) + {VyyKp)y{P-ay-'^ap) = 0 (3.16) 
VyyK{p-ay-ap)^0 (3.17) 
2wyC = PC (3.18) 
P'^{VyK-CW + WyyKp)=0 (3.19) 
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niil^Cw-1)=0 (3.20) 
x'^S - 0 (3.21) 
z'^Bz ^ 1 (3.22) 
{x^Bx)'^=x'^Bz (3.23) 
{a. 3,^,5)^0 (3.24) 
{a.3,j,S)^0. (3.25) 
Since /Cy^  is nonsingular, (3.17) yields 
P^ay + ap. (3.26) 
Suppose a = 0. Then (3.26) implies P — 0. Therefore equations (3.15) and (3.18) 
imply 6 = 0 and 7 = 0 respectively. Thus (Q,/9,7, (5) = 0, a contradiction to (3.25). 
Hence 
a > 0. (3.27) 
Using (3.26) in (3.16), we get 
^ap'^{S7yyKp)y = 0, 
which by the hypothesis (ii) and (3.27) yields 
p = 0. (3.28) 
Relations (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28) imply 
y = - ^ 0. (3.29) 
a 
From (3.15), (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28), we obtain 
V^K + Bz = -^0. (3.30) 
Q 
Therefore (x, y,z,f = 0) is feasible for (WSD). 
Now let ^ = a. Then a ^ 0 and from (3.18) and (3.29), 
Cy = aCw, 
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which is the condition for equality in Lemma 1.1. Therefore 
fCw = {fCy)'^{-(lFCw)'^. (3.31) 
Now from (3.20), either nFCw = 1 or 7 = 0 and hence Cy = 0. Therefore, in either 
case 
fCw = {fCyfK (3.32) 
To show the equahty of the two objective functions, multiplying (3.15) by x 
and using (3.21), (3.26) and (3.28), we get 
i^V^K + x^Bz = 0. (3.33) 
Hence 
F{x,y,p = Q) = K+{x'^Bx)"2-fVyK 
= K + x'^Bz-fCw (using (3.19), (3.23), (3.27) and (3.29)) 
- / r - ^ ^ V ^ i i ' - ( y ^ C ^ ) f u s i n g (3.32) and (3.33)) 
= G(x,y,f = 0). 
Also, by Theorem 3.1, {x,y,w,p) and (x, y, z, f) are global optimal solutions for 
(WSP) and (WSD) respectively. 
We now merely state the following converse duality theorem as its proof would 
run analogous to that of Theorem 3.2. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 3 (Converse DuaUty). Let K : BJ" x ET -^ Rhe thrice different iable 
and let (w, v, z, f) be a local optimal solution of (WSD). If 
(i) VxxK{u, v) is nonsingular; and 
(ii) one of the matrices •^^{VxxK{u,v)),i = 1,2, ••• ,n, is positive or negative 
definite, 
then there exists w E R"^ such that f — 0, {u, v,w,p = 0) is feasible for (WSPj. and 
F{u,v,p = 0) = G{u,v,f^O). 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(WSP) and (WSD), then (u,v,iD,p) and {u,v,z,f) are global optimal solutions for 
(WSP) and (WSD) respectively. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 (Weak DuaUty). Let {x,y,w,p) be feasible for (MSP; and 
(w, V, z, r) be feasible for (MSD). Let 
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(z) K(.,v) + (•)^Bz be 771-pseudobonvex in the first variable at u, 
(ii) —K{x,.) + {-YCw be 7y2-pseudobonvex in the second variable at y, 
(m) 771 (x,u) + w ^  0; and 
{iv) V2{v,y)+y^ 0. 
Then 
inf (MSP) ^ sup (MSD). 
P R O O F , inequality (3.11) along with the h3T)othesis (iii) impHes 
Tjfix, u)[V^K{u, v) + Bz + V^^Kiu, v)r] 
^ -u'^[V^K{u, v) + Bz + V:,^K{u, v)r] ^ 0 (by (3.12)). 
Using 771-pseudobonvexity of K{.,v) + {.)'^Bz, we have 
K{x, v) + x^Bz ^ K{u, v) + u^Bz - \r'^V^^K{u, v)r. (3.34) 
By (3.7) and the hypothesis (iv), we get 
•nl{'o,y)\^yK{x,y) - Cw + VyyK{x,y)p\ 
^ -y'^[VyK{x, y)-Cw + VyyK{x, y)p] ^ 0 (from (3.8)), 
which by 772-pseudobonvexity of -K{x,.) + {-YCw yields 
K{x, v) - v'^Cw S K{x, y) - y'^Cw - ^p'^VyyKix, y)p. (3.35) 
Combining inequaUties (3.34) and (3.35), we obtain 
K{x,y) + x'^Bz - y'^Cw - \p^VyyK{x,y)p 
^ K{u, v) + u^Bz - v^Cw - \r'^V^:^K{u, v)r, 
which along with Lemma 1.1, (3.9) and (3.13) gives 
K{x,y) + (x'^Bx)^ - y'^Cw - \p'^VyyK{x,y)p 
Z K{u,v) - {v'^Cv)-2 + u^Bz - \r'^V^^K{u,v)r, 
and hence 
inf (MSP) ^ sup (MSD). 
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T H E O R E M 3 . 5 (Strong Duality). Let K : R" X R"" -^ R he thrice differentiate 
and let {x,y, iv,p) be a local optimal solution of (MSP). If 
(a) VyyK{x, y) is nonsingular, 
(6) the matrix {S7yyK{x,y)p)y is positive or negative definite; and 
(c) VyKix, y)-CiD + VyyK{x, y)p 7^  0, 
then there exists z E RP^ such that p = 0, {x, y,z,f = 0) is feasible for (MSD), and 
M{x,y,'w,p = 0) := N{x,y,z,r^O). 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(MSP) and (MSD), then {x,y,u),p) and {x,y,z,f) are global optimal solutions for 
(MSP) and (MSD) respectively. 
P R O O F . Since (x,y,u),p) is a local optimal solution of (MSP), by the Fritz John 
optimahty conditions [27], there exist a E R,P G R"^,j e R,^ G R and 6 e R"- such 
that 
a [V./iT + Bz- liVyyKp^p] +[Vy,K + (S^yyKp),] iP-^y)-S = 0 (3.36) 
a [VyK -Civ- ^,{VyyKp)yP] + [WyyK + {VyyKp)y] (^ - 7^) 
- 7 [VyK -Cw + VyyKp] = 0 (3-37) 
aCy + {P- jyfC = 2uCw (3.38) 
iP-'ry-apfVyyK = 0 (3.39) 
P'^ [VyK -Civ + VyyKp] = 0 (3.40) 
7y^ [VyK -Cw + VyyKp] = 0 (3.41) 
v{iiFCiD - 1) = 0 (3.42) 
x^5 = 0 (3.43) 
z'^Bz ^ 1 (3.44) 
x^Bz ^ {x^Bx)-^ (3.45) 
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{a, P, J, u, 6)^0 (3.46) 
{a,Pn,iy,S)^0. (3.47) 
Since VyyK is nonsingulax, (3.39) yields 
P = ap + 7y. (3.48) 
Therefore (3.36) and (3.37) give, 
a [V,K + Bz- liWyyKp^p] +[Vy^K + (VyyKp),] ocpS = 0, (3.49) 
and 
( a - 7 ) [VyK -Cw + VyyKp] + \{VyyKp)y{l5-^y) = 0. (3.50) 
On multiplying (3.50) by (P — jy)^ from the left and using (3.40) and (3.41), we get 
iP - iyY{'^vyKp)y{P - ly) = 0, (3.51) 
which on using the hypothesis (b) implies 
P = ly. (3.52) 
Therefore, from (3.50) 
{a-^){VyK-Cw + VyyKp) = Q, (3.53) 
which on using the hypothesis (c) yields 
a = 7- (3.54) 
Suppose a = 7 = 0. Then from (3.49) and (3.52), we obtain 5 = 0 and P = 0, 
respectively. Also, equation (3.38) gives i/ = 0 if Cw ^ 0. Thus (a, P, 7, u, S) — 0, a. 
contradiction to (3.47). Hence 
7 = a > 0. (3.55) 
Now from (3.48), (3.52) and (3.55) 
P = 0, (3.56) 
and 
^ = - ^ 0. (3.57) 
7 
Moreover, (3.56) along with (3.49) and (3.43) yields 
a 
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and Ts 
x'^[V^K + Bz]^ = 0. 
a 
Therefore {x,y,z,f = 0) is feasible for (MSD). 
Now let ^ = a. Then a ^ 0, and from (3.38) and (3.52), 
Cy = aCw, (3.58) 
which is the condition for equality in Lemma 1.1. Therefore 
y^C«; = (/Cy)^(tS^CxZ))l 
In case u > 0, (3.42) gives iv^Cw = 1 and so y^Cw = (y^Cy)^. In case, i/ = 0, 
(3.58) gives Cy = 0 and so y'^Cw — {y^Cy)^ = 0. Thus in either case 
fCw^ifCy)"^. (3.59) 
Hence 
M(x, y,w,p = Qi) = K{x, y) + {x^Bx)^ - y^Cw 
= K{x, y) - {fCyY^ + x'^Bz (using (3.45) and (3.59)) 
= A/'(x,y,z,f = 0). 
Also, by Theorem 3.4, {x, y, w,p) and {x, y, z, f) are global optimal solutions for 
(MSP) and (MSD), respectively. 
T H E O R E M 3.6 (Converse DuaUty). Let K : EJ" x Fr" ^ R be thrice differentiable 
and let (u, v, z, f) be a local optimal solution of (MSD). If 
(a) VxxK{u, v) is nonsingular, 
(6) the matrix (Vxx^iu, v)f)x is positive or negative definite; and 
(c) S7xK{u,v) + Bz + VxxK{u,v)r^0, 
then there exists w G R"^ such that f = 0, (u, t), ly,^ = 0) is feasible for (MSP), and 
M{u,v,iD,p = 0) = N{u,v,z,f = 0). 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 axe satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(MSP) and (MSD), then {u,v,w,p) and {u,v,z,f) are global optimal solutions for 
(MSP) and (MSD) respectively. 
P R O O F , it follows on the hues of Theorem 3.5. 
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3.3. SECOND O R D E R M I X E D INTEGER PROGRAMMING 
In this section, we constrain some of the components of x and y to belong to arbi-
trary sets of integers as in Chapter 2 and present symmetric duaUty results for the 
minimax version of Wolfe and Mond-Weir type symmetric dual programs considered 
in previous section. 
For twice differentiable function K, let ^x^K{x,y) and S/y2K{x,y) be the par-
tial derivatives of K in the components of x^ and y^ respectively, evaluated at (x, y). 
Also let Va;2j.2/C(x,y) denotes the Hessian matrix with respect to x^ evaluated at 
(x,y). Vy2K(x,y),Vy2y2K{x,y) and Vx^y^K{x,y) are defined similarly. 
W O L F E T Y P E M I X E D INTEGER SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(SSP) Max,i Min,2,^ K{x,y) + {{x''YBx''y^ - {y''YVy2K{x,y) 
- {y^Y^y'^y^K{x,y)p - \p'^Vy2y2K{x,y)p 
subject to Vj,2A'(a;, y) - Cw + Vy2y2K{x, y)p ^ 0 
w'^Cw ^ 1 
x 2 ^ 0 
x^euy GV. 
(SSD) Min^i Max,,„2 K{u,v) - {{vYCv^)'2 - {uYV,2K{u,v) 
- {uyVx2x2K{u,v)r - ^r'^V^2^2K{u,v)r 
subject to Vx^K(u, v) + Bz + Vi2j.2/C(u, v)r ^ 0 
z'^Bz S 1 
where p, w and r, z are m — mi and n — ni dimensional vector variables. 
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M O N D - W E I R T Y P E M I X E D INTEGER SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
(SSPl ) Max^i Um^2^y^^ K{x,y) + {{x^fBx^)^-{y^fCw-^p'^Vy2y2K{x,y)p 
subject to Vy2K{x, y) - Cw + Vy2y-iK{x, y)p ^ 0 
iyY[Vy2K{x,y) -Cw + Vy2y2Kix,y)p] ^ 0 
w'^Cw ^ 1 
x^ eU,y^eV. 
(SSDl) Min„i Max„,„2,^  K{u,v) - {{v^fCv^y2 + {UYBZ - lr'^V:,2^2K(u,v)r 
subject to Vx2K{u, v) + Bz + Vx2x2K{u, v)r ^ 0 
{u^f[Vx2K{u,v) + Bz + Vx^x^K{u,v)r] ^ 0 
z^Bz S 1 
u^ euy e V. 
R E M A R K 3 . 2 . if in the above pairs, the second order terms are omitted, i.e., 
p and r are set to zero vectors, then they become the first order nondifferentiable 
symmetric dual mixed integer programs of Gulati et al. [38]. If in addition JB = 0 
and C = 0, then we get the symmetric dual mixed integer problems of Balas [4] and 
Kumar et al. [61] respectively. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 7 (Symmetric Duality). Suppose that {x,y,'w,p) is an optimal 
solution for (SSP). Also let 
(z) K{x, y) be additively separable with respect to x^ or i/\ 
(u) K{x,y) be thrice differentiable in x^ and y^, 
(iii) K(u, v) + {V?YBZ be r/i-bonvex in w^  for each (u \ v) and —K{x, y) + {y^)^Cw 
be 772-bonvex in y^ for each {x,y^), 
{iv) Vy2j,2/<'(x,y) be nonsingular, 
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(u) one of the matrices •^'Vy2y2K{x, y), i = mi + 1, m2 + 2, • • • m, be positive or 
negative definite, 
(ui) r]i{x^,u'^) + ti^  ^ 0; and 
(vii) m{v^,y^) + y^^O, for aU feasible solutions of (SSP) and (SSD). 
Then, there exists z G i?"""^ such that p = 0, (x, y,z,f = 0) is optimal for (SSD) 
and the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . Let 
z = Max^ x Min,.,^ [K{x,y) + ((x^f Bx^)^ - {yYS/y2K{x,y) - iyT^y2y2K{x,y)p 
-\p^Vy2y2K{x,y)p : {x,y,w,p) e Z] 
and 
w = Min,: Maoc„.„2 [Kiu,v) - {{vYCv^y^ - {u''fV,2K{u,v) - {uY^,2,2K{u,v)r 
-lr'^'Vx2x2K{u,v)r : {u,v,z,r) G W] 
where Z and W are feasible regions of (SSP) and (SSD) respectively. 
As K(x, y) is taken to be additively separable with respect to x^ or y^ (say with 
respect to x^), it follows that 
K{x,y) = K\x') + K\x\y). 
Therefore Vy2K{x,y) = Vy2K\x^,y) and z can be written as 
z = Max,, Min,2,j, [K^X") + K\x\y) + ((x^)^^^^)! - {y''YVy2K\x\y) 
- {yT^y2y2K\x\y)p - \p^Vy2y2K^{x\y)p : 
Vy2K\x'', y)-Cw + Vy2y2K\x\ y)p ^ 0, nFCw ^ 1, x^ ^ 0, x^  G t/, y^  G F] 
= Max,i Min^i Min,2.3,2 \K\X^) +K\x'',y) + ((x2)rBx2)i - {y-^fVy2K\x\y) 
- {yT'^y2y2K\x\y)p - \p'^Vy2y.K\x\y)p : 
Vy2K-'{x\y) -Cw + Vy2y2K\x\y)p ^ {),vFCw ^ l.x^ ^ O.x^  ^U.y^eV]. 
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Or 
z = Max^i M i v [K\X^) + (p{y^) : x^ eU,y^ eV] , 
where 
,p(y') = Min,.,y2 [K^X', y) + {{x^Bx') ^ - (yYVy.K\x\ y) 
- {y-'YVy.y.K\x\y)p-\p'Vy.y.K\x\y)p : 
V ^ 2 K 2 ( X 2 , y ) - C w + Vy2y2K^{x\y)p ^ 0, w'^Cw ^l,x^^ 0,x' eU,y'eV]. 
Similarly w can be written as 
w = Min^i Max„i [K\U^) + ^(v^) :u'^ eU,v^ eV] , 
where 
iP{v') = Max„2,„. [K'{U\ V) - ((t;2)^C^2)i _ ^uY^,.K^(u\ v) 
- {uyV,2,2K\u\v)r-\r'^V,.,.K^{u\v)r : 
V^2ii:2(u^u) + Bz + V^2^2K\u\v)r ^ 0,w'^Cw ^l,v^^ 0,u^ eU,v^ eV]. 
For any given y^, 4){y^) and V(^^) are a pair of Wolfe type nondifferentiable 
second order symmetric dual programs given in Section 3.2 and hence, in view of 
the hypotheses assumed here, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 3.2 become applica-
ble. Therefore, for y^ = y^, 0(y^) = •0(y^)- The proof of the remaining part of the 
theorem is same as that of Gulati and Ahmad [35]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 8 (Symmetric Duahty). Suppose that {x,y,w,p) is an optimal 
solution for (SSPl). Also let 
(z) K{x, y) be additively separable with respect to x^ or y^, 
(ii) K{x, y) be thrice differentiable in x^ and y^, 
{Hi) K{u,v) + {V?'YBZ be r/i-pseudobonvex in u^ for each ( u \ u ) and —K{x,y) + 
{y'^YCw be 772-pseudobonvex in y^ for each (2;, y^), 
{iv) the matrix {Vy2yiK{x,y)p)y2 be positive or negative definite, 
{v) Vy2K{x, y)~Cw + Vy2y2K{x, y)p ^ 0, 
[vi) T]i{x'^, u^) + u^ ^ 0; and 
{vii) 772(t;2,y2) + y^ ^ 0, for all feasible solutions of (SSPl) and (SSDl). 
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Then, there exists z e R"' ^^ such that p = 0, {x,y,z,r = 0) is optimal for (SSDl) 
and the two objectives are equal. 
P R O O F . Let 
q = Max^i Min^2,j,,„ [Kix,y) + {{x^fBx^)-^ - {y^fCw - \p^Vy2y2K{x,y)p : 
{x,y,w,p) eQ] 
and 
s = Min^i Max„,„2,^ [K{u,v) - {{v^fCv^y^ + {v?fBz - \r'^V^2^2K{u,v)r : 
{u,v,z,r) eS], 
where Q and S are feasible regions of (SSPl) and (SSDl) respectively. 
As K{x, y) is taken to be additively separable with respect to x^ or y^ [sax with 
respect to x^), it follows that 
K{x,y) = K\x') + K\x\y). 
Therefore Wy2K{x,y) = Vy2K'^{x'^,y),Wy2y2K{x,y) = Vy2y2K'^{x'^,y) and q can be 
written as 
q = Max^i Min,2,j,,^ [K\X') + K\x\y) + ((x^)^^^^)^ - {y^fCw - \p''Vy2y2K\x\y)p 
Vy2K\x\y) -Cw + Vy2y2K\x^,y)p ^ 0 
iyY[^y2K\x\y) -Cw + Vy2y2K\x\y)p] ^ 0 
w'^Cw S 1 
x 2 ^ 0 , x ^ eU,y^ eV]. 
Or 
q = Max^i M i v [K\x') + Mv^) --x' eU,y' e V], 
where 
My') = Min,2,,2.„ [i^'(x2,y) + i{x'fBx'y2 - [y^Cw - \p^Vy2y2K\x\, y)p : 
Vy2K\x\y) -Cw + Vy2y2K\x\y)p ^ 0 
{y^f[Vy2K\x\y) - Cw + Vy2y2K\x\y)p] ^ 0 
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uFCw ^ 1 
x2 ^ 0, x^ e U, y^ ^V]. 
Similarly, 
s = Min„i Max^i [K^{v}) + V'o(u )^ -.v} eU,v^ QV], 
where 
Vx2/i^2(w^ u) + B^ + V^2^2K'^{u^, v)r ^ 0 
z^Bz % 1 
For any given y^, programs <^ o(y^ ) a-nd tpo{v^) are a pair of Mond-Weir type 
nondifferentiable second order symmetric dual programs given in Section 3.2 and 
hence, in view of the various hypotheses made here, Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of Section 
3.2 become applicable. Therefore, for y^ = y^, we have 
Mf) = My')-
It remains to prove now that {x,y,z,f = 0) is an optimal solution of (SSDl). The 
proof of this part follows on the lines of Gulati and Ahmad [35] and Gulati et al. [38]. 
3.4. SECOND O R D E R SELF DUALITY 
A mathematical programming problem is said to be self dual, if it is formally iden-
tical with its dual, that is, the dual can be recast in the form of the primal. We 
assume 
(i) K{u,v) to be skew symmetric, that is, K{u,v) = —K{v,u); and 
(M) B = C. 
3.4.1. W O L F E T Y P E SELF DUALITY 
We shall show that the programs (SSP) and (SSD) are self duals. By recasting the 
dual problem (SSD) as maxmin problem, we have 
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Max^i Miii„,„2 - i r ( u , u ) + ((y2fCt;2)i + (u2fV^2K(n,t;) + (u2fVx2^2K(u,t;)r 
+ lr'^V^2^2K{u,v)r 
subject to -Vi2/C(u, v)-Bz-Vxi:r^K{u, v)r ^ 0 
z'^Bz S 1 
v}-euy eV. 
Since K{u, v) is skew symmetric, 
VxiK{u, v) = -Vy2K{v, u), Vx2^2K{u, v) = -'Vy2y2K{v, u). 
Also, since B = C, the above program becomes: 
Max^i Min„,„2 Kiv, u) + ((T;2)^5U2)I - {uYVy2K{v, u) - {uyVy2y2K{v, u)r 
- lr'^Vy2y2K{v,u)r 
subject to Vy2K{v,u)-Cz+Vy2y2K{v,u)r ^ 0 
z'^Cz ^ 1 
which is the primal problem (SSP). Thus (SSP) is a self dual. 
We now state the following self duality theorem. Its proof follows on the lines 
of Theorem 3 in [35] and Theorem 3 in [38]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 9 (Self Duahty). het K -. BJ" x BT -^ R be skew symmetric and 
B = C. Then (SSP) is a self dual. Furthermore, if (SSP) and (SSD) are dual 
programs and (x,y,to,p) is an optimal solution for (SSP), then (S,y,TZJ,p = 0) and 
(y, x,z,f = 0) are optimal solutions for (SSP) and (SSD) respectively, and 
Maxmin (SSP) = Minmax (SSD). 
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3.4.2. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SELF DUALITY 
We shall show that the programs (SSPl) and (SSDl) are self duals. By recasting 
the dual problem (SSDl) as maxmin problem, we have 
Max,: Min„,„2,, - K{u, v) + {{vyCv'')h - {u^fSz + ^r^V,2,2K{u, v)r 
subject to -Va:2K{u, v) - Bz - Vx^^iKiu, v)r ^ 0 
{uY[-V^iK{u,v) -Bz- V^2,2K{u,v)r] ^ 0 
z'^Bz ^ 1 
In view of the skew symmetry of K{u, v) and B = C, the above problem becomes 
Max^i Min„2,„,^  K{v, u) + {{v'^f Bv'^f^ - {v?fCz - \r'^Vy'iy2K{v, u)r 
subject to Vj,2/(r(u, u) — Cz-\- Vy2yiK{v, u)r ^ 0 
{uY[^y^Kiv,u) -Cz + Vy2y2Kiv,u)r] ^ 0 
z'^Cz ^ 1 
u^ eU,v^£V, 
which is the primal problem (SSPl). Hence (SSPl) is a self dual. 
We now state the following self duality theorem. Its proof follows on the lines 
of Chandra and Husain [16] and Gulati and Ahmad [35]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 0 (Self Duality). Let K . R" x R"" ^ R be skew symmetric and 
B = C. Then (SSPl) is a self dual. Furthermore, if (SSPl) and (SSDl) are dual 
programs and (x, y, w,p) is an optimal solution for (SSPl), then (x, y,iv,p— 0) and 
{y,x,z,f = 0) are optimal solutions for (SSPl) and (SSDl) respectively, and 
Maxmin (SSPl) = 0 = Minmax (SSDl). 
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SECOND ORDER SYMMETRIC DUALITY IN 
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MULTIOBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING! 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Weir and Mond [110] discussed symmetric duality in multiobjective programming 
by using the concept of efficiency. Chandra and Prasad [20] presented a pair of 
multiobjective programming problems by associating a vector valued infinite game 
to this pair. Gulati et al. [40] also established duality results for multiobjecti\e 
symmetric dual problems without non-negativity constraints. 
Mangasarian [71] considered a nonlinear program and discussed second order 
duahty under certain inequalities. Mond [78] assumed rather simple inequahties. 
Bector and Chandra [8] defined the functions satisfying the inequalities in [78] to 
be bonvex/boncave. Mangasarian [71, p.609] and Mond [78, p.93] have indicated 
possible computational advantages of second order duals over the first order duals. 
Kim et al. [57] presented a pair of multiobjective second order symmetric dual 
problems and established duahty results under convexity. Recently, Yang and Hou 
[115] appUed invexity to multiobjective second order symmetric dual problems of 
[57] omitting non-negativity constraints but with an additional assumption on the 
invexity. 
In this chapter, we formulate a pair of Mond-Weir type nondifferentiable multi-
objective second order symmetric dual programs. Weak, strong and converse duality 
theorems are established under second order F-pseudoconvexity/F-pseudoconcavity 
assumptions. A self duality theorem is also discussed. 
4.2. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SECOND O R D E R SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
We present the following pair of second order nondifferentiable multiobjecti^•e sym-
metric problems with fc-objectives and establish weak, strong and converse dualitA-
theorems. 
^The contents of this chapter have been pubhshed in Applied Mathematics Letters 18 (2005) 
721-728 
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(MMP) Minimize K{x,y,w,p) = {Ki{x,y,w,p),K2{x,y,w,p),- • • ,Kk{x,y,w,p)) 
k 
subject to ^ K[\/yfi{x, y)-CiWi+\/yyfi{x, y)pi] ^ 0 (4.1) 
t=i 
y^EH'7vfi{x,y)-Cm+VyyMx,y)pi] Z 0 (4.2) 
i= l 
wfdwi ^ l,z = l ,2 ,--- ,A; (4.3) 
A > 0 (4.4) 
X ^  0. (4.5) 
(MMD) Maximize G{u,v,z,r) = {Gi{u,v,z,r),G2{u,v,z,r),-• • ,Gk{u,v.z,r)) 
k 
subject to Y, HVxfiiu, v)+BiZi+\/xxfi{u, v)ri] ^ 0 (4.6) 
t=i 
k 
u^ E Ai[Vx/i(it, t;)+Bi2i+Vxx/t(u, t;)ri] ^ 0 (4.7) 
t=i 
zfBiZi ^ l , i = l ,2 ,--- ,A; (4.8) 
A > 0 (4.9) 
u ^ O , (4.10) 
where for i = 1,2, • • • , A;, 
Ki{x,y,w,p) = fi{x,y) + ix'^Bix)^ - y'^dwi - \pj Vw Mx,y)pi, 
Giiu,v,z,r) = /i(u,v) - (t;^Cit;)5 +u^BiZi - \rf \/:ox fi{u,v)ri, 
Xi G i?,j3i E BJ^,ri e R"-,i = 1,2,-•• ,k, and / i , i = 1,2, ••• ,k, are thrice dif-
ferentiable functions from i?" x EJ^ to /?, Bi and Ci,i = 1,2,-•• ,/c are positive 
semidefinite matrices. Also we take p = {pi,P2, • • • ,Pk),f = ('"i,'"2, • • • ffk): ^^ = 
{wi,W2,--- ,Wk) and z = {zi,Z2,--- ,Zk)-
R E M A R K . Let fc = l. Then ( M M P ) and (MMD) reduce to the nondifferentiable 
second order symmetric dual programs considered in Chapter 3. If, in addition 
p = 0 = r, then we get the symmetric dual programs of Chapter 2. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 1 (Weak Duality). Let {x,y,X,w,p) be feasible for (MMP) and 
(u, V, A, z, r) be feasible for (MMD). Assume that 
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k 
{i) 53 '^t[/t(-.'") + i-VBiZi] is second order F-pseudoconvex at u, 
i = l 
k 
{ii) 53 Ai[/t(x,.) — {.)'^CiWi\ is second order F-pseudoconcave at y, 
t = i 
(m) F (x , t i ; 0 + u^^ ^ 0, for C e i?"; and 
(iu) F(z;, y; rj) + y^ T? ^ 0, for // G i?"^. 
Then 
K{x,y,w,p) ^G{u,v,z,r). 
k 
P R O O F . By taking ^ = X) Ai {S7xfi{u, v) + BiZi + S/xxfi(u, v)ri), we have 
t = i 
k 
F{x,u; J2 Ai iVxfiiu, v) + BiZi + Vix/,(w, v)ri)) 
^ -w^ ( E \ iVxMu, v) + BiZi + S7xxMu, i;)r.) j ^ 0 (by (iii) and (4.7)), 
k 
which by second order F-pseudoconvexity of ^Xi[fi{-,v) + {.)'^BiZi] at u yields 
t = i 
k k 
ZXi[Mx,v)+x'^BiZi] ^ j:Xi{fi{u,v)+vFBiZi-lrT^,,f,{u,v)ri]. (4.11) 
t = l i = l 
k 
On taking r? = - X) '^ i (Vv/t(a;, y) - C.iyi + \7yyfi{^, y)Pi). we have 
t = i 
k 
^(V, y\-T, ^i (Vy/ t (^ , y) - CiWi + Vyy/tC^, y)Pi)) 
i = l 
^ y^ ( E >^i {S7yfi{x,y) - CitWi + Vyyfiix,y)Pi)\ ^ 0 (by (iv) and (4.2)j. 
k 
which by second order F-pseudoconcavity of E Ai[/t(x,.) - (.)-^CiK;t] at y gives 
i = l 
EAa/ i (x , t ; ) - t ; ^a^ i ] ^ EAa/,(x,j/)-y^Cii/;i-ipfVyy/i(:r,y)Pi]. (4.12) 
t = i t = i 
Combining inequaUties (4.11) and (4.12), we get 
k k 
E Xi[x'^BiZi + v'^dwi] ^ E Hfii'^^ ^) + y^BiZi - \rf Vxx fi{u, v)ri 
1=1 1=1 
- fi{x, y) + y'^CiWi + | p f Vj/y /i(3:, y)Pi]. 
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Applying Lemma 1.1 with (4.3) and (4.8), we obtain 
k 
I 
t = l 
^ J: Xi[Mu, v) - {v'^Civ)'2 + u^BiZi - \rj y . x fi{u, v)rl 
Hence 
K{x,y,w,p) ^Giu,v,z,r). 
T H E O R E M 4 . 2 (Strong Duality). Let / be thrice differentiable on J?" x R"^ and 
{x,y,X,i}),p) be a weak efficient solution for (MMP), and A = A fixed in (MMD). 
Assume that 
(i) Vyy/i is nonsingular, for alH = 1,2, • • • ,k, 
k 
(M) the matrix J2 ^iiVyyfiPi)y is positive or negative definite; and 
t = i 
{Hi) the set {Vi//l - CiWi + Vyy/lPl> Vyf2 - C2W2 + \/yyf2p2, 
• • • . Vy/fc - CkWk + \7vyfkPk} is Unearly independent, 
where fi = fi{x,y),i = 1,2,-•• ,k. Then {x,y,X,z,f = 0) is feasible for (MMD), 
and the two objectives have the same values. 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(MMP) and (MMD), then (x,y, A,2,f = 0) is an efficient solution for (MMD). 
P R O O F , since (x,y,X,iD,p) is a weak efficient solution of (MMP), by the Fritz 
John conditions [25], there exist a € R'',0 e R"',y e R,u e R'',5 e R'' and ^ e R"" 
such that 
A: k _ 
E O^i [Vx/i + BiZi - liVyy fiPi)xPi] + E Ai [Vyxfi + {VyyfiPiU (P-jy)-^ = 0(4.13) 
i=l i = l 
k k _ 
E«i[Vv/ i - C'i^i - \{VyyfiPi)yPi] + E MS/yyfi + {S/yyfiPi)y\{(3 - ly) 
t = l t = l 
- 7 E MVyfi-CiWi+s/yyfiPi] = 0 (4.14) 
t = l 
iP-iyf iVyfi - Cm + VyyfiPi]-Si = 0, i = 1, 2, • • • , /c (4.15) 
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arCy+ip-'yyf'Ka = 2u,C,w,,i = l,2,--- ,k (4.16) 
[{P - iy)K - arPrVvyy^ = 0,1 - 1,2, • • • , A; (4.17) 
x'^B.z, = (x^B.x)^t = 1,2,--- ,fc (4.18) 
P^ E K(Vyf^-C^W, + ^ yyf^P^) = 0 (4.19) 
1=1 
jy^ E MVvfr-CrW, + ^ yyM - 0 (4.20) 
t = l 
u,{iD'[aw,-l) = 0,i = l,2,--- ,k (4.21) 
(J^ A = 0 (4.22) 
x^e = 0 (4 23) 
z'[B^z^ Sl,i = 1,2,-•• ,k (4.24) 
(a,/3,7,i^,<J,O^0 (4.25) 
(a, y9,7,1/, 5 ,0 7^0. (4.26) 
Since A > 0 and 5 ^ 0 , (4.22) implies 5 = 0. Consequently, (4.15) yields 
(P-jyf [Vy/. - C^w, + Vyyf^P^] = 0, z - 1,2, • • • , /c. (4.27) 
Since Vyj//i is nonsingular, for i = 1,2, • • • , A;, it follows from (4.17) that 
{P-jy)K = a^p^,i = 1,2,-•• ,k. (4 28) 
Prom (4.14), we get 
fc _ k _ 
X;(Q, - 7At)(Vj//. - QWt) + E ^i Vyy MP - l y - iPi) 
t = l t = l 
fc 
+ E(Vyy/»Pt)j/[(/? - 7 y ) \ - jQtA] = 0, 
which on using (4.28), gives 
k _ k 
t = l 1=1 
Premultiplying (4.29) by (P — jy)^ and using (4.27), we obtain 
k k 
Ei(^^-l>^^)iVyf^-C^W^ + Vyyf^P^)^ E MVyyUPi)y{P-iy) = 0. (4 29) 
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iP - lyf E Ki^wmviP - ly) = 0, 
t= i 
which by the hypothesis (ii) implies 
0 = ly. (4.30) 
Therefore, from (4.29), we get 
k 
^ ( Q , - 7A,)(Vy/. - C^W^ + S/yyfrpr) = 0. 
1=1 
In view of the hypothesis (iii), above equation yields 
a^ = -fX,i = 1,2,-•• ,k. (4.31) 
If 7 = 0, then a. = 0,2 = 1,2, • • • , fc, and from (4.30), 0 = 0. Also, from (4.13) 
and (4.16), we get ^, = 0 and i/, = 0,z = 1,2,-•• ,A;. Thus {a,P,j,u,S,^) = 0, a 
contradiction to (4.26). Hence 7 > 0. Since A, > 0,i = 1,2,• • • ,/;;, (4.31) impUes 
ai > 0,i = 1,2,••• ,k. 
Using (4.30) in (4.28), we get a,Pt = 0, i = 1,2, ••• ,/c, and hence p, = 0, z = 
l,2,---,fc. 
Using (4.30) and p. =^  0, z = 1,2, • • • , fc, in (4.13), it follows that 
fc 
t = l 
which by (4.31) and (4.23) gives 
EA.[Vx/t + B,z,] = i ^ 0 , (4 32) 
and 
t = i ^ 
1=1 
x'^ E MVxA+B,z^] = ^ = 0. (4.33) 
Also, from (4.30), we have 
0 y=~^0. (4.34) 
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Hence from (4.24), (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34), {x,y, \,z,f = 0) is feasible for (MMD). 
Now let ^ = a. Then a ^  0, and from (4.16) and (4.30) 
CiV = aCiWui = 1,2,-•• ,k, (4.35) 
which is the condition for equahty in Lemma 1.1. Therefore 
In case Ui > 0, (4.21) gives iLfdwi = 1 and so y'^Qwi = {yFCiy)2. In case, Ui = 0, 
(4.35) gives Ciy — 0 and so y^QiVi = {y^Ciyp = 0. Thus in either case 
fCiWi = {fCiyy^. (4.36) 
Hence 
Ki{x,y,iv,p = 0) = fi{x,y) + (x'^Bix)^ - y'^CiWi 
= fi{x,y) - {y'^dyy^ + x'^BiZi 
= Gi{x, y,z,f = 0) (using (4.18) and (4.36)). 
Now, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that {x,y,X,z,f = 0) is an efficient solution 
for (MMD). 
A converse duality theorem may be merely stated as its proof would run anal-
ogous to Theorem 4.2. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 3 (Converse Duality). Let / be thrice differentiable on i?" x E^ 
and {u, V, A, z, f) be a weak efficient solution for (MMD), and A = A fixed in (MMP). 
Assume that 
(0 Vzi/t is nonsingular, for alH = 1,2, • • • , fc, 
(ii) the matrix Yl ^ iiVxxfiU)! is positive or negative definite; and 
{Hi) the set {Vx/i + B^zi + V ix / in , Vx/2 + ^222 + Vxx/2^2, 
• • • , ViA- + BkZk + Vxx/fcrfc} is linearly independent, 
where /» = fi{u,v),i = 1,2,••• ,k. Then {u,v,X,iv,p = 0) is feasible for (MMP), 
and the two objectives have the same values. 
Also, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied for all feasible solutions of 
(MMP) and (MMD), then {u,v,X,w,p = 0) is an efficient solution for (MMP). 
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4.3. SELF DUALITY 
If we assume 
(i) fi to be skew symmetric, that is, fi{u, v) = -/t(u, u),i — 1,2,-- , k; and 
(w) Bi = Ci,i=^ 1,2,-•• ,k, 
then we shall show that the programs (MMP) and (MMD) are self duals. By re-
casting the dual problem (MMD) as minimization problem, we have 
Minimize -G{u,v,z,r) = {-Gi{u,v,z,r),-G2{u,v,z,r),-- • ,-Gk{u,v,z,r)) 
subject to 
- E ^i[S/xfi{u, v) + BiZi + S7xxfi{u, v)ri] ^  0 
i= l 
k 
-u^Y. MVxfiiu, v) + BiZi + \/xxfi{u, v)ri] ^  0 
zfBiZi^ l,z = l,2,--- ,fc 
A>0 
where 
Gi{u, V, z, r) = fi{u, v) - {v^Civ)^ + u^BiZi - -rf Vxi /,(", v)ri. 
Since fi is skew symmetric, 
Vx/t(^, v) = -S7y fi{v, u), S7xxfi{u, v) = -\/yy fi{v, u), for each ? = 1,2, • • • ,k. 
Also, since Bi = Ci, for each i = 1,2,- • • ,k, the above program becomes: 
Minimize G{v,u,z,r) = {Gi{v,u,z,r),G2{v,u,z,r),--- ,Gk{v,u,z,r)) 
subject to 
k 
E HVyfiiv, u) - dzi + \/yyfi{v,u)ri\ S 0 
t = l 
k 
^'^ E Ai[V!//t(w,'") - Qzi + Vyyfiiv,u)ri] ^ 0 
i= l 
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zfCiZi Sl,i== 1,2,-•• ,k 
A > 0 
which is the primal problem (MMP). Hence (MMP) is a self dual. 
Now we state the following self duahty theorem. Its proof follows on the lines 
of corresponding result by Weir and Mond [110] and Mond et al. [86]. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 4 (Self Duality). Let fi,i = 1,2,••• ,k, be skew symmetric and 
Bi = Ci,i = 1,2,-•• ,k. Then (MMP) is a self dual. Furthermore, if (MMP) and 
(MMD) are dual programs and (x, y, tD,X,p — 0) is a joint weak efficient solution, 
then so is (y, x, z,X,f = 0), and 
Minimum (MMP) == 0 = Maximum (MMD). 
4.4. SPECIAL CASES 
(i) If Bi = Ci = 0,i = 1,2,-•• ,k, then (MMP) and (MMD) reduce to second 
order multiobjective symmetric dual program studied by Suneja et al. [100] 
with the omission of non-negativity constraints from (MMP) and (MMD). If, 
in addition p = r = 0, then we get first order symmetric dual programs of 
Mond and Weir [88]. 
(ii) If we set p = r = 0, in (MMP) and (MMD), then we obtain a pair of first 
order symmetric dual nondifferentiable multiobjective programs considered by 
Mondetal . [86]. 
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SUFFICIENCY AND DUALITY IN 
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MINIMAX FRACTIONAL 
PROGRAMMING^ 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Schmitendorf [94] established necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for min-
imax problem. Tanimoto [101] applied these optimaUty conditions to define a dual 
problem and derived duality theorems. In [113], Yadav and Mukherjee also employed 
the optimality conditions of [94] to construct two dual problems and derived duaUty 
theorems for diflFerentiable fractional minimax programming problem. Chandra and 
Kumar [18] pointed out certain omissions and inconsistencies in the formulation of 
Yadav and Mukherjee [113], and they constructed two modified dual problems and 
proved duahty theorems for differentiable fractional minimax programming problem. 
Bector and Bhatia [7] and Weir [108] relaxed the convexity assumptions in the suf-
ficient optimahty conditions of [94] and also employed the optimality conditions to 
construct several dual problems which involve pseudoconvex and quasiconvex func-
tions, and discussed weak and strong duahty theorems. In [117], Zalmai used an 
infinite dimensional version of Gordan's theorem of the alternative to derive first and 
second order necessary optimality conditions for a class of minimax programming 
problems in a Banach space, and established several sufficient optimality conditions 
and duality relations under generalized invexity assumptions. Liu and Wu [67] and 
Ahmad [1], recently derived the sufficient optimahty conditions and duahty theorems 
for the minimax fractional programming problem in the framework of (F, p)-convex 
functions and p-invex functions respectively. 
In this chapter, we consider the following nondifferentiable minimax fractional 
programming problem: 
(P) min suD f(^'y)+(^^Bxy^' 
subject to g(x) ^ 0, 
where F is a compact subset of R"", /( . , .) : fl" x /?"" -> R, h{.,.) : i2" x i?"* -> R, 
are C^ on R" x R"" and g{.) : R"" -^ RP is C^ on /?". B and D are n x n positive 
semidefinite matrices. Special cases of (P) have been appeared in [1, 7, 11, 28, 67-69, 
94-95, 101, 108, 113, 117]. 
^A part of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Journal of Optimization Theory 
and Appltcattons 
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Lai et al. [63] established necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for (P) 
under convexity and employed the optimaUty conditions to construct one parametric 
dual model. They also derived weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems. 
In [62], Lai and Lee obtained weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems for 
two kinds of parametric-free dual models of (P) in the framework of pseudocon-
vex/quasiconvex functions. Recently, Mishra et al. [76] relaxed the convexity as-
sumptions in the sufficient optimahty of [63] and employed the optimahty conditions 
to construct one parametric dual model and two parametric-free dual models. They 
also discussed weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems involving univexity. 
Motivated by various concepts of generahzed convexity, Liang et al. [64, 65] in-
troduced a imified formulation of generalized convexity, which was called (F, a, p, d)-
convexity and obtained some corresponding optimaUty conditions and duahty results 
for the single objective fractional problems and multiobjective problems. Recently, 
Liang and Shi [66] obtained sufficient conditions and duality theorems for minimax 
fractional problem under {F, a, p, d)-convexity. 
In this chapter, we are motivated by Lai et al. [63], Lai and Lee [62] and 
Liang et al. [64, 65] to discuss sufficient optimality conditions and duaUty results 
for a nondifferentiable minimax fractional programming problem in the framework 
of generalized (F, p)-convex functions and (F, a, p, d)-convex functions respectively. 
In Subsection 5.2.1, we derive sufficient conditions for (?) with generalized {F,p)-
convexity. Subsequently, these sufficient conditions are utilized to construct one 
parametric dual model and two parametric-free dual models. Weak, strong and 
strict converse duaUty theorems are proved for these models in Subsections 5.2.2-
5.2.4. The results discussed in Subsections 5.2.1-5.2.3 are fmrther generalized to a 
class of {F, a, p, d)-convex functions in Section 5.3. In view of the generalized con-
vexity, we extend the results appeared in [1, 62-63, 66-67]. 
Let S = {x £ X : g{x) ^ 0} denote the set of all feasible solutions of (P). Any 
point X e S is called the feasible point of (P). For each {x,y) € i?" x RJ^, we define 
^ /(x,y) + (x^Bx)V^ 
such that for each (x, y) G SxY, f{x,y)+{x'^Bxy/^ ^ 0 and h{x, y)-{x'^ Oxf^ > 0. 
For each x 6 5, we define 
J(x) = {jeJ: gj{x) = 0}, 
where 
J={l,2,---,p}, 
^ ^ Y ' h{x, y) - {xi'Dxyn :^P h{x, z) - {x'l'Dxyi'^ J ' 
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K{x) = {{s,t,y) eNxR^xR^'-.l^s-^n + l, t = (fi.ta,- • • ,Q e R^ 
with £<i = 1,y = (yi,ya, • • • ,ys) with y, e Y{x){i = 1,2, • • • , s) >. 
Since / and h are continuously differentiable and Y is compact in i?"*, it follows 
that for each x* 6 5, V(x*) ^ 0, and for any yi e ^(a;*), we have a positive constant 
iCo - n^ ,yi) - ^^^. _.^  _ ( ^ . r ^ ^ . ) i / 2 -
If the functions / , g and /i in problem (P) are continuously differentiable with 
respect to x € /?", then Lie et al. [63] derived the following necessary conditions for 
optimahty of (P). In what follows V stands for the gradient vector with respect to 
X throughout the chapter. 
T H E O R E M 5 .1 (Necessary Conditions). If x* is a solution of (P) satisf\-ing 
x*^Bx* > 0, x*^Dx* > 0, and ^gj{x*),j € J{x*) are hnearly independent, then 
there exist (s, t*,y) G K{x*), ko G R+,w,v e R^, and fj.* G R^ such that 
tt:{Vf(x\yi)+Bw-koivh{x*,yi)-Dv)}+s^ £ f^*M^*) = 0, (5.1) 
f{x\yi)+ix*'^Bx*)-^-ko{hix*,yi)-{x*'^Dx*f^) = 0,i = l,2,--- ,s, (5.2) 
E fx*gj{x*) = 0, (5.3) 
i=i 
n^0{i = l,2,---,s),tt*^l, (.5.4) 
t=i 
f ty;^ Bu; ^ 1, v^Du ^ 1, 
R E M A R K , in the above theorem, both the matrices B and D are positive semidef-
inite at the solution x*. If one of (x*^Bx*) and {x*^Dx*) is zero, or both B and D 
are singular, then for (s, t*, y) G K{x*), we can take a set Zy{x*) as defined in [62^ ; by 
y^(3^ *) = {^  G i?'' : z^Vgj{x*) ^ 0, j G J(x*) satisfying one of the following conditions } 
(z) x* .^Bx* > 0, x*^Dx* = 0 
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(M) X*^BX* = 0,X*'^DX'>0 
=> ^^(E*.*{V/(x*,yi) - k4Vh{x*,yi) - -J^)}) + (z^Bz)'^ < 0, 
i = l X^ UX J 2 
(m) x*^Bx* = 0, x*^Dx* = 0 
^ z'^itni'^fi^Wi) - koVh{x*,yi)}) + {z^{klD)z)h + (z^Bz)'^ < 0. 
i=\ 
If we take the condition Zy{xo) = 0 in Theorem 5.1, then the result of Theorem 
5.1 still holds. 
5.2. S U F F I C I E N C Y A N D D U A L I T Y I N V O L V I N G ( F , p ) - C O N V E X I T Y 
In this section, sufficient optimality conditions for (P) are derived under generalized 
(F,p)—convexity assumptions. These optimality conditions are then used to estab-
lish weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems for one parametric and two 
parametric-free dual models associated with (P). 
5.2.1. S U F F I C I E N T O P T I M A L I T Y C O N D I T I O N S 
Now, we derive the sufficient conditions for optimality of (P) under the assmnptions 
of generahzed (F, p)-convexity. 
T H E O R E M 5.2 (Sufficient Conditions). Let x* be a feasible solution of (P) and 
there exist a positive integer s, 1 ^  s ^ n-f-1, t* G /2^, y, G Y{x*){i = 1,2, • • • s), fco G 
R+, w,v e RP' and n* G R^ to satisfy the relations (5.1)-(5.5). Assume that any one 
of the following five sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) (i) /( . , yi)+{.YBw and -h{., yi)+{.)'^Dv, for z = 1,2, • • • , s are (F, p)-convex 
(a) gj(-), for J = 1,2, • • • ,p is (F, cr)—convex at x*; 
(m) {tt:p{l + ko) + f:f^j^)^0; 
t=i i = i 
(b) (i) /( . , yi)-\-{.YBw and -/i(., yi)+{.)'^Dv, for i = 1,2, • • • , s are (F, p)-convex 
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p 
(u) | ] fJ-jQji-) is {F, c7)-convex at x*; 
(m) (I:^:P(I+M+^)^O; 
(c) (z) M-) = tWi-^Vi) + {.VBw - ko{h{.,yi) - {.fDv)} is (F,p)-convex 
t=i 
at X*; 
p 
(u) ] ^ ptjSjl) is (F,o-)-convex at x*; 
(in) p + cr ^ 0; 
(d) (i) ^o(.) is (F,p)-pseudoconvex at x*; 
p 
(u) ^ fJ'*jgj{-) is (F,o-)-quasiconvex at x*; 
i=i 
(m) p + cr ^ 0; 
(e) (i) t/io(-) is (F, p)—quasiconvex at x*; 
p 
(u) 5^ 1 I^j9ji) is strictly (F, a)—pseudoconvex at x*; 
i=i 
(Hi) p + a ^0. 
Then x* is a global optimal solution of (P). 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that x* is not an optimal solution of (P). Then 
there exists an x € 5 such that 
fix,y) + {x^Bxy/^ f{x\y) + {x*^Bx*y/^ 
vG? Kx,y) - {x'^Dxy/2 ^e? h{x*,y) - (x*^Dx*)V2-
We note that 
f{x',y) + {x*'^Bx*y/' _ f{x*,yi) + (x*^Bx*)V^ _ 
^€? /i(x*,y) - (x*^Dx*)V2 h{x*,yi) - (x*^Dx*)i/2 
for yi e y{x*), e = 1,2, • • • ,s and 
f{x,yi) + {x^Bxy/^ ^ fix,y) + {x^Bxy/' 
h{x,yi) - {xTDxy/^ = ^e? h{x,y) - (x^Dx)V2-
Thus, we have 
f{x,y,) + {x'^Bxy/' 
h(x,yi)-(x'^Dxy/^ 
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< ko, for i = 1,2, • • • ,s. 
It follows that 
fix, Vi) + {x'^Bxf' - ko{h{x, Vi) - {x'^Dxf'^) < 0, for i = 1,2, • • • , s. (5.6) 
Prom Lemma 1.1, (5.2), (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), we obtain 
Mx) - 'tt\{f{x,yi) + x'^Bw-ko{h{x,yi)-x'^Dv)} 
i = l 
^ i:n{f{x,yi) + {x'^Bx)-^ - ko{h{x,yi) - {x^Dx)2)} 
t = i 
< 0 = EWixWi) + {x*'^Bx*y^ - ko{h{x*,yi) - (x*^Dx*)i)} 
t = i 
= Eti{f{x*,yi)+x*'^Bw - ko{h{x*,yi) - x*'^Dv)} 
t = i 
= Mx*). 
It follows that 
Mx) < Mx*)- (5.7) 
(a) If hypothesis (i) holds, then 
fix,yi)+x'^Bw~f{x\yi)-x*'^Bw ^ F{x,x*;Vf{x*,yi) + Bw)+pd''{x,x*)., (5.8) 
and 
-hix, yi)+x'^Dv+h{x*,yi)-x*'^Dv ^ F{x,x*; -V/i(x*, yi)+Dv)+p(f{x, x*). (5.9) 
Multiplying (5.8) by t* and (5.9) by t^ko, and then sum up these inequahties and 
using the subhnearity of F, we have 
s 
Mx) - Mx*) ^ F(x,x*;^i*{V/(x*,y,) + Bw- k4Vh{x*,yi) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
+ J2tiPi^ + Qd?ix,x*). (5.10) 
t = i 
The relation (5.10) alongwith (5.7) yields 
F{x,x*;J2t:{Vf{x\yi)+Bw-ko{Vhix\yi)-Dv)}) + Y,t;p{l + ko)(f{x,x')<0. 
»=1 i = l 
(5.11) 
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By (ii), we have 
gj{x)-gj{x') ^ Fix,x*-ygjix*)) + ad'ix,x*)J = 1,2,- • • ,P-
Prom At* = 0 and the subUneaxity of F 
E/^i5i(x) - Y.ti^gA'^*) ^ F(x,x*;X]M*V5i(x*)) + f^^^s^^'i^^^')^ (512) 
which in view of the feasibiUty of x, and (5.3) becomes 
F(x,a;*;^//;Vp,(x*)) + X^/.X(a:,x*) ^ 0. (5.13) 
Hence, we get from (5.1), (5.11), (5.13) and the subUnearity of F 
0 - F{x,x*;Zt;{S7fix*,yi) + Bw-K{S/h{x\yi)-Dv)} + f:fi*S7gjix*)) 
i=l i= l 
^ F{x,x*;j:t*{s7f{x\yi) + Bw - ko{s7h{x*,yi) - Dv)}) + F(x,x'; jz /i* Vff,-
i=l i=l 
< -(E*?p(l + M + EK^)^(3:,a:*) 
^ 0 (by (iii)). 
Thus we have a contradiction, 
(b), (c) The proofs are similar to that of part (a), 
(d) By (i) and (5.7), we have 
F(x,x*;5^t*{V/(x*,yO + 5u;-fco(VMa:*,^i)-Dy)}) < -pd'(x,x*). (5.14) 
1=1 
Consequently, relations (5.1) and (5.14) along with (iii) give 
p 
Fix,x*;Y^fx*Vgj{x*)) > -ad\x,x*). (5.15) 
i= i 
As X G 5, /i* G i?^, we have from (5.3) 
J^A^;y,(x)^o = ^/.;5,(x*), 
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which by the virtue of (ii) implies that 
p 
F(x,x*;5];/x*Vg,(x*)) ^ -ad\x,x*), 
3=1 
a contradiction to (5.15). 
(e) The proof follows on the similar lines of part (d). Therefore the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
5 .2 .2 . D U A L I T Y M O D E L I 
In this section, we consider the foJJowJng duaJ to (P); 
(DI) max sup k, 
where Hi{s,t,y) denotes the set of all {z,^,k,v,w) e R" x R^ x R+ x R"^ x IT 
satisfying 
Eti{vf{z,yi)+Bw-k{s7h{z,yi)-Dv)} + s^f2mji^) = 0. (5.16) 
i = l j=l 
E ti{f{z, yi)+z'^Bw-k{h{z, yi)-z'^Dv)} > 0, (5.17) 
i=\ 
E/^i5i(-2) ^ 0> (5.18) 
is,t,y) e K{z), (5.19) 
w^Bw ^ 1, v'^Dv ^ 1. (5.20) 
If, for a triplet {s,t,y) G K{z), the set Hi{s,t,y) = 0, then we define the 
supremum over it to be —oo. For convenieiice, we let 
s 
M-) = Y.^i{f{:yi) + i-VBw - k{h{.,y,) - {.fDv)}. 
t"=i 
Now we derive the following weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems: 
T H E O R E M 5 . 3 (Weak Duality). Let x be a feasible solution of (P) and {z, /z, k, v., w, s, t, y) 
be a feasible solution of (DI). Assume that any one of the following five sets of hy-
potheses is satisfied: 
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(a) (i) f{.,yi)+i.)'^Bw and -h{.,yi)+{.f Dv, iov i = 1,2,-•• ,s are (F,/9)-convex 
at z; 
(ii) 9j{-), for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is (F,a)-convex at z ; 
(m) i:<iP(i + ^ ) + E/^i'^^o; 
i=l i=l 
(6) (i) fi.,yi)H.fBwAnd-h{.,yi)+i.fDvJovi= 1,2,--- ,sare(F,p)-convex 
at z; 
p 
(ii) Yl liiQii) is (F, a)-convex at z; 
j = i 
(m) E ti/3(l + fc) + ^ ^ 0; 
t = i 
(c) (i) ^i(.) = E<i{/(-,yi) + (-f B^^-MM>yi) - ( r ^ ^ ^ ) } is (F,p)-convex at 
p 
{ii) E f^j9ji-) is (F, <7)-convex at z; 
i= i 
(m) p + (J ^ 0; 
(d) (i) i/'i(.) is (F, p)—pseudoconvex at z; 
p 
(ii) E f^j9ji-) is (F, a)—quasiconvex at z; 
(ni) p + (7 ^  0; 
(e) (i) V'i(-) is (F,p)-quasiconvex at z; 
p 
(ii) E fJ-jQji-) is strictly (F, a)-pseudoconvex at z; 
i=i 
(m) p + cr ^ 0. 
Then 
J^?h{x,y)-{x^Dx)'/^=''-
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 
sup <k. ySh{x,y)-{xTDxyn 
Then, we obtain 
f{x,yi) + {x'^Bxf'^ - k{h{x,yi) - (x^Dx)'/^) < 0, for all yi G Y. 
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(5.21) 
It follows from (5.4) that 
U{f{x, y^) + {x'^Bxf''' - k{h{x, y,) - {x'^Dxf'') S 0, (5.22) 
with at least one strict inequahty, since t — {ti,t2,- •• ,ts) ^0. 
Prom Lemma 1.1, (5.17), (5.20) and (5.22), we have 
M^) = i2ti{f{x,y,) + x'^Bw-k{h{x,y^)-x'^Dv)} 
t = i 
^ tii{f{x,y,) + (x^Ba;)^ - A;(/i(x,y.) - (x^Dx)^)} 
t = i 
< 0 ^ E U{f{z, yO + z^Bw - k{h{z, y.) - z^Dt;)} 
t = i 
Hence 
rPi{x) < iJi{z). (5.23) 
(a) If the hypothesis (i) holds, then 
f{x, y,) + x'^Bw - f{z, y,) - z^Bw ^ F{x, z; Vf{z, y.) + Bw) + pd\x, z), (5.24) 
and 
-h(x, y,) + x^Dv + h{z, i/i) - z'^Dv ^ F{x, z\ -Vh{z, y,) + Dv) + pcP{x, z). (5.25) 
Multiplying (5.24) by U and (5.25) by Uk, and then sum up these inequaUties and 
using the subhnearity of F, we have 
5 
i>i{x) - M^) ^ F{x,z]Y,U{Vfiz,y,) + Bw- k{Vh{z,y^) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
s 
+ ^Up{l + k)S{x,z). (5.26) 
1=1 
The inequahty (5.26) alongwith (5.23) yields 
s 
F{x, z- J2 U{Vfiz, y.) + Bw- fc(V/i(z, y,) - Dv)}) 
t = l 
+ J2 *'P(1 + k)(f{x, z) < 0. (5.27) 
t = i 
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By the hypothesis (ii), we have 
9j{^) - 9j{z) ^ F{x, ^; Vgj{z)) + a£{x, z),j = 1,2, • • • ,p. 
The sublinearity of F and // ^ 0 give 
p p p p 
J2^J'^J^^) ~ 12^J^j(^) = ^(^'^'^ Yl f^J^9j{z)) + Yl Ati^ c?2(x, z). (5.28) 
j=i i=i i=i j=i 
UtiUzing the feasibiUty of x for (P), (5.18) and (5.28) imply that 
p p 
F(x,z;^/^,Vp,(2:)) +^/^,ad2(x,2:) ^ 0. (5.29) 
According to (5.16), (5.27), (5.29), and by the sublinearity of F, we have 
0 = F{x,z;t,ti{S7f{z,yi) + Bw-k{^h{z,yi)-Dv)} + J2l^jV9j{z)) 
t = i j = i 
^ F{x, z; E Uivfiz, Vi) + Bw- k{s7h{z, yi) - Dv)}) + F{x, z; £ fij y 9jiz)) 
t=i j = i 
< - ( E *iP(l + ^) + E /^i^ J rf'(2;, ^ ) ^ 0 (by (iii)). 
Thus we have a contradiction. 
(b), (c) The proofs are similar to that of part (a). 
(d) If the hypothesis (i) holds, using the (F, p)-pseudoconvexity of ipi at z, it follows 
from (5.23) that 
F(x,^;]^ti{V/(z,yO + Bw- k{Vh{z,yi) - Dv)}) < -pd\x,z). (5.30) 
t = i 
Consequently, relations (5.16) and (5.30) alongwith (iii) give 
p 
F{x,z;J2l^J^9j{z)) > -(J<f{x,z). (5.31) 
i= i 
As X G S,fiG /?+, it follows from (5.18) 
p p 
J2f'j9ji^) ^ 0 ^  Y^^^jiz), (5.32) 
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which because of (ii) impUes that 
p 
F{x,z;^fijVgj{z)) ^ -a(f{x,z), 
i=i 
which contradicts the inequahty (5.31). 
(e) The proof follows on the similar lines of part (d). Hence the proof is complete. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 4 (Strong Duality). Let x* be an optimal solution of (P) and 
Vgj{x*),j e J{x*) is linearly independent. Thenthere exist {s,t,y*) G K{x*) 
and {x*,ll,k,v,w) € Hi{s,i,y*) such that {x*,fi,k,v,w,s,i,y*) is a feasible so-
lution of (DI). Further, if the weak duality (Theorem 5.3) holds for all feasible 
{z,)ji,k,v,w,s,t,y) of (DI), then [x* ,fi,k,v,w,s,i,y*) is an optimal solution of (DI) 
and the two objectives have the same optimal values. 
P R O O F . By Theorem 5.1^ there exist {s,i,y*) G K{x*) and {x*,p,,k,v,u-} e 
Hi{s, i, y*) such that (x*,p,, k, v, id, s, i, y*) is feasible for (DI), and 
.-_/(x',y;) + (x*^gx*)V^ 
/i(rz;*,y*)-(x*^Dx*)i/2-
The optimaUty of this feasible solution for (DI) thus follows firom Theorem 5.3. 
T H E O R E M 5 .5 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z,fL,k,v,iD,s,i,y') be 
the optimal solutions of (P) and (DI), respectively. Suppose that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.4 are fulfilled, and that any one of the following four sets of hypotheses 
is satisfied: 
(a) (z) one of f{.,§*) + {.fBw and ~h{.,y*) + {.fDv, for i = 1,2,-• • . .5 is 
strictly (F,p)—convex at z; 
(n) one of Pj(.), for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is strictly (F, cr)—convex at z; 
(m) E tXl + fc) + f:/Z,a^O; 
i= l j = l 
{b) (z) one of /(.,y*) + {.fBw and -/i(.,y*) + {-YDV, for Z = 1,2, • • • . .S is 
strictly (F,p)—convex at z; 
p _ 
(ii) E P-jdji-) is strictly (F,cr)—convex at 2; 
j = i 
(zzz) X;fip(l + ^) + a ^ O ; 
t=i 
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(c) (i) either JZ ^~t{/( . y:)+{-fBw-~k{h{.,y:)-{YDv)} is strictly {F, p)-convex 
1=1 
_ p _ 
at z or ^ /^j5j() is strictly (F,cr)—convex at z; 
(ii) yo + a ^ 0; 
(d) (z) Vi(-) is strictly (F,p)-pseudoconvex at z; 
p _ 
(u) 5Z fi]9]{) is (F,a)-quasiconvex at a; 
(iii)-p + a ^ 0. 
Then x* = z; that is, z is an optimal solution for (P) and 
P R O O F . We shall assume that x* ^ z and reach a contradiction. From Theorem 
5.4, we know that 
/(x-.r) + (x-'-Ba:-)-/' 
'J? /i(i-, r ) - (x-'-Dx-)'/2 - *• i^ "*'^ ) 
(a) If the hypothesis (i) holds, similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3 
Fix*, z- Y, U{Vf{z, y:) + 80,- ~k{Vh{z, y.*) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
s 
+ J2i,p{l + k)(f{x*,z)<0. (5.34) 
t = i 
By the hypothesis (ii), feasibility of x* and the sublinearity of F alongwith fj ^ 0, 
we have 
p p 
F{x*,z;J2l^J^9Az)) + Y,Jija(P{x*,z) <0. (5.35) 
^=1 j = i 
According to (5.16), (5.34), (5.35), and by the sublinearity of F 
0 = Fix*,z;tt'{Vf{z,y:) + Bw-Hvh{z,y:)-Dv)} + f:fl,S7 9A^)} 
t = i j = i 
^ F{x\z; t i,{vf{z,V:) + Bw- H^Hz,y*,) - Dv)}) + F{x\z;tfijVQM) 
1=1 3=1 
< - I E *"»P(1 + )^ + E M,o^  I d\x\ z) S 0 (by (iii)). 
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Thus we have a contradiction. Hence (5.21) is false and so 
/ (x*,r) + ( x * ^ g x r % j : 
This contradicts (5.33). Therefore, we conclude that x* — z. 
(b), (c) The proofs are similar to that of part (a). 
(d) If the hypothesis (i) holds, using the strict (F, p)-pseudoconvexity of ipi, it follows 
from (5.33) that 
s 
Fix*,z;J^ii{^fiz,y*) + BiD-~k{Vh{z,y*)-Dv)}) < -pd\x\z). (5.36) 
t=i 
Consequently, relations (5.16) and (5.36) alongwith (iii) give 
p 
F{x*,z;Y,flj^9j{z)) > -<yd\x\z). (5.37) 
i=i 
As X* e S,pe i?+, we have from (5.18) 
p p 
which because of (ii) impUes that 
F{x*,z;J2H'^9jmS-<^d\x\z), 
j=i 
which contradicts the inequaUty (5.37). The remaining part of the proof is similar 
to that of part (a). Hence the proof is complete. 
5.2.3. DUALITY M O D E L II 
In order to discuss the following duality model, we first state another version of 
Theorem 5.1, by replacing the parameter ko by i\l.'^-^\_!l'*T^%\i/2, and by rewriting 
the multiplier functions associated with the inequahty constraints. 
T H E O R E M 5.6. if x* is a solution of (P) and Vgj(x*),j G J{x*) is linearly 
independent, then there exist (s, i, y) G K(x*) and p,G R^ such that 
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ZUm^Wi) - {^*''Dx*)\){s7f{x\yi) + Bw) - {f{x\yi) + {x*-^Bx*)h) 
t=i 
p 
{S7h{x\ Vi) - Dv)} + E /iy V gj{x*) = 0, 
i= i 
f: /i,-p,(x*) ^ 0, 
(DII) max sup F{z) 
subject to 
ttimz,yi) - (z^Dz)^)(v/(^,yi) + Bt/^ ) - (/(-^ .yi) + {z'^Bzf^) 
t = l 
(vM-2.yi)-^'^)}+E^iVPi(-z) = 0, (5.38) 
3=1 
t fijgjiz) ^ 0, (5.39) 
(s,f,y)Gi^(z), (5.40) 
(2^5z)5 = z-^Bw, {z'^Dz)-2 = z'^Dv, uFBw ^ 1, v'^Dv ^ 1, (5.41) 
where 
yi e Y{z) and H2{s,t,y) denotes the set of all {z,fj,,v,w) G J?" x i?^ x /2" x i?" 
satisfying (5.38) to (5.41). If, for a triplet (s, t, y) e K{z), the set H2{s, t, y) is empty, 
then we define the supremum over it to be — cx3. Throughout this section, we assume 
that f{z,y) + (z'^Bzy/^ ^ 0 and h{z,y) - [z'^Dzf'^ > 0, for all {s,t,y) G K{z), 
and {z,fj,,v,w) G H2(s,t,y). We let 
s 
U-) = E *^-f (^(^' yi)-^"^^^)!/!-, yi)+{.fBw)-{f{z, y,)+z'^Bw){hi., y,)-i.fDv)}. 
i = l 
Now we establish weak, strong and strict converse duaUty theorems. 
T H E O R E M 5.7 (Weak Duahty). Let x be a feasible solution of (P) and let 
{z, fx, V, w, s, t, y) be a feasible solution of (DII). Assume that any one of the following 
five sets of hjrpotheses is satisfied: 
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(a) (i) f{.,yi)+{YBwa^nd-h{.,yi)+(YDv,ioxi = l,2,--- ,sare(F.p)-convex 
at z\ 
(ii) gj{.), for j — 1,2,--- ,p is (F,o-)-convex at z; 
iiii) ± U {{Kz, Vi) - {z^Dz)'2) + {f{z,y,) + {z^Bz)h)\ p+± „^a ^ 0; 
t=i *• J j = i 
(^) (0 /(•) yi)+i-VBw and -h{., yi)+{.)'^Dv, for i = 1,2, • • • , s are (F, p)-convex 
at z; 
p 
(ii) J^ fJ-jgji-) is (F, a)—convex at z; 
i=i 
M E<i |(M^,yi) - (^^J5^)5) + {fiz,yi) + {z'^Bz)-2)\p + a^ 0; 
(c) (i) ^2(0 is (F,p)-convex at z; 
p 
(ii) E fijgji-) is (F,cr)—convex at 2; 
i=i 
(in) p + a ^ 0; 
(rf) (i) ^2(-) is (F, p)—pseudoconvex at z; 
p 
(ii) Yl P'-jdji-) is (F, a)—quasiconvex at z; 
i=i 
{Hi) p + a^O; 
(e) (i) ^2(0 is (F,p)—quasiconvex at z; 
p 
(^0 13 NSA-) i^  strictly (F, a)—pseudoconvex at z; 
(iii) p + cr ^ 0. 
Then 
%ih(x,y)-(x-^Dxy/^='^^''-
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 
f{x,y) + {x^BxY''^ 
Since z/j G K(z), i = 1,2, • • • , s, we have 
/(z,y.) + (z^Bz)V^ _ 
^ ^ ^ ' ' " / i ( z , y . ) - ( 2 ^ ^ ^ ) ' / ' ' • 
(5.44) 
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Therefore, from (5.43) and (5.44), we get 
{h{z,y.) - iz'^Dzy/'){f{x,y,) + (x^Sa;)^/^) _ (^ (^ ^^ )^ + (^^B^)V2) 
for all z = 1,2, • • • , s and y eY. 
s 
Prom yi G y(^) C Y and < G /?+ with ^ f, =: 1, we have 
t = i 
i2irmz,y,) - iz''Dzy/'){f{x,y.) + (x'^Bxy/') - {f{z,y,) + {z^Bzy/') 
t = i 
ih{x,y^)-(x'^DxY/^)}<Q. (5.45) 
Prom Lemma 1.1, (5.41) and (5.45) 
Mx) = t.tt{iKz^yr)-z'^Dv){f{x,y,)+x'^Bw)-{f{z,y^) + z'^Bw) 
t = i 
(h{x,y,)-x'^Dv)} 
^ tt^mz,y^) - {z'^DzY/'){f{x,y,) + {x^Bxyl') 
t = l 
-(/(^,y.) + {z''Bzf/^){h{x,y,) - (x^Z)x)V2)} 
< 0 = V'2(^ ). 
Hence 
rP2ix) < Mz). (5.46) 
(a) If the hypothesis (i) holds, then 
/(x, y.) + x'^Bw - f{z, y,) - z'^Bw ^ F{x, z; Vf{z, y,) + Bw) + p(f{x, z), (5.47) 
and 
-h{x, y.) + x'^Dv + h{z, y,) - z^Dv ^ F{x, z; -Vh{z, y,) + Dv) + p(f{x, z). (5.48) 
Multiplying (5.47) by i,(/i(z,yO - {z'^Dz)\) and (5.48) by t.(/(z,y,) + (z^Bz)^), 
and then smnming up these inequahties and using the sublinearity of P, we obtain 
V2(x) - V2(2) ^ F{x,z-f:u{{h{z,y,) - {z'^Dz)h){Vf{z,y,) + Bw) 
1=1 
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- (f(z,y^) + {z''Bz)'2){Vh{z,y,) - Dv)}) 
s 
+ J2t^mz,y,)-(z'^Dzf^) + {nz,y,) + {z''Bz)'^)}pd'{x,z), (5 49) 
which in view of (5.46) becomes 
F{x,z;tumz,y,) - izTDz)'^)iVf{z,y,) + Bw) - (/(2,y.) + (z^Bz)'^) 
t = i 
{Vh{z,y,)-Dv)}) + J2trmz,yr)-{z^Dz)'2) + {f{z,y,) + {z'^Bz)'^)}p<f{x,z)<0 
t = i 
(5.50) 
The hypothesis (ii) gives 
djix) - gj{z) ^ F{x,z-ygj{z)) + (7(f{x,z),j = 1,2,--- ,p. 
By /i ^ 0 and the sublinearity of F 
p p p p 
^fijgj{x)-J2l^j9j{z) ^ F ( x , z ; ^ / X j V p j ( z ) ) + ^//j<7d2(x,2), (5 51) 
J = l J = l 3=1 j = l 
which by the feasibihty of x for (P) and (5.39) implies that 
p p 
F(x ,2 ; ;^ / i jV5, (z ) ) + Y,l'^j('d\x,z) ^ 0. (5 52) 
From (5.38), (5.50), (5.52) and the sublinearity of F, it is easily seen that 
0 = F{x,z;tumz,y,)-{z^Dz)'2){^f{z,y,) + Bw)-{f{z,y,) + {z'^Bz)'^) 
t = i 
p 
iS7h{z, y.) - Dv)} + E Aij V 9j{z)) 
j = i 
S F{x,z-tu{{h{z,y,) - (z^Dzy^)(vf{z,y.) + Bw) - if(z,y,) + {z'^Bz)'^) 
t = i 
p 
{S7h{z, yr) - Dv)}) + F{x, z;^fjijSj g^iz)) 
3 = 1 
< - (t^U {ih{z,y.) - (z^Dz)'^) + {f{z,y,) + {z'^Bz)'^)}p+ ±„^a\ <f{x,z) 
^ 0 (by (iii)). 
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Thus we have a contradiction. 
(b), (c) The proofs axe similar to that of part (a). 
(d) Prom (i) and (5.46), it follows that 
s 
F{x, z- Y, U{{h{z, y,) - z^Dv){Vf{z, y,) + Bw) - {f{z, y,) + z'^Bw) 
t = i 
{Vh{z, y,) - Dv)}) < -pd\x, z). (5.53) 
The sublinearity of F, (5.38), (5.53) and (iii) give 
p 
F(x , z ; ^ / i , V ^ , (2 ) ) > -ad\x,z). (5.54) 
Prom the feasibihty of x and (5.39), we have 
p p 
Y,h9Ax)^Q^Y.^^3j{zl (5.55) 
which by (ii) implies that 
p 
F{x,z;YnjVgj{z)) ^ -uS{x,z), 
which contradicts the inequaUty (5.54). 
(e) The proof is similar to that of part (d). Therefore in each case 
/(x,y) + (x^B.)V^ 
' S / i ( x , y ) - ( x ^ D x ) V 2 = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
T H E O R E M 5 .8 (Strong Duality). Let x* be an optimal solution of (?) and 
^9j{'^*)->3 f J{^*) is linearly independent. Then there exist (s,f,y*) G K.{x*) 
and {x*,pL,k,v,w) G H2{s,i,y*) such that {x*,fl,k,v,w,s,i,y*) is a feasible so-
lution of (DII). Purther, if the weak duaUty (Theorem 5.7) holds for all feasible 
{z,n,k,v,w,s,t,y) of (DII), then {x*,p,,k,v,iv,s,i,y*) is an optimal solution of 
(DII) and the two objectives have the same optimal values. 
P R O O F , if x* is an optimal solution for (P), then by Theorem 5.1, there exist 
v,w e R"^ and /i € i?+ to satisfy the expression (5.1), that is the expression (5.38) 
by substituting 
/ ( i , y : ) + (x^Bx)V2 
fCrj — / i(x,y;)-(x^Dx)i/2 
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in (5.1). It follows that is,t,y*) e K{x*), {x\fi,v,iD) € H2{s,t,y*) such that 
{x*,p.,v,w,s,i,y*) is feasible for (DII) and (P) and (DII) have the same objective 
values. The optimality of this feasible solution for (DII) thus follows from Theorem 
5.7. 
T H E O R E M 5 .9 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z,p,,v,iD,s,i,y*) be the 
optimal solutions of (P) and (DII), respectively. Suppose that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.8 are fulfilled, and that any one of the following four sets of hypotheses 
is satisfied: 
(a) (z) one of /(.,j/;) + {.fBiv and -h{.,y:) + {.fDv, for z = 1,2,--- ,s is 
strictly (F,p)—convex at z; 
(ii) one of gj{.), for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is strictly (F,a)-convex at z; 
(in) t U {{h{z,y:) - {z'^DzY^) + (/(z,y;) + {-z^B-z)'^)] p+tfi,a^O-
t = i *• J j = i 
(6) (z) one of f{.,y:) + {-VBHJ and -h{.,y:) + {.fDv, for z = 1,2,--- ,s is 
strictly (F,p)—convex at z; 
p 
(zz) X] ftjgji-) is strictly {F,a)-covivex at z; 
i=i 
(m) ti^ {ih{z,y:) - {z^Dz)k) + (/(^,y;) + (z^Bz)^)} p + a ^ 0; 
p _ 
(c) (z) either ip2{.) is strictly (F, p)-convex at z or ^ fijgji) is strictly (F, cr)-convex 
at z; 
(zz) p + a^O; 
(d) (z) T/)2(.) is strictly (F,p)-pseudoconvex at z; 
p 
(zz) ^ MjPj(-) is (F,cr)-quasiconvex at z; 
(zzz) p + a ^ 0; 
then x* = z; that is, z is an optimal solution of (P). 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that x* ^ z. As in the proof of Theorem 5.7 
Following as in [62], we get 
i,2{x*) % ^2(2). (5.57) 
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(a) If (i) holds, similar to the proof of Theorem 5.7, we have 
U^*) - M^) > F{x\z-J:U{{h%yt) - {z'^Dz)\){Vf{z,yt) + Bw) 
t = i 
- (/(^,y*) + {i^Bz)\){Vh{z,yl) - Dv)}) 
+J2mHz,y:)-{z''Dzf^)Hf{z,y:)+{z^Bzt^)}pd'{x\zy (5.58) 
t = i 
Relation (5.58) alongwith (5.57) gives 
F{x*,z; ±ii{{hiz,y:) - (fDz)h)[Vf{z,y:) + Bw) - {f{z,y:) + (z^B^)^) 
t = i 
{Vh{z,f,)-Dv)})+'£mHz.ri)-{z''Dzt^)Hf{z,y*)^^^ 
t = i 
(5.59) 
By (ii), /i ^ 0 and the subUnearity of F, we have 
p p p p 
Y,N9ji^*) - J]nj9j{^) > F{x\ z- ^  fijVgjiz)) + ^ fijad^x*, z). (5.60) 
i = i j=i j=i j=i 
The feasibility of x*, (5.39) and (5.60) imply that 
p p 
Fix*,z;J2P-J^9jiz)) + J2p.jad\x*,z) <0. (5.61) 
j = i i = i 
According to (5.38), (5.59), (5.61), and by the subUnearity of F, we have 
0 = F(x%z;Efi{(M^.y;)-(^'^^^)M(V/(^,y;) + 5iu)-(/(z,y*) + (z^5z)^) 
t=i 
p _ _ 
{vHz,yt) - Dv)} + E /^ i V9j{z)) 
^ F{x\z;tu{{h{z,y:) - {z'^Dz)'^){^f{z,y:) + Bw) - if{z,y*) + {z^Bz)'^) 
1=1 
iVh{z, y*) - Dv)}) + F{x\ z; £ /i,- v Qii^)) 
3=1 
< - (tti {ihiz,y:) - {z^Dz)'^) + {fiz,y*) + (^^Bz)i)}p+ £ / i . a j d'ix^z) 
^ 0 (by(iii)). 
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Thus we have a contradiction. Hence the inequaUty (5.56) is false and so 
!(x',y-) + {x''^Bx-fl' 
Since x* is an optimal solution of (P), by Theorem 5.8, there exist (s,<,y*) G K{x*) 
and (x*,/i,UjW) e H2{s,i,y*) so that {x*,fi,v,w,s,i,y*) turns to the optimal solu-
tion of (DII), and have the optimal value F(x*) = F(z). That is 
which contradicts the fact of (5.62). Hence ^ = x* is an optimal solution of (P). 
(b), (c) The proofs are similar to that of part (a). 
(d) If the hypothesis (i) is true, using the strict (F,/9)-pseudoconvexity oi 'ip2{-), we 
get from (5.57) that 
5 
F(x',z;J2u{{h{z,y:) - z^Dv)(Vf(z,y:) + Biv) - (/(f,y*) + z'^Bw) 
t = i 
{Vh{z, y*) - Dv)}) < -pd\x\ z). (5.63) 
Relations (5.38) and (5.63) alongwith (iii) give 
p 
Fix^z'Y.P-j'^gA^)) > -od\x\z). (5.64) 
i=\ 
Prom the feasibility of x* and (5.39), we have 
p p 
Y^Jijgjix*) SOS X^/iiPi(^). (5.65) 
j=i j=i 
p 
The (F, a)-quasiconvexity of XI f^j9j{-) with (5.65) reveals 
i= i 
F{x\z;J2fij^9ji^))^-<^d\x\z), 
i= i 
which contradicts the inequaUty (5.64). The remaining part of the proof is similar 
to that of part (a). 
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5.2.4. DUALITY MODEL III 
In this section, we first rewrite Theorem 5.1, in the form of the following theorem, 
which can be proved on the lines of Theorem 5.4 in [62]. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 1 0 (Necessary Conditions). Let x* be a solution of (P). Suppose 
that X* satisfies Zy{x*) = 0 in (P). Then there exist {s,t*,y) e K{x*),v,w e i?" 
and fi* e R^ such that 
t t:{Kx',y,)+x''^Bw}+f:^;gj(x')\ 
V I i f^ = 0, (5.66) 
f:/x;p,(x*) = 0, (5.67) 
'J 
s 
t: e R%i = 1,2,-•• ,s,j:t: = I, (5.68) 
t = i 
w'^Bw ^ 1, {x*^Bx*y/^ = x*^5w, (5.69) 
v'^Dv ^ 1, {x*^Dx'y/^ = x*'^Dv. (5.70) 
We now employ Theorem 5.10 to construct the following Mond-Weir type dual: 
p 
Et:{/(=.g.)+c^Bu,.}+i:,.,sj(z) 
(Di l i ) max sup — -, '-^ 
1 = 1 
subject to 
E t:{h{z,y,)-zTDv} ^ ' " ^ . . . . , - . ::\— -0, (5.71) 
t = i 
W '^Bw^l,v'^Dv^l, 
{z'^Bzy/^ = z'^Bw, {z'^Dzy/^ = z^Dv, 
(5.72) 
where 7/3(5, t*,y) denotes the set of all {z, /x, w, f) G i?" x iJ^ x i?" x i?" satisfying 
(5.71)-(5.72). If the set Hz{sX,y) is empty, then we define supremum over it to be 
—CO. We use the notation: 
U-) = [tt:{h{z,y^) - z'^DvJlitt^AfU,) + i.)^Bw} + E f,,g,{.)] 
1=1 t = i j = i 
- i t t:{f{z,y^) + z^Bw} + t f.,g,{z)][t t:{hi.,y,) - {.yDv}] 
1=1 j = i t = i 
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and assume that 
E<{/(^'^') + '^'^ }^ + tli'^aA^) ^ 0 
t = i j=i 
and 
X)**{M-2^'J'«)--2^'^^y}>o, 
1=1 
for all {s,t*,y) e K{z), {z,fi,v,w) e H3{s,t*,y). Then we prove the following theo-
rem. 
T H E O R E M 5 .11 (Weak DuaUty). Let a; be a feasible solution of (P) and let 
{z,;i,v,w,s,t,y) be a feasible solution of (Dili). If ^3(-) is (F,p)-pseudoconvex at 
z and p ^ 0. Then 
sup 
f{x,y) + {x'^Bxy/^ . .=1 E ^^{/(^ > y^) + ^^^BW} + Z MJ{Z) 
y^^h{x,y)-{xTDxyi^ > 
j = i 
Y.U{h{z,y,)-z'rDv} 
t = i 
P R O O F . By using F(x, z; 0) and the equaUty constraint about the gradients in 
(Dill), we get 
(tWi^,y^) + ^ ''Bw} + tf^j9ji^)\ 
F{x,z]V 1=1 
p 
c 
\ 
j:U{h{z,y,)-zTDv} 
t = i 
) = 0. (5.73) 
/ 
Suppose to the contrary that 
sup 
fix, y) + {x-Bxfl^ ^ '•^^^^' ^^ ^ ^  ^ ' ^ " ^ + ^ ^^'^^'^ 
y^^h{x,y)~{xTDxy/^ < 
t = i 
p 
E 
j = i 
Ei.{M-2,y.)-^^^^} 
1 = 1 
for all 2/ G F. If t/ is replaced by y^ in the above inequahty and multiply by U and 
summing up, we have 
'd:U{fix,yr) + {xTBxy/'}][tu{h{z,y,) - z-^Dv}] 
1=1 t = i 
< [E U{f{z,y.) + z^Bw} + E f^j9j{z)][E U{h{x,y,) - (x^Dx)^^}]. 
1=1 j = i t = i 
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Hence by Lemma 1.1 and (5.72), we get 
t = i t = i 
p 
E 
3=1 
t = l 1=1 
< E MA^) ^ E U{h{z,y^) - z^Dv} 
]=i t = i 
s P 
Since E U{h{z, y^) - z^Dv} > 0 and E i^jQA^) = 0' i^  follows that 
t = l 3=1 
Since ^3(.) is (F,p)-pseudoconvex at z. Therefore F{x,z\V'4)z{z)) < -p(P{x,z), 
that is 
F{x,z-V 
(JlU{J{z,y,) + z^Bw] + E ^^393{z)\ 
j = i 1=1 
V Y:U{h{z,y:)-z'^Dv} 
) < —pd'^{x,z). 
t = i / 
Using the fact that p ^ 0, we find that 
F{x,z;V 
(tu{f{z,yr) + Z'^BW} + E f^393{^)\ 
3=1 1=1 
v 
a contradiction to (5.73). 
ZU{Hz,y,)-zTDv} 
t = i 
) < 0 , 
J 
Strong and strict converse duahty theorems are merely stated without proof as 
they can be proved in the light of strong and strict converse duality theorems of 
previous sections. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 1 2 (Strong Duality). Let x* be an optimal solution of (P) sat-
isfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10. Then there exist {s,i,y*) e K{x*) and 
(x*, fi, V, ui) G ^^3(5, i, y*) such that (x*, jl, v, w, s, i, y*) is a feasible solution of (Dili). 
Further, if the weak duahty (Theorem 5.11) holds for all feasible (z,n,v,w,s,t,y) 
of (Dili), then (x*, fi, v, w, s, i, y*) is an optimal solution of (Dili), and the two ob-
jectives have the same optimal values. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 1 3 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z,fi,v,'w,s,i,y*) be the 
optimal solutions of (P) and (Dili), respectively. Suppose that the strong duahty 
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(Theorem 5.12) holds. If V'sCO is strictly (F,p)-pseudoconvex at z and p ^ 0, then 
z = X*; that is, z is an optimal solution of (P). 
5.3. S U F F I C I E N C Y A N D D U A L I T Y I N V O L V I N G ( F , a, p, d ) - C O N V E X I T Y 
This section is concerned with the study of sufficient optimality conditions discussed 
in Subsection 5.2.1 to a more general class of convexity, called (F, a, p, d)—convexity. 
Moreover, same duality theorems are proved imder generalized (F, a, p, rf)—convexity 
for one parametric and one parametric-free duals discussed in Subsections 5.2.2 and 
5.2.3. 
5.3.1. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
We now establish the sufficient conditions for optimality of (P) under the assump-
tions of (F, a, p, d)-convexity: 
T H E O R E M 5 .14 (Sufficient Conditions). Let x* be a feasible solution of (P) and 
there exist a positive integer s, 1 ^  s ^ n-l-1, i* G R\yyi € Y{x*\i = 1,2, • • • s), fco € 
R+,w,ve HP' and tx* G R\ satisfying (5.1)-(5.5). 
Furthermore, if f{.,yi) + {.)'^Bw is (F, Q:,pi,di)-convex, —h{.,yi) + {.)^Dv is 
(F,a,Pi, di)-convex and gj{.), for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is (F,Pj, Uj, Cj)-convex at x* and 
^ (Pid^(x,x*) Pi^d^,x*)\ ^ c%x,x') 
then X* is a global optimal solution of (P). 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that x* is not an optimal solution of (P). Then 
following the proof of Theorem 5.2, we have 
M^) < •0o(x*). (5.75) 
Using the (F,a;,p,-,d,)-convexity of f{.,yi) + {.YBW and (F,Q;,pi,di)-convexity of 
-h{-> Vi) + {-YDV at X* for i = 1,2, • • • , s, i.e., 
/(x, yi) -F x^Bw - fix*, yi) - x*'^Bw ^ F(x, x*; a(x, x*)(V/(x*, yO + Bw)) 
+ Pid''i{x,x*), i = l,2,--- ,s, (5.76) 
and 
-h{x,yi) + x^Dv + h{x*,yi) - x*^Dv ^ F(x, x*; a{x, x*){-Vh{x*,yi) + Dv)) 
+ Pi3^i{x,x*), i = \,2,--- ,s. (5.77) 
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Multiplying (5.76) by t*, (5.77) by t*ko, and then summing up these inequaUties, 
using the subUnearity of F, we have 
s 
Fix, X*; a{x,x*) J^<.*(V/(2;*,m) + Bw - k^Vhix*, yi) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
+ Y^t;{pidKx,x*) + hpi^,{x,x*)} ^ il)o{x) - M^*) < 0 (by (5.75)). 
t = i 
Since a{x, x*) > 0, by the sublinearity of F, we obtain 
F{x,x*;Ylt*{Vf{x*,yi) + Bw - ko{Vh{x*,yi) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
+ ±t- ( 4 1 ^ + k/-4^] < 0. (5.78) 
^ [ a{x,x*) Q{X,X*) J ^ 
On the other hand, by the (F, Pj,Uj, Cj)-convexity of gj{.) iov j — 1,2, • • • ,p, we have 
gjix)-gj{x*)^F{x,x*;Pj{x,x*)Vgj{x*)) + Ujc''j{x,x*),j = 1,2,--- ,p. 
By /x* ^  0, P{x, X*) > 0 and the sublinearity of F 
The feasibiUty of x, /?(x, x*) > 0 and (5.3) imply that 
*9ji^) - 9j{x*) 
.^/^- P,{x,x*) = ' ' 
then (5.79) leads to 
Fix,x-f:,s;Vgj{xn) + E / ^ ^ . | | ^ S 0. 
Prom (5.1), (5.78), (5.80) and the sublinearity of F, we have 
(5.80) 
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0 = F{x,x*-t,t*{s/fix\yi) + Bw-ko{\7h{x\yi)-Dv)}-\-f:n*s/9j{x*)) 
t=i i= i 
^ F{x,x*;J2ii{Vf{x*,yt) + Bw- k.{S7h{x*,yi) - Dv)})+ 
t = i 
F{x,x'-f:fi*S7 9j{x')) 
A /p.df(x,x-) , p.d7(x.x-)1 f^ ••*,,. 1 ( ^ . ! ^ 
t = l ^ •' j = l 
^ 0 (by (5.74)). 
Thus, we have a contradiction. Hence the proof is complete. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5 .1 . Let x* be a feasible solution of (P) and there exist a positive 
integer s,l -^ s ^  n + l,t* e R%yi e Y{x*){i = 1,2,• • • s),fco G R+,w,v e R'' and 
H* e /?^ satisfying relations (5.1)-(5.5). If f{.,yi) + (.)^Biy isstrong {F,a,pi,di)-
convex (or (F, a)-convex), -h{., yt) + {.YDV is strong (F, a, pi, di)-convex (or (F, a)-
convex) and gj{.), for j = 1,2,••• ,p is strong (F,/9j,i/j,Cj)-convex (or {F,Pj)-
coRvex) at x*, then x* is a global optimal solution of (P). 
P R O O F . Under the assumptions of this corollary, we know that the inequahty (by 
(5.74)) holds. Therefore x* is a global optimal solution of (P). 
5.3.2. DUALITY RESULTS 
Now, we discuss the duality results for (DI) and (DII) under (F, a, p, d)-convexity: 
T H E O R E M 5.15 (Weak Duality). Let x and {z,fx,k,v,w,s,t,y) be the feasible 
solutions of (P) and (DI) respectively. Suppose that /( . , yi) + {-YBW and -/i(., y^ ) + 
{.)'^Dv, for i = 1,2, • • • , s are respectively (F, a, pi, rfi)-convex and (F, a, pi, di)-
convex at z. Also gj{.), for j == 1,2,••• ,p is {F,Pj,Uj,Cj)-convex at z and the 
inequality 
^ j £ ! ^ + ,M(£li)U^^^.,^,|(^>0. (5.81) 
^ i a(a:,^) Qix,z) j j ^ 'Pjix,z) - ' 
holds, then 
fix,y) + {x^BxYf'^ 
y^?h{x,y)-{xTDxy/' = 
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P R O O F . Following the proof of Theorem 5.3, we have 
^1(2;) <ipi{z). 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.14, we have 
s 
F{x, z; J2 U{"^fiz, y^) + Bw- k{Vh{z, y,) - Dv)}) 
1=1 
and 
e r I ot{x,z) a{x,z) J 
p 
93{^)-9j{^) ^ Z7^„ . . V - , V7 / NN , V - <^]{^,Z) g ' " ^ ^ i ; i ^ 5 ^ ( ^ . . ; E A , v , , w ) + x : . , ' ' , ^ . (5.83) 
UtiUzing the feasibility of x tor (P) and (5.18), we get 
p p 
Y,l^39j{x) ^ 0 ^ Y.^^3A^)- (5.84) 
Therefore, from (5.83), (5.84) and /?(x, z) > 0, we obtain 
C j ( x , . 
0j{x,z) F{x,z:J2^,Vg,{z)) + J2lJi,u,f^, S 0. (5.85) 
Thus, we get from (5.16), (5.82) and (5.85) 
0 = F{x,z;tu{^f{z,y,) + Bw-k{s7h{z,y,)-Dv)}+J:,x^S7g,{z)) 
1=1 j=i 
) 
^ F{x, z- Z t,{^f{z, y.) + Bw- k{s/h{z, y.) - Dv)}) + F{x, z;t,hS7 9j{z)) 
t = i 
^ 0 (by (5.81)). 
We have a contradiction. Hence the proof is complete. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5 . 2 . Let x and {z, n, k, v, w, s, t, y) be the feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DI) respectively. Suppose that /(.,y,) + {.)'^Bw and -h(.,y^) + ( )'^Dv. for 
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i = 1,2, ••• ,s are respectively strong {F,a,Pi,di)-convex (or (F,a)-convex) and 
strong (F,a,pi,(ii)-convex (or (F, a)-convex) at z. Also gj{.), for j = 1,2, •• • ,p is 
strong {F,Pj,Uj,Cj)-conyex (or (F,/3j)-convex) at z, then 
yeY h{x,y)-{x'^Dx) 1/2 = 
P R O O F . Under the assumptions of this corollary, we know that the inequalitj' 
(5.81) holds. So we can get the corollary from Theorem 5.15. 
T H E O R E M 5.16 (Strong DuaUty). Assume that x* is an optimal solution for (P), 
and ^9j{x*),j G »/(x*) is linearly independent. Then there exist (s,i,y*) e K{x*) 
and (x*,/2,fc,ii,tD) G Hi{s,i,y*) such that {x*,p.,k,v,'w,s,i,y*) is feasible for (DI). 
Further, if the weak duality (Theorem 5.15) holds for all feasible {z, fi, fc, v, w, s, t, y) 
of (DI), then (x*, p,, k, v, w, s, t, y*) is optimal for (P) and the two objectives have 
the same optimal values. 
P R O O F . The proof of this theorem follows on the similar lines of Theorem 5.4. 
T H E O R E M 5.17 (strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z,Jl,k,v,ui,s,i,y') be 
the optimal solutions for (P) and (DI), respectively. Suppose that /( . , y*) + {.)'^Bw 
and —h{.,y*) + {.)'^Dv, ioT i — 1,2, •• • ,s are respectively (F,a, pi,di)-convex and 
(F,a,Pi,di)-convex at z for all {s,i,y*) e K{x*),{z,ji,k,v,w) G Hi{s,i,y') and 
gj{.), for J = 1,2, • • • ,p is (F, /?,-, t/j, Cj)-convex at z and the inequality 
^ lp,<Pdx-,z) -Pilt(x\z)\ ^ . c](x; -z) ^  ^  
^^''[^^riy + ''^^pjf}^Y,m^;^^^>0, (0.86) 
holds, and Vpj(a;*),j G J{x*) is linearly independent. Then x* — z; that is, z is 
optimal for (P) and j{z,r) + {z''B-zyi^ 
y§h{z,y*)-{zrDzyi^ "• 
P R O O F . We shall assume that x* ^  z and reach a contradiction. Prom Theorem 
5.16, we know that 
/(x^rK^x^;Bx^ _ 
yi^h{x\y*)-{x*'^Dx*YI''~ 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.15, we have 
'^ '^^^(iry^^ ^ i^(^*,^; Efi{V/(^-,yr) + Bw- k{Vh{z,yl) - Dv)}) 
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and 
t^.^^S^s-(^-.^^i:^>v,(.)).t,, . | | | ,588) 
By the feasibility of x* and (5.18), we have 
p p 
Thus from (5.88) and ^{x*, z) > 0, we obtain 
P P 2f*—\ 
F{x\z-Y.~^,Vg,{z)) + j ] / i , ^ . , ^ l ^ ^ 0 (5 89) 
Relations (5.16), (5.86) and (5.89) alongwith the sublinearity of F yield 
F{x\ z-1 Uvm V:) + Bw- k{s7h{z, y:) - Dv)}) 
t = i 
^-F{x*,z;^IXj\7gj{z)) 
P c^(x-.S) 
> - E f . { ^ ^ + *^f?¥^}- (5 90) 
Hence, we get from (5.87), (5.90) and a{x*,z) > 0, 
V' i (O-V' i (^)>0. 
Now, we get the following relation 
s 
Y^Wi^W:) + {x*^Bx*fl^ - Hh{x\y:) - (x-'^Dx*)'/')} 
t = i 
>f2u{f{z,y:) + {z'^BzYf'-k{h{z,y:)-{z^Dzy^')}^0 (by (5.17 i 
1=1 
Therefore, there exists a certain lo, such that 
f{x\yl) + ix*'^Bx*y/' - mx\y:j - {x*"^Dx*)"'') > 0. 
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It follows that 
I'ff h{x%y') - {x*TDx*y/^ = h{x*,yl) - (x*^Dx*)V2 
Finally, we have a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 1 8 (Weak Duality). Let x and {z,fj,,v,w,s,t,y) be the feasi-
ble solutions of (P) and (DII) respectively. Suppose that f{.,yt) + {.)^Bw and 
-H-,yi) + {-VDV, for i = 1,2,••• ,s are respectively (F,Q,p,,d,)-convex and 
(F,Q,p,,d,)—convex at z. Also gj{.), for j = 1,2,••• ,p is (F,J5,,IA,,CJ)—convex 
at z and the inequality 
A , f(h{z,y.)-{z^Dzy2)p,cP,{x,z) , {f{z,y,) + (z^Bz)'^)p.^,{x,z) 
a{x,z) a{x,z) 
p 
Pj{x,z) 
holds, then 
P R O O F . Following the proof of Theorem 5.7, we have 
M^) < M^) (5.92) 
Using the (F, a, p,,rf,)-convexity of /(.,y,) + ( )^Bw and (F, Q,p,,d,)-convexity of 
-h{; Vi) + (O^^w at z, for i = 1,2, • • • , s, i.e., 
f{x, y,) + x^Biy - f{z, y.) - z^Biy ^ F{x, 2; a(a;, z){Vf{z, y^) + Bw)) 
+ p,d^(x,2),z = l , 2 , - . . , s , (.5.93) 
and 
-h{x, y^) + x^Du + h{z, y,) - z'^Dv ^ F{x, z; a{x, z){-Vh{z, y,) + Dv)) 
+ A<^(x ,2) , i= l ,2 , - - - , s . (.5.94) 
Multiplying (5.93) by U{h{z.y^) - (z^DzY^), (5.94) by U{f{z,y,) + (z^Bz)^), and 
then summing up these inequalities with the subUnearity of F, we get 
^^^^ftf^ ^ F{x,z;±umz,y,) - {z^Dzf^){Vf{z,y,) + Bw) 
1=1 
- (/(2,yO + {z^Bz)'^){Vh{z,y,) - Dv)}) 
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^j^^^^{h(z,yi)-{z^Dzy2)picitix,z) , {f{z,y,) + {z'^Bzy2)p,^(x,z: 
t = i a{x,z) a{x,z) 
which by using (F,/9j, I'j, Cj)-convexity of pj(.), (5.38) and (5.91) alongwith the sub-
linearity of F yields 
P P 
^ 0 (by the feasibility of x, (5.39) and/3(x,2) > 0). 
Since a(2;, 2) > 0, we get t(}2{^) = ^2(2), which contradicts (5.92). Hence the proof 
is complete. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5 . 3 . Let x and {z,fi,v,w,s,t,y) be the feasible solutions of (P) 
and (DII) respectively. Suppose that f{.,yi) + {-YBW and -h{.,yi) + {.)^Dv, for 
i = 1,2,••• ,s are respectively strong (F,Q,/3,,rf,)—convex (or (F,a)-convex) and 
strong (F, a,Pi,di)-convex (or (F, a)-convex) at z. Also gj{.), for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is 
strong (F,/?,-,i/j,Cj)—convex (or (F,/3,)-convex) at z, then 
P R O O F . Under the assumptions of this corollary, we know that the inequality 
(5.91) holds. So we can get the corollary from Theorem 5.18. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 1 9 (Strong Duahty). Assume that x* is an optimal solution for (P), 
and Vgj{x*), j G J(x*) is linearly independent. Then there exist {s,i,y*) 6 K{x*) 
and {x*, p, V, W) e Hiis, i, y*) such that (x*,/i, v, ili, s, i, y*) is feasible for (DII). Fur-
ther, if the weak duality (Theorem 6.5) holds for all feasible (z, /n, u, w, s, t, y) of 
(DII), then {x*,p,,v,iu,s,i,y*) is optimal for (DII) and the two objectives have the 
same optimal values. 
P R O O F . The proof follows on the similar hnes of Theorem 5.8. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 2 0 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z, fi, v, w, s, i, y*) be the 
optimal solutions for (P) and (DII), respectively. Suppose that fi-^y*) + {.)^Bw 
and -/?(., y*) + (.)'^Dv, for ? = 1.2. • • • . s are respectively (F, a, pi, d,)-convex and 
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{F, a,Pi, di)-convex at z for all (s, t, y*) e K{x*), {z, n, v, w) G H2{s, t, y*) and gj{.), 
for j = 1,2, • • • ,p is {F, Pj, Uj, Cj)-convex at z and the inequality 
J^- i{h{z,y:)-{z^Dz)h)p,dKx\z) ^ if{z,y:) + {z^Bz)'2)p,^{x\z) 
^ ' I a{x*,z) a{x*,z) 
holds, and Vgj{x*),j 6 J{x*) is linearly independent. Then x* = z: that is, z is 
optimal for (P) and 
P R O O F . We shall assume that x* ^  z and reach a contradiction. From the condi-
tions similar to the proof of Theorem 5.18, we have 
"^^t? . r tf'^ ^ F{x\z;J2umz,y:) - {z'^Dz)h){Wf{z,y:) + Bw) 
a(x*, z) i=\ 
- imyn + (z'Bz)-^)iVh{z,y:) - DV)}) 
, y ^ {h{z,y*)-(z^Dz)k)p,^{x*,z) ^ (fiz,y*) + {z^Bz)l)pid^{x',z) 
^ a{x*,z) a{x*,z) / ' i • i 
and 
P ' ^ ' w l ^ i n.-..;p.v.,(.))+|:A,..|g. (5.97) 
By the feasibility of x*,p{x*, z) > 0 and (5.39), the inequality (5.97) gives 
F(x\z;J2fi,V9jiz)) ^-J2fi,uj§^ (5.98) 
From (5.38), (5.95) and (5.98) alongwith the sublinearity of F, we obtain 
F{x*,z;±ii{{h{z,y:) - {z^Dz)k){^fiz,y*) + Bin) 
i= l 
- (mn) + (^^5^)^)(v/l(^,y;) - Dv)}) 
^-F{X\Z;ZPJV9AZ)) 
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3=1 
^ • A T f {h{z,yr)-(z'rDz)i)pid?,{x',z) (/(z,yr)+(z^Bz)^)pid7(i-,f)l .:- QQX 
Using Q:(X*,Z) > 0 and (5.99), the inequality (5.96) yields 
^'2(2;*) — '02 (^) > 0, t h a t is 
J2 iiUKz, y*) - z''Dv)U{x\ yl)+x*^Bw) - {f{z, y*) + z^Bw){h{x\y;) - x*^DS)} 
> 5^i.{(/i(z,y;)-^^/?t;)(/(z,y;)+f^fiti;)-(/(2,yn+^''5«;)(h(z,yn-^'^^^)} ^ 0. 
t=i 
Therefore there exists a certain io such that 
i2^imz,yl)-z'^Dmi^\yl)+x*^Bw)-{f{z,yl)+^ 
Prom the above inequality and (5.41), it follows that 
fix\r) + {x*^Bxr^' ^ f{x\yl) + {x*''Bx'Y/' ^ 
ye? h{x*,y*) - (x*^Dx*)V2 = h{x\yl) - (x*^Dx*)V2 ^'^^'^^- ^^"'^ ^^ 
By strong duality (Theorem 5.19), we know that 
suJ<f''S-l^flyZ=m. (5.101) 
The inequality (5.100) contradicts (5.101), and hence the proof is complete. 
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SECOND ORDER DUALITY IN MULTIOBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING^ 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of convex functions is well known in optimization theory. But for 
many mathematical models used in decision sciences, economics, management sci-
ences, stochastics, applied mathematics and engineering, the notion of convexity 
does no longer suffice. So it is possible to generalize the notion of convexity and 
to extend the validity of results to larger classes of optimization problems. Con-
sequently, various generalizations of convex functions have been introduced in the 
hterature. More specifically, the concept of (F,p)—convexity was introduced by 
Preda [93], an extension of F—convexity defined by Hanson and Mond [46] and 
/o-convexity given by Vial [105]. Gulati and Islam [41] and Ahmad [2] established 
optimality conditions and duality results for multiobjective programming problems 
involving F—convexity and (F,p)—convexity assumptions respectively. 
Mangasarian [71] first formulated the second order dual for a nonlinear program-
ming problem and estabhshed duaUty results under somewhat involved assumptions. 
Mond [78] reproved second order duahty theorems under simpler assumptions than 
those previously given by Mangasarian [71], and showed that the second order dual 
has computational advantages over the first order dual. 
Zhang and Mond [118] extended the class of (F,p)—convex functions to second 
order (F,/?)—convex functions and obtained duaUty results for second order Man-
gasarian type, Mond-Wen type and generalized Mond-Weir type multiobjective dual 
problems. 
In this chapter, motivated by Liang et al. [64] and Zhang and Mond [118], we 
introduce a class of second order (F, a, p, d)—convex functions and their generahza-
tions. These concepts are then used to develop weak, strong and strict converse 
duality theorems for second order Mangasarian type, Mond-Weir type and general-
ized Mond-Weir type multiobjective duals. 
Now we define the class of second order (F, a, p, d)—convex functions and their 
generalizations. 
^A part of this chapter has been sent for pubUcation in Information Sciences after revision as 
suggested by the referees 
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Let F be sublinear and the function / = (/i, /2) • • • , fk) • X -^ R'' be differen-
tiable aX x e X and p = {pi,P2,••• ,Pk) ^  R''-
D E F I N I T I O N 6 .1. A twice differentiable function /j over X is said to be second 
order (F, a, Pi,d)—convex at x on X, if for all x e X, there exist vector p G /?", a 
real valued function a: Xy.X \-^ i?+\{0}, a real valued function d{.,.) : XxX ^-^ R 
and a real number pi such that 
U{x) - fi(x) + ^p^VVi(x)p ^ F{x,x- a{x,x){Vfi{x) + W^fi{x)p}) + pid\x,x). 
If the above inequality holds as strict inequality, then fi is said to be strictly 
second order (F, a,/9i,d)—convex at x. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6.2. A twice differentiable function fi over X is said to be second 
order (F,a,pj,d)—pseudoconvex at 5 on X, if for all x € X, there exist vector 
p e RP^, a real valued function a : X x X i-^ R+\ {0}, a real valued function 
d{.,.) : X X X \-^ R and a real number pi such that 
fi{x) < fi{x) - ^p^VVi(^)p =^  F(x,x;a(x,x){V/i(x) + VVi(x)p}) < -pid\x,x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 6.3. A twice differentiable function fi over X is said to be strictly 
second order (F,a,pi, d)—pseudoconvex at x on X, if for all x € X, there exist 
vector p e RP, a real valued function a : X x X i-^ R+\ {0}, a real valued function 
d(.,.) : X X X h^ R and a real number pi such that 
Fix,x;a(x,x){Vfiix) + V'fi(x)p}) ^ -pid\x,x) => fi{x) > fi{x) - ^ / v V . ( ^ ) p , 
or equivalently * 
fi{x) ^ fi{x) - \p^V^fi{x)p =^ F(x, x; a(x, x){V/i(x) + V^fi{x)p}) < -pid\x, x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 6.4. A twice differentiable fimction fi over X is said to be second 
order (F, a, Pi, d)—quasiconvex at x on X, if for all x € X, there exist vector p E R", 
a real valued function a : X x X h-)- R+\ {0}, a real valued function d(.,.) : X xX ^^ 
R and a real number pi such that 
fi{x) ^ fi{x) - ^p^VVi(^)P =^  F{x,x;a(x,x){V/i(x) + V^fi(x)p}) ^ -pid\x,x), 
or equivalently 
F(x,x;a(x,x){V/i(x) + V''fi{x)p}) > -pid\x,x) => fi{x) > fi{x) - ^p^VVi(x)p. 
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R E M A R K 6 . 1 . Let a{x,x) = l. Then second order (F, a, p,d)-convexity be-
comes the second order (F,p)-convexity introduced by Zhang and Mond [118]. 
In addition, if we set second order term equal to zero i.e., p = 0, it reduces to 
(F,/9)-convexity in [2, 93]. 
E X A M P L E . Consider the function / : X{= R+) -^ R such that f{x) = x^ - 2x. 
If, we define the functions 
F{x, X] a) = a{x - x) - 4x 
d{x, x) = X — X 
then for p — 0, / i s second order (F, a, p, rf)-convex at x = 0 with respect to 
p, —oo < p ^ 1. 
6.2. MANGASARIAN T Y P E SECOND ORDER DUALITY 
In this section, we consider the following Mangasarian type second order dual asso-
ciated with multiobjective problem (VP): 
(MAD) Maximize {f,{u) + y'^g{u) - ^p'^V'lhiu) + y'^giu)]p, 
• • • , fkiu) + y^g{u) - |p^V2[A(iz) + y^g{u)]p) 
subject to 
VX^fiu) + V^X'^f{u)p + Vy'^giu) + VYgiu)? = 0, (6.1) 
y ^ 0, (6.2) 
A ^  0, (6.3) 
A^e = 1, (6.4) 
wheree = ( l , l , - - - ,l)Gii:'=,A is a fc—dimensional vector, and y is an m—dimensional 
vector. 
R E M A R K 6 , 2 . if A; = l, then ( M A D ) reduces to the well known second order 
dual given by Mangasarian [71]. 
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T H E O R E M 6 .1 (Weak Duality). Suppose that for all feasible x in (VP) and all 
feasible {u,y,X,p) in (MAD) 
(i) /i> ^  ~ ^' 2' ••• ' ' ' ' ^^  second order (F, a, pi, d)—convex at u, and gj,j — 1,2,- •• ,m 
k m 
is second order (F, a, CTJ, d)-convex at u, A > 0 and ^ 7 ^ ( 5 3 ^iPi + J2 ^iVj) = 
t = i j = i 
0, or 
(ii) X^f+y^g is second order (F, a, p, rf)—pseudoconvex at u, A > 0 and ^ T ^ ^ 0; 
or 
(Hi) X'^f+y^g is strictly second order (F, a, p, d)—pseudoconvex at u and ^/^x ^ 0. 
Then, the following cannot hold 
and 
Mx) ^ fi{u) + y'^giu) - ^ /V2[ / , (u) + y'^g{u)]p, for all i e K, (6.5) 
fj{x) < fjiu) + y'^g(u) - -p^V%{u) + y'^g{u)]p, for some j e K. (6.6) 
P R O O F . Let x be feasible in (VP) and (u,y, A,p) be feasible in (MAD). Suppose 
contrary to the result that (6.5) and (6.6) hold. By t/ ^ 0 and g{x) ^ 0, we have 
fi{x) + y^g{x) ^ fi{u) + y'^g{u) - ^p^V%{u) + y'^g{u)]p, for all i G K, (6.7) 
and 
fj{x) + y'^gix) < / ,(u) + y'^giu) - -p^V%{u) + y'^g{u)]p, for some j G K. (6.8) 
(i) In view of the hypotheses A > 0 and A^e = 1, we get 
A^/(x) + / p ( x ) < X'fiu) + y^g{u) - i /V2[A^ / (u ) + y^g{u)]p. (6.9) 
The second order (F,a,pi,d)-convexity oi fi,i = 1,2,- •• ,k, and the second order 
(F, a, aj, d)—convexity oi gj,j = 1,2, • • • , m, at w imply 
fi{x) - fi{u) + -p^V''fi{u)p ^ F{x,u;a{x,u){Vfi{u) + VVi(u)p}) + PidHx,u}, 
i — 1,2,- • • ,k, and 
9jix) - gj{u) + -p^V'^gMp Z F{x,u-a{x,u){Vgj{u) + V^gj{u)p}) + ajd\x,u), 
j = 1,2,--- ,m. 
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< - -
On multiplying the first inequality by Ai > 0 and second by j/j ^ 0, and then 
summing up 
A^/(x) + y^p(x) - A^/(u) - / p ( u ) + i /V2[A^/ (u) + y'^g{u)]v 
^F{x,u;a{x,u){V\'^f{u)+V^X^f{u)p})+F{x,u;a{x,u){Vy'^g{u)+VY9{y')p}) 
k m 
which in view of (6.9) and the subhnearity of F with a{x, u) > 0 gives 
F{x, u; VA^/(u) + V2A^/(tx)p + Vy^y(u) + VVg{u)p) 
^ k m 
k m 
"^ ^^ ^^  a(iu)(Z^ \Pi + Zl ^jyj) = 0) t'he above inequality implies 
F(x, t/; VA^/(u) + V^\^f{u)p + V / g ( u ) + V2y^g(u)p) < 0, 
a contradiction to (6.1) since F(x,u;0) = 0. 
(ii) The second order (F, Q, p, rf)—pseudoconvexity of X^f + y^g at ty alongwith (6.9) 
yields 
Fix,u-a{x,u){VX'^f{u) + V^X'^f{u)p + Vy'^g{u) + VY9{u)p}) < -pd ' (x ,u) , 
which together with the sublinearity of F and a{x, u) > 0 gives 
F{x,u; VX^fiu) + V'X^f{u)p + V / p ( u ) + VV5(«)p) < —^Mx,u). 
Since / x > 0, then we have 
F(x,u; VA^/(u) + V'X^f{u)p + Vy'^g{u) + VY9{u)p) < 0, 
which again contradicts (6.1) since F{x,u;0) = 0. 
(iii) In view of A ^ 0 and A^e = 1, the inequahties (6.7) and (6.8) imply 
A^/(x) + y-^gix) S X^fiu) + y'giu) - ip^V2[A^/(u) + y^5(«)]p, 
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which in view of the strict second order (F,a, p,d)—pseudoconvexity of X^f + y^g 
at u and a{x, u) > 0 yields 
F(x,u; VX^fiu) + V'X^nu)p + Vy'^g{u) + VVgi^)?) < —r—.d\x,u). 
OL\X, U) 
Since -A-r ^ 0, then we have again a contradiction to (6.1). 
T H E O R E M 6.2 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be an efficient solution of (VP) at which 
the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist y e R"" and 
A G R*^, such that (x, y,X,p = 0) is feasible for (MAD) and the corresponding values 
of (VP) and (MAD) are equal. 
If, in addition, the assumptions of weak duahty (Theorem 6.1) hold for all fea-
sible solutions of (VP) and (MAD), then (x,y,X,p = 0) is an efficient solution of 
(MAD). 
P R O O F . Since X is an efficient solution of (VP) at which the Kuhn-Tucker con-
straint qualification is satisfied, then by Theorem 1.13, there exist y e R^ and 
Xe R'', such that 
FV/ (x ) + fVg{x) = 0, 
fgix) = 0, 
A ^ 0, F e = 1. 
Therefore (x, y,X,p = 0) is feasible for (MAD) and the corresponding values of (\"P) 
and (MAD) are equal. The efficiency of this feasible solution for (MAD) thus follows 
from weak duality (Theorem 6.1). 
T H E O R E M 6.3 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {u,y,X,p) be the efficient 
solutions of (VP) and (MAD) respectively, such that 
F/(x) = X^m + fg{u) - ^/V2[F/(u) + fg{u)]p. (6.10) 
Suppose that /i,z = 1,2, • • • , fc is strictly second order (F, a, pi,d)-convex at 
M, and gj,j = 1,2, • • • , m is second order {F, a, aj, d)-convex at ii, A > 0 and 
-1 K m 
(- - . (Y 'A .A + y^o^yj) ^ 0. 
^ ' ' i=\ j=i 
Then x = u; that is, u is an efficient solution of (VP). 
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P R O O F . We assume that x^u and exhibit a contradiction. Since / j , i = 1,2, • • • , fc, 
is strictly second order (F,a,pt,^)—convex at it, and ^ j , j = 1,2,- • • ,m, is second 
order (F, a, CTJ, d)-convex at u, we have 
U{x) - Mu) + ^p^VVi{ti)p > n^,u; a(x,tZ){V/i(T2) + ^'fi{u)p}) + Pid\x, u), 
i = 1,2,•• • ,fc, and 
5j(^) - 9j{'^) + 2P^'^^9jiu)P ^ ^(^,•"; a(^, w){Vpj(w) + V25j(u)p}) + ajd\x, u), 
j = 1,2,--- ,m. 
On multiplying the first inequahty by Aj > 0 and second by yj ^ 0 and then summing 
up 
A^/(^) + y'^gix) - F / ( u ) - fg{u) + yvWfiu) + / 5 (u ) ]p 
>F(x ,w;a(x , tx){VF/(u)+V2F/(u)p})+F(x , t i ;a (x ,u){Vy^^(u)+VVp(t i )p}) 
k m 
t= i ji=i 
which in view of (6.10) and the feasibiUty of x for (VP) implies 
F{x,u; a{x,u){VX^f{u) + V^F/Cu)^}) + F{x,u;a{x,u){Vy''giu) + VVp(" )p} ) 
k m 
i = l 3=1 
Since F is sublinear and a(x, u) > 0, then 
Fix, u; V'X^fiu) + V^X^mp + Vy^g{u) + V^fg{u)p) 
^ k m 
^ ' '' 1=1 3=1 
_ m 
which in view of -^^(Y^ Kpi + E (7j%) ^ 0 yields 
k m 
E AiPi  E 
i=l i=l 
F(x, tZ; VA^/(«) + VWfiu)p + Vfg{u) + V''fg{u)p) < 0, 
a contradiction to (6.1) since F(x,tZ;0) = 0. 
I l l 
6.3. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SECOND ORDER DUALITY 
For the problem (VP), we consider the following Mond-Weir type second order dual: 
(MWD) Maximize (fi{u) - |p^VVi(w)p, h{u) - ^p^V^f2{u)p, 
subject to 
/5H-|p^VVyHp^0, 
A > 0 . 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 (Weak Duality). Suppose that for all feasible x in (VP) and all 
feasible (u, y, A, p) in (MWD) 
(i) y'^g is second order (F, a, p, d)—quasiconvex at it, and assume that any one of 
the following conditions holds: 
{ii) For all i E K, ft is second order (F,Qi,pii,rf)—quasiconvex and for some 
j G K, fj is second order (F,ai,pij,d)—pseudoconvex at u, Aj > 0 for all 
i E K and 
+ a{x,u) ai{x,u) 4 nr in i—^ ^ 0 , 
{Hi) A^/ is second order (F, a2,p2)CJ)—pseudoconvex at u, Aj > 0 for alH G /C and 
P ^ P2 >0 , 
a{x,'u) a2(x,u) 
{iv) A-^/ is strictly second order (F, Q2,P2,<^)—pseudoconvex at u with 
>0. 
Then, the following cannot hold 
P J P2 
Q.{x^U) Q2(x,u) 
1 
U{^) S fi{u) - ^P^V^Mu)p, for all i G K, (6.15) 
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and 
fj{x) < fj{u) - -p'^V^fj{u)p, for some j € K. (6.16) 
P R O O F . Let x be any feasible solution in (VP) and {u.y,X,p) be any feasible 
solution in (MWD). Then we have 
y'^gix) ^ 0 ^  / p ( u ) - -P^VYQHP-
Using second order (F, a,p, rf)—quasiconvexity oi y^g at u, we get 
F{x,u;a{x,u){Vy^g{u) + VV5(w)p}) ^ -pcP{x,u). 
Since a(x, u) > 0, the above inequality with the sublinearity of F yields 
F ( a : , w ; V / 5 H + V V 5 ( u ) p ) ^ /-^d'{x,u). 
Now suppose contrary to the result that (6.15) and (6.16) hold, i.e., 
1 
(6.17) 
and 
fiix) ^ fi{u) - ^p^V'Mu)p, for all i G K, 
fj{^) < /j(w) - ^P^^^fj{u)p, for some j t K. 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
Using the hypothesis (ii), we have 
Fix,u;ai{x,u){Vfi{u) + VV.(w)p}) ^ -pud^{x,u). for all i G K, 
and 
F{x,u;ai{x,u){Vfj{u) + VVj(i')p}) < -pij<f{x,u), for some j G K. 
The above inequalities alongwith the sublinearity of F, ai{x,u) > 0 and Aj > 0 
imply 
F{x, u- VX^f{u) + V^X^f{u)p) < 1 — V Xipud'ix, u). 
Using (6.17) and the sublinearity of F, we get from the above inequality 
F{x,u; VA^/(u) + V^X^f{u)p + V/^ ( t / ) + V2/^(n)p) 
^ F(x, n; VA^/(«) + V'X''f{u)p)+F{x, u; V / ^ ( t . ) + VV9{u)p) 
k 
< 
a\x,u) OL\\X. U) ^ d^{x,u) 
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^ 0 (since l - r ^ + - ^ J2^'^I'l = 0 1 ' 
which is a contradiction to (6.11) since F{x,u;0) = 0. 
(iii) By A > 0, (6.18) and (6.19) imply 
A^/(x) < A^/(t.) - yv'X-'mp, 
which by the second order (F,a2,p2,<^)—pseudoconvexity of X^f at u gives 
F(x, u; a2{x, u){VA^/(«) + V^X'^f(u)p}) < -p2d\x, u). (6.20) 
Using (6.17), (6.20) and the subUnearity of F with 02(2;, u) > 0, we get 
F{x, u; VA^/(u) + V''X^f{u)p + Vy'^g{u) + V''y'^g{u)p) 
^ F{x, u- VX^f{u) + V2A^/(u)p) + F{x, u; Vy'^giu) + VVONP) 
P2 
+ 
_a(x,u) a2{x,u) 
Since [ ^ + ^^g;^] ^ 0, we have 
d {x,u). 
F{x, u- VX^fiu) + V''X^f{u)p + V/5(u) + '^V9{u)p) < 0, 
again a contradiction to (6.11) since F{x,u;0) = 0. 
(iv) The relations (6.18), (6.19) and A ^ 0 yield 
A^/(x) ^ A^/(n) - Ip-'V'X^mp, 
which by the virtue of strict second order (F,Q;2,P2,(^)-pseudoconvexity of X^f at 
u gives (6.20). The inequaUties (6.17) and (6.20) again exhibit a contradiction. 
T H E O R E M 6.5 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be an efficient solution of (VP) at which 
the Kuhn-Tucker constr^nt qualification is satisfied. Then there exist y e i?'" and 
A e R'', such that (x, y, A,p = 0) is feasible for (MWD) and the corresponding values 
of (VP) and (MWD) are equal. 
If, in addition, the assiunptions of weak duality (Theorem 6.4) hold for all fea-
sible solutions of (VP) and (MWD), then {x,y,X,p — 0) is an efficient solution of 
(MWD). 
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P R O O F . Since X is an efficient solution of (VP) at which the Kuhn-Tucker con-
straint qualification is satisfied, then by Theorem 1.13, there exist y e R"" and 
Xe R'', such that 
F V / ( x ) + y ^ V ^ ( x ) = 0 , 
fgix) = 0, 
Therefore {x,y,X,p = 0) is feasible for (MWD) and the corresponding values of 
(VP) and (MWD) are equal. The efficiency of this feasible solution for (MWD) thus 
follows from weak duahty (Theorem 6.4). 
T H E O R E M 6 .6 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {u,y,X,p) be the efficient 
solutions of (VP) and (MWD) respectively, such that 
x^m = x''f{u)-^fv'yf{u)p. 
Suppose that any one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(6.21) 
{i) y^g is second order (F, a, p, d)—quasiconvex at u and X^f is strictly second 
order (F,Qi,pi,rf)—pseudoconvex at u with 
+ 
Pi 
a{x,u) ai(x,u) ^ 0 , 
{a) y^g is strictly second order (F, a,/3,d)—pseudoconvex at u and X^f is second 
order (F, ai,/9i,d)-quasiconvex at u with 
+ 
Pi 
> 0 . 
a{x,u) ai{x,u) 
Then x = u; that is, u is an efficient solution of (VP). 
P R O O F . We assvune that x ^u and reach a contradiction. Since x and (u, y, X,p) 
are respectively the feasible solutions of (VP) and (MWD), we have 
fg{x) ^ 0 ^ fgiu) - -p^V'^fg{u)p. 
Using second order (F, a, p, d)—quasiconvexity of y'^g at u, we get 
F{x,u;a{x,u){Vfg{u) + V^fg{u)p}) ^ -pd^{x,u). 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
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Since a(x, u) > 0, the inequality (6.23) along with the sublinearity of F yields 
F{x, u; Vfgiu) + VY9{u)P) % —j^Mx, u). (6.24) 
The first dual constraint and the sublinearity of F imply 
F(x, u- VX^fiu) + V'^rmp) + F{x, u; Vfg{u) + VY9{u)P) 
^ F(x, u; V F / ( u ) + V2F/ (u)p + Vfg{u) + V-fg{u)p) = 0. (6.25) 
The inequalities (6.24), (6.25) and [ ^ + ^ ^ ] ^ 0 imply 
F(x, ti; V F / ( u ) + V'A^/(t2)p) ^ P^^d\x, u). (6.26) 
Q l ( x , u ) 
Using the strict second order (F, Ofi, pi, rf)—pseudoconvexity of A^/ with ai(x, u) > 0 
A^/(x) > F/(u-) - ^p-^V^F/(^)p-, 
contradicting (6.21). 
When the hypothesis (ii) holds, it follows from (6.22) that 
F{x,u;a{x,u){Vfg{u) + V^fg{u)p}) < -pd^{x,u). 
Since a{x, u) > 0, the above inequality with the sublinearity of F gives 
Fix,u-yfg{u) + VY9{u)p) < ^^d\x,u), 
which on using first dual constraint with the sublinearity of F implies 
F{x,u;V~X^f{u) + V'X^mp) > -I—d\x,u). 
a(x,u) 
As [ ^ + ^ f e ] ^ 0, we obtain 
F{x, u- V F / ( w ) + V'X^fiu)p) > r-^d\x, u). (6.27) 
The second order (F, ai,/9i,d)-quasiconvexity of A^/ and (6.27) with ai{x,u) > 0 
yield 
x'm > -x'm - Ip'v'x'mp^ 
again contradicting (6.21). 
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6.4. GENERAL M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SECOND O R D E R DUALITY 
In this section, we consider the following generalized Mond-Weir type second order 
dual associated with multiobjective problem (VP) and state duality theorems as 
these can be proved on the Unes of Theorems 6.4-6.6 of Section 6.3: 
(GMD) Maximize f/i(w) + ^ yigi{u) - |p^V2[/i(u) + ^ ytg^p, 
••• Jk{u) + E yi9^i^) - b'^'^'lM^) + Z y'9iiu)]p) 
ie/o «e/o / 
subject to 
VX^ / (u ) + V2A^/(u)p + ^y''g{u) + V'y'^g{u)p = 0, 
E yi9iiu) - b^v2 Y: yMu)p ^ o, /? = i,2, • • •, r, 
A^O, 
A^e = 1, 
where /^ C M = {1,2, • • • , m}, ^ = 0,1,2, • • • . r with 4 n /^ = 0 if Q / /J and 
U^=o ^P = M. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 7 (Weak Duality). Suppose that for aU feasible x in (VP) and all 
feasible (u,y, A,p) in (GMD) 
(i) E yi9u P = lj2, ••• , r is second order (F, Q,p;3,d)-quasiconvex at u, and 
assume that any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) IQ / M, for all i e K, fi+ Y!> yi9i is second order (F,ai,/9ii,d)-quasiconvex 
ie/o 
and for some j G K, fj + ^ yigi is second order {F, ai, pij, d)-pseudoconvex 
ie/o 
at u, Aj > 0 for all z G i^ and 
1 ^ 1 ^ . 
^ 0 , 
(iii) IQ ^  M, X^f+ E yigi is second order (F, 0-2, P2, rf)-pseudoconvex at u, A, > 0 
ie/o 
for alii e K and 
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1 V ^ „ P2 
—, T } Pa-\ 7 r ^ 0 , 
(iv) IQ 7^  Af, A^/ + X] Vidi ^ s strictly second order (F,Q:2,P2,rf)-pseudoconvex at 
te/o 
IX, and 
1 Y - P2 >0 . 
Then, the following cannot hold 
U{x) ^ U{u) + Y.y^9i{u) - \p^V^[fi{u) + Y,yigi{u)]p, for all i € K, 
t€/o ie/o 
and 
/jC ;^) < fi{u) + 5 ^ M i ( u ) - -p^V2[/j(w) + 5]lt/iPi(w)b, for some j e K. 
te/o t6/o 
T H E O R E M 6 . 8 (Strong Duality). Let x be an efficient solution of (VP) at which 
the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist y G i?"* and 
A G R'', such that (x, y,X,p = 0) is feasible for (GMD) and the corresponding values 
of (VP) and (GMD) are equal. 
If, in addition, the assumptions of weak duality (Theorem 6.7) hold for all fea-
sible solutions of (VP) and (GMD), then {x,y,\p = 0) is an efficient solution of 
(GMD). 
T H E O R E M 6 . 9 (Strict Converse DuaUty). Let x and {u,y,X,p) be the efficient 
solutions of (VP) and (GMD) respectively, such that 
F / ( x ) = F/(t2) + Y^yiQiiu) - ^p^V2[F/(iZ) + '£yigi{u)]p-
ie/o «G/o 
Suppose that any one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) IQ ^ M, ^ yigt, /3 = 1,2, • • • , r, is second order (F, a, pp, d)—quasiconvex at 
u, XFf + Yl ViQi is strictly second order (F, a i , pi, d)—pseudoconvex at u and 
t€/o 
1 V " „ Pi 
<^(^.«)f^ ai(^,fi) 
^ 0 , 
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(n) IQ^ M, YJ Vidiy /5 = 1,2, • • • , r is strictly second order {F, a, pp, d)-pseudoconvex 
at u, A^f + ^ yiQi is second order (F,Qi,pi,d)—quasiconvex at u and 
tG/o 
1 y^ ^ Pi >0 . 
Then x — u; that is, w is an efficient solution of (VP). 
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SYMMETRIC DUALITY FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE 
VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING CONES^ 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Bazaxaa and Goode [5] formulated a pair of symmetric dual programs for arbitrary 
cones and discussed symmetric duality results. Nanda and Das [89] presented the 
symmetric dual fractional programming problem for arbitrary cones assuming the 
functions to be pseudoinvex. Das and Nanda [30] studied symmetric duality in 
multiobjective programming with cone constraints. Subsequently, Kim et al. [58] 
derived symmetric duality results for multiobjective programs under pseudoinvex 
functions and arbitrary cones. 
Chandra and Goyal [14] and Chandra and Kumar [19] pointed out some logical 
shortcomings in the formulations of the duals and the proofs of the dualit}' theorems 
of Das and Nanda [30], Kim et al. [58] and Nanda and Das [89] respectively, and 
observed that these results are highly restricted as they are not valid even for convex 
case. Recently, Suneja et al. [99] formulated a pair of multiobjective symmetric dual 
programs over arbitrary cones involving cone-convex functions. 
Balas [4] generalized the results of Dantzig et al. [29] by constraining some 
of the primal and dual variables to belong to arbitrary sets of integers and thus 
introduced minimax symmetric dual programs. Mishra and Das [75] generalized 
the results of Balas [4] to arbitrary cones. Later on, Mishra et al. [74] extended 
these results for convex cone domains involving pseudoconvexity/pseudoconcavity. 
Kumar et al. [61] formulated a modified pair of minimax symmetric dual programs 
on the Unas of Mond and Weir [88]. Recently, Kim and Song [56] formulated two 
pairs of multiobjective mixed integer symmetric dual programs for arbitrary cones 
and established duality results. 
Mond and Hanson [84] extended symmetric duality to variational problems, 
giving continuous analogues of the results in [29]. Kim and Lee [55] presented a pair 
of multiobjective symmetric dual variational problems and discussed duality results 
for efficient solutions assuming invexity. In [39], Gulati et al. constructed a diff'erent 
pair of multiobjective symmetric dual variational programs in which duality results 
are obtained under pseudoconvexity/pseudoconcavity assumptions. 
^A paper based on this chapter has been accepted for pubhcation in European Journal of 
Operational Research 
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Motivated from the work of Balas [4], Gulati et al. [36] established symmetric 
duaUty results for Wolfe and Mond-Weh type single objective minimax mixed in-
teger symmetric variational programs. In [21], Chen extended Wolfe tj-pe minimax 
mixed integer symmetric variational programs in [36] to multiobjective case over 
arbitrary cones and proved appropriate duality theorems in order to relate these 
programs. 
In this chapter, a Mond-Weir type multiobjective variational symmetric dual 
program over arbitrary cones is formulated. Applying the generalized invexity on 
the fimctions involved, weak, strong and converse duality theorems are established. 
A minimax version of these programs is also investigated and a symmetric duality 
theorem is proved. Also, a self duality theorem is discussed and a close relationship 
between these minimax variational problems and static symmetric dual minimax 
mixed integer multiobjective programming problems is presented. 
7.2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let i?" and BJ^ be the n amd m dimensional Euclidean spaces. 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 . 1 . Let C C RT. The set C is called a cone if for each x G C and 
A ^ 0, Ax G a 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 . 2 . A cone C* is said to be polar of Ci for i = 1,2, if 
C* = {ze R!'\z'^x ^ 0, for all x € C J . 
Let I = [a, b] be a real interval, x : I -^ ET' and y : I -^ BJ^ are differentiable 
functions having derivatives x and y respectively. Let Ci C /?" and C2 C R^ be 
closed convex cones with nonempty interiors. 
Let /'(f, X, X, y,y),i = 1,2, • • • , k, be twice continuously diflerentiable function 
with respect to x,x,y,y, where x e Ci,y e €2- Superscripts denote vector com-
ponents and subscripts denote partial derivatives. fi,fi,fy and /^ denote gradient 
vectors of / ' with respect to x, x, y and y. / j ^ , denote the Hessian matrix of / ' with 
respect to x. Other Hessian matrices / |^, /^j^, and / ^ etc., are defined similarly. 
Denote by X the space of twice continuously differentiable functions x : I -^ R" 
with norm ||x|| =| | x ||oo + || Dx ||oo + || D'^x ||oo, where the differentiation operator 
D is given by 
u = Dx <^ => x{t) = a-\- u{s)ds, 
J a 
where a is a given boundary value. Therefore D = ^ except at discontinuities. 
Denote by Y the space of twice continuously differentiable functions y : I ^ R^ 
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with the norm as that of the spa<;e X. 
The following form of Fritz John necessary conditions proposed by Suneja et al. 
[99] is required to prove the strong and converse duality theorems: 
L E M M A 7 .1 . Let P be a convex set with nonempty interior in i?" and suppose 
that C is a closed convex cone in R^ having a nonempty interior. Let R and S be 
two vector valued functions defined on P. If Zo is a weak efficient solution of the 
following problem: 
Minimize R{z) = {Ri{z), R^iz), • • • , Rk{z)) 
subject to S{z) ^C,ze P, 
then there exists a nonzero vector (ro, r) such that 
[r^R^iZo) + r'^S,izo)]{z -~ z^) ^ 0, for each z e P, 
andr^5(2o) = 0 , ro^0 , rGC*. 
7.3. M O N D - W E I R T Y P E SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
W'e consider the following pair of multiobjective variational symmetric dual pro-
grams: 
(MVP) 
Min / f{t,x{t),x{t),yit),yit))dt 
Ja 
= [j^ f(t,x(t),x(t),y(tly(t))dt,... ,J f(t,x(t),x(t),y(t),y(t))dt 
subject to 
x(a) = 0 = x(by, y(a} = 0 = y(b), (7.1) 
x{a) = 0 = x{b); y{a) =0 = y(6), (7.2) 
[(A^/),(^, xit), x{t), y{t), y{t)) - D{X^f)^{t, x{t), xit), y{t), y{t))] eQ,teI, (7.3) 
y{tf [{X'^f)y{t,x{t),x{t),y{t),m) - D{X^f)y{t,xit),x{t),y{t),y{t))] ^ 0, i G 7,(7.4) 
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x{t)eCu tel, (7.5) 
A > 0. (7.6) 
(MVD) 
Max / f{t,u{t),u{t)Mi),vit))dt 
Ja 
= \[ f\t,u{t),u{t),v{t),v{t))dt,--- J f''{t,u{t),u{t),v{t),v{t))dt 
subject to 
u{a) = 0 = u(6); v{a) = 0 = v{b), (7.7) 
u{a) = 0 = u{b); v{a) = 0 = v{b), (7.8) 
- [{X'^fUt, u{t), u{t), vit), vit)) - DiX^fUt, u{t), u{t), v{t)Mt))] e CI tel, (7.9) 
^(tf [(A^/)x(i, u{t), u{t), v{t), v{t)) - DiX^fUt u{t)Mt), v{t)Mt))] ^0,tel, (7.10) 
vit)eC2, tel, (7.11) 
A > 0 . (7.12) 
Let G and H denote the sets of feasible solutions of the primal and dual prob-
lems (MVP) and (MVD), respectively. 
T H E O R E M 7 . 1 (Weak Duality). Let {x,y,X) G G and {u,v,X) e H. Assume 
that 
(i) /*( t ,x,x ,y ,y) , i = 1,2,-•• ,k, is twice differentiable with respect to (x,x) and 
(y, y) respectively, 
(ii) /^ ^f{t, X, X, y, y)dt is pseudoinvex in (x, x) for each (y, y) on I, 
(iii) - /^ X'^f{t, X, X, y, y)dt is pseudoinvex in (t/, y) for each (x, x) on I, 
(iv) r7i(x, u) + u e Ci, for all x,ueC\\ and 
(v) miv^y) + yeC2, for all v,y e C2. 
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Then 
rb pb 
/ f{t,x,x,y,y)dt^ / f{t,u,u,v,v)dt. 
Ja J a 
P R O O F . By T?I(X,u) + ueCi and -[{>?'f)x{t,u, ii, V, v) - D(X'^f)i{t, u,it, v, i))] e 
Cj, we have 
-[T]I{X,U) + uf[{X'^f)x{t, u, ii, V, i)) - D{\^f)i{t, u, u, v, v)] ^ 0. 
That is 
ri[{x, u)[(A^/)x(t, u, ii, V, v) - D{X^f)±{t, u,u, v, v)] 
^ -u'^[{X'^fUt,u,u,v,v) - D{X^fUt,u,u,v,v)] ^ 0 (by (7.10)), 
which impKes 
0 ^ / [vlix, w)(A^/)i(<, u, ti, V, v) - Drj[{x, u){X'^f)±{t, u, tt, v, v)]dt 
Ja 
= / vli^i u)[(X'^f%it, u, u, V, v) + D{X^f)i{t, u, u, V, v)]dt 
Ja 
-vlix, u){X^f)i{t, u, ti, V, u)|J=„. 
Since ri[{x, u) = 0 at t = a and t — b, the above inequaUty changes to 
/ TjJix, «)[(A^/)i(i, u, ii, V, v) + D{X^f)i{t, u,u, V, v)]dt ^ 0. 
Ja 
Therefore, the hypothesis (ii) gives 
/ X'^f{t,x,x,v,v)dt^ / X'^f{t,u,u,v,v)dt. (7.13) 
Ja Ja 
The hypothesis (v) and (7.3) yield 
[V2{v, y) + yVliX""f)y{t, X, i , y, y) - D{X^f)y{t, x, x, y, y)] ^ 0. 
Therefore 
- ^ n ^ . y)[('^^/)!/(*. 2;, i , y, y) - D{X'^f)y{t, x, x, y, y)] 
^ y'^[i>^'^f)y{t,x,x,y,y) - D{X^fUt,x,x,y,y)] ^ 0 (by (7.4)), 
which implies 
0 ^ / -[vI{v,y){X'^f)y{t,x,x,y,y) - Dvliv,y)iX^f)y{t,x,x,y,y)]dt 
Ja 
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= / -^J(w,y)[(A^/)y(t,a;,i;,y,y) + D(A^/)y(f,x,x,y, 
Ja 
y)\dt 
+vI{y,y){>^'^fUt,^,i,y,f'''' \t=a' 
Since TjJiv, y) = 0 ait = a and t = b, the above inequality becomes 
Ja 
Now, the hypothesis (iii) gives 
/ A^/(i, X, X, V, v)dt S I X^fit, X, X, y, y)dt. (7.14) 
Ja Ja 
Adding the inequaUties (7.13) and (7.14), we obtain 
/ X^f{t,x,x,y,y)dt^ / X^f{t,u,u,v,v)dt. 
Ja Ja 
Hence 
rb fb 
I f{t,x,x,y,y)dt^ / f{t,u,u,v,v)dt. 
Ja Ja 
T H E O R E M 7 . 2 (Strong DuaUty). Let {x,y,X) be a weak efficient solution of 
(MVP), and fixed A = A in (MVD). Assume that 
(i) f'{t, X, X, y,y),i = 1,2, • • • , fc, is twice differentiable with respect to x, x, y and 
y, respectively, 
(ii) the system [{n{t) - y r 2 ) ^ { ( F / ) ^ - Z ) ( F / ) ^ J - D{{r,{t) - mV 
{ ( F / ) ^ - D ( F / ) ^ J } ] ir,{t) - yr^) = 0 => {n{t) - yr^) = 0, 
for every ri{t) G C2,t G / ; and 
(iii) the set {{f^ - Df^), ••• ,{fy - Df^)} is linearly independent. 
Then {x, y, A) is a feasible solution of (MVD) and the objective values of (MVP) 
and (MVD) are equal. 
Furthermore, if the assumptions of weak duaUty (Theorem 7.1) are satisfied, 
then (x, y, A) is an efficient solution of (MVD). 
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P R O O F , since {x, y, X) is a weak efficient solution of {MVP), then by Lemma 7.1, 
there exist To G R'', ri(t) G C2,r2 e R and J e i?''" such that 
rl [/x - DU] (x(t) - x(t)) + [{r,{t) - yr.Y ((A^/),. - D ( F / ) , . ) 
-£> {(n(i) - yr2f ((A^/),, - D ( F / ) , , ) }] (x(t) - x{t)) ^ 0, 
for all 2:(0 e (^ 1 and i e / (7.15) 
(re - Ar^)^ [/, - Dfy\ + [{n{t) - yr.f ((A^/)^ - D(A^/),,) 
- D [{n{t) - mf {{x'Dyy - D{Vf)^) }] = 0, ^ € / (7.16) 
(ri(i) - mf ify -Dfy)-S = 0,tel (7.17) 
riitf {{X'Dy - DiX''f)y) = 0, t € / (7.18) 
r2f {i\^f)y - DiX'^f)y) =0,tel (7.19) 
S'^X = 0 (7.20) 
To ^ 0,ri(i) G C2,r2 ^ 0,5 ^ 0,t G J (7.21) 
(ro,ri(f),r2,5)^0. (7.22) 
As A > 0, it follows from (7.20) that 5 = 0. Therefore (7.17) reduces to 
(nit) - mf (fy - Dfy) = o,tei. (7.23) 
Multiplying (7.16) by {ri{t) - yr2) and using (7.23), we get 
\ri{t)-yr2V{{x''f)yy-DCX'^f)yy) 
-D [ir^{t) - yr^Y ((A^/)^ - D ( F / ) ^ ) }] (n(i) - yr,) = 0, 
which by the hypothesis (ii) gives 
nit) = yr2. (7.24) 
From (7.16) and (7.24), 
{ro-Xr2fUy-Dfy) = 0. 
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Since {{f}.-Df^), • • • , (fy—Df^)} is linearly independent, then the above equation 
implies 
To = Arz. (7.25) 
If r2 = 0, then from (7.24) and (7.25), we obtain ri{t) = TO = 0. Hence (ro, ri{t), r^, 6) •-
0, contradicting (7.22). Thus r2 > 0, equation (7.24) yields 
y = e G2. 
Now, (7.15) alongwith (7.24) and (7.25) gives 
F r 2 [ / . - i P / i ] ( x ( 0 - x ( 0 ) ^ 0 . 
Since r2 > 0, the above inequality implies 
[ ( F / ) . - D ( F / ) J (x(i) - x{t)) ^ 0. (7.26) 
Let x{t) G Ci. Then x{t) + x{t) e Ci and so (7.26) shows that for every x{t) G Ci, 
[(F/) . - D(F/)J x{t) ^ 0, i.e., 
- [(F/). - D(A^/)J G Q*. 
Also, by letting x(t) = 0 and x{t) = 2x(t) in (7.26) simultaneously, we get 
Thus (x, y, A) is a feasible solution of (MVD) and the objective functional values are 
equal. By Theorem 7.1, {x,y, A) is an efficient solution of (MVD). 
A converse duality theorem may be stated as its proof would run analogously 
to that of Theorem 7.2. 
T H E O R E M 7 . 3 (Converse Duality). Let {u,v,X) be a weak efficient solution of 
(MVD), and fixed A = A in (MVP). Assume that 
(i) /'(<, u, u, V, v), i = 1,2,- • • ,k, is twice differentiable with respect to u, ii, v and 
(ii) the system [{nit) - ur2f{{X'^fU - D(A^/)i ,} - D{{n{t) - ur^f 
{(A^/).i - L ' (F / ) i i }} ] (nit) - urs) = 0 =» init) - ur2) = 0, 
for every ri{t) G Ci, t e 1; and 
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(iii) the set {(/i - Dfl), • • • , ( / * - Df^)} is linearly independent. 
Then {u, v,X) isa. feasible solution of (MVP) and the objective values of (MVP) and 
(MVD) are equal. 
Furthermore, if the assumptions of weak duality (Theorem 7.1) are satisfied, 
then (u, V, X) is an efficient solution of (MVP). 
7.4. MiNiMAX M I X E D INTEGER SYMMETRIC D U A L I T Y 
In this section, we generalize the variational problems of Section 7.3 by constrain-
ing some of the primal and dual variables to belong to the arbitrary sets of inte-
gers. Let U and V be the arbitrary sets of continuously differentiable functions 
x^  : / -)• 72"! and y^ : I -¥ Rr^{0 ^ Ui ^ n,0 ^ mj ^ m) equipped with 
the norms which are prescribed for the spaces X and Y. Partitioning vector func-
tions X and y as {x,y) — {x^,x'^,y^,y'^), where x^ = (a;i,X2,--- jXnJ G U, and 
y^ = (yi.J/S)- • • ,ymi) ^ V,^^ and y^ being the remaining components of x and y 
such that x^ eCi C BP'^ and y^  G C2 C i?"'^, we are led to introduce the following 
multiobjective variational minimax mixed integer symmetric dual program: 
(SVP) 
Maxji Minj;2,j, / f(t,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t))dt 
Ja 
= U f\t,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t))dt,-.- ,J f%x{t),x{t\y{t),y{t))dt 
subject to 
x{a) = 0 = x{b); y{a) = 0 = y{b), 
x{a) = 0 - x{b); 7)(a) = 0 = y(6), 
[{x'^f)y2{t,xit),x{t),y{t\m) - D{x'^f)At,<tim,yit),m)] ^ Q, t e /, 
y\tf [(^''f)y<t,xit),x{t)Mt),m)-D{x'^f)AiMt),mMt),y{t))] ^ o,t e 
I, 
x\t)eU,y\t)eV,x^{t)eCi, tel, 
A>0. 
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(SVD) 
Ja 
= \ f' f\t,u{t),uit),<t),v{t))dt--- , / f{tMt),'^{t),v{t),vit))dt 
subject to 
u{a) = 0 = u{b); v{a) = 0 - v{b), 
u(a) = 0 = u(6); v{a) = 0 = u(6), 
- [{x'^f)At,u{t)Mt),v{t),v{t))-Dix'^fMtMt)Mt)Mt)Mt))] e Q, ^ G /, 
/ , 
1(1(0 eC^>H0eK,t;2(<)GC2, < € / , 
A > 0 . 
We shall denote by Z and W, the sets of feasible solutions of the primal and 
dual multiobjective variational problems (SVP) and (SVD), respectively. 
T H E O R E M 7 .4 (S>Tnmetric Duality). l>t (x,y, A) be a weak efficient solution of 
(SVP) such that 
(i) f{t,x,x,y,y),i = 1,2, ••• ,k, is twice differentiable with respect to (x^.i^) 
and {y^,y^) respectively, 
(ii) p{t,x,x,y,y),i = 1,2, • • • ,fc, is additively separable with respect to {x^,x^) 
or {y\y^), 
(iii) f^X'^f{t,x,x,y,y)dt is pseudoinvex in (x^,^^) for each ( x \ x \ y , y ) on I, 
(iv) - J^ X^fit, X, X, y, y)dt is pseudoinvex in (y^, y^) for each (x, x, y \ y^) on I, 
(v) T]i{x^,u'^) + u^ ^ 0, for all x'^,v? € 6*1, 
(vi) 7/2(^;^y2) + y2 ^ 0, for all ;^2,y^ G C^, 
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r,2^ \T (vii) the system [{r,it) - yV2)^{(F/2),2,2 - D{X^h)y2y.} - D{{r,{t) - yVs) 
{(A^/2)y^v^ - DiX'^f2)y^-}}] {ri{t) - fr^) = 0 => (ri(0 - fr^) = 0, 
for every ri{t) G C2, i € / ; and 
(viii) the set {{f^y2 - Df^^,), ••• , (/*=j,2 - Df^^,} is hnearly independent. 
Then {x,y,\) is an efficient solution of (SVD) and the objective values of (SVP) 
and (SVD) are equal. 
P R O O F . Let 
and 
w 
= Max^i Mina:2,j, / f{t,x,x,y,y)dt\ (x,y,A) G Z 
= Min^i Maxu,„2 / f{t,u,u,v,v)dt\ {u,v,X) e W 
Since r{t,x,x,y,y),i = 1,2,• • • ,fc, is additively separable with respect to (x^i^) 
or {y^,y^) (say with respect to (x^x^)), it follows that 
f{t,x,x,y,y) = fi{t,x\x') + fi{t,x\x\y,y),i = 1,2,-•• ,k. 
Therefore z can be written as 
z = MaXj;i Min a^^ y / fi{t,x\x^)dt+ f2{t,x'^,x^,y,y)dt\ {x,y,X) e Z , 
or 
2 = MaXa;i MiUj,! \ I fi{t,x\x^)dt + (t){y^)\x^ eU,y^ eV , (7. 27) 
where 
/" Mt,x\x')dt= \f fl{t,x\x')dt, I fUt,x\x')dt,--- , f f^{t,x\x' )dt 
and 
(j){y^) = Mina;2_j,2 / f2{t, x'^, x^, y, y)dt 
J a 
' fb rb 
- / fl{t,x\x\y,y)dt,--- J f^{t,x\x\y,y)dt 
.J a JQ 
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subject to 
a;2(a) = 0 = x^b); y'{a) = 0 - y^{b), 
x\a) = 0 = ±2(6); y^a) = 0 = y'{b), 
[(A^/2V(i, x\ x\ y,y) - D(A^/2^(f, x\ x\ y, y)] G C^, t e I, 
y\tf [{\^h)y^{t,x\x\y,y) - D{\^h)At.x\x\y,y)\ ^ 0 , t e / , 
x\t)^U,y\t)^V,x\t)^Cu 
A > 0 . 
Similarly w can be written as 
= Min„i Max^i \ j fi{t,u\v})dt + il}{v^)\v} eU.v'^ ^V w (7.28) 
where 
V'(v^) = Maxu2,„2 / f2{t,u^,u^,v,v)dt 
Ja 
= [ / fl{t,u\u\v,v)dt,--- , j f^{t,u\u\v,v)di 
subject to 
u\a) = 0 = u\b)\ v\a) = 0 = -^2(6), 
«2(a) = 0 = u\bY v\a) = 0 = {-^ (fe), 
u\tf [{X^h)Aty.u\v,v) - D{X^h),2{t,u\u\v,v)] ^ 0 , i G / , 
un0ef/ ,vi( i)GV^,t ;2(t)GC2, 
A > 0 . 
For any given y^, progranxs 0(y^) and V(w )^ are a pair of Mond-Weir type 
symmetric dual variational programs discussed in Section 7.3, and hence, in view 
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of the various hypotheses made here, Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 become appUcable. 
Therefore, for a given y^ =y^, we have 
4>{y') = i^if)- (7.29) 
Now suppose that {x, y, A) is not an efficient solution of (SVD) for fixed A = A, then 
there exists y^ eV such that ip{y^) < ip{y^). Therefore, in view of the assumptions 
(vii) and (viii), we have 
0(y') = ^if) > V'(y') = 0(y'), 
which contradicts the efficiency of (x, y, A) for (SVP). Hence (x,y, A) is an efficient 
solution of (SVD). Also, equations (7.27), (7.28) and (7.29) imply that the two ob-
jectives are equal. 
7.5. SELF DUALITY 
If we assume f'{t, u{t),u{t),v{t), v{t)) : / x C x C x C x C -4 i?, z = 1,2, • • • , A;, to 
be skew symmetric, that is, 
fit, u{t), u{t), v{t),v{t)) = -fit, vit), vit), uit),uit)),i = 1,2, • • • , fc, 
then we shall show that the programs (SVP) and (SVD) are self duals. By recasting 
the dual problem (SVD) as maxmin problem, we have 
(SVD) 
Max„i Min„,„2 - / /(i,ti(t),w(t),u(i),i)(i))di 
Ja 
= \-J^ f{tMt),uit),vit),vit))dt,--- ,-J fit,uit),uit),vit),vit))dt 
subject to 
u{a) = 0 = w(6), via) = 0 = •y(6), 
ilia) = 0 = iiib), via) = 0 = t;(6), 
- [iX'^f)At,uit)Mt),vit),vit)) - Di\^f)At,uit),uit),vit),vit))] e c*, te I, 
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I, 
u\t)eU,v\t)eV,v^{t)eC, tei, 
A > 0 . 
Since f{t, u{t),u{t), v{t), v(t)),i = 1,2, • • • , fc, is skew symmetric, we have 
PAt, u{t), iiit), v{t), v{t)) = -fl, {t, v{t), v{t),u{t\ u{t)), z = 1,2, • • • , A;, 
and 
fi^it,u{t),u{t),v{t),vit)) = -fi,(t,v{t),vit),u{t),u{t)),i = l,2,--- ,k. 
The above problem becomes: 
(SVD) 
Maxt,i Min„_„2 / f{t,v{t),v{t),u{t),u{t))dt 
Ja 
= \J f\t,v{t),v{t),u{t),u{t))dt,--- ,J f{t,v{t),v{t),u{t),uit))dt 
subject to 
u{a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
u{a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
l{X'^f)y2{t,v{t),vit),u{t),u{t)) - D{X'^f)y2{t,v{t),v{t),u{t),uit))] eC\ te I, 
^'{tf l{X'^f)y2{t,v{t),v{t)Mt),u{t)) - DiX'^f)y2{t,v{t),v{t),u{t),u{t))] ^0, te 
L 
u'{t)eU,v\t)EV,v^{t)€C, tel, 
A > 0 . 
We observe that (SVD) is formally identical to (SVP); that is, the objective 
and the constraint functions of (SVP) and (SVD) are identical. Therefore (SVP) is 
a self dual. It can easily seen that the feasibiUty of {x, y, A) for (SVP) implies the 
feasibiUty of (y, x, A) for (SVD), and conversely. 
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T H E O R E M 7 .5 (Self Duality). Assumethat f{t,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t)),i = 1,2,--- ,k, 
is skew symmetric. Then (SVP) is a self dual. Also, if (SVP) and (SVD) are dual 
variational problems and {x,y,X) is a joint efficient solution, then so is (y,x. A) and 
the common objective functional value is 0. 
Ja 
P R O O F . Since (x, y, A) is a joint efficient solution of (SVP) and (SVD), the objec-
tive functional values are equal to 
' f{t,x{t),i{t),y{t)M))dt. 
'  
FVom self duaUty, (x, y, A) is feasible for (SVP) if and only if {y, x, A) is feasible for 
(SVD). Therefore, efficiency of {x,y,X) for (SVP) implies efficiency of {y,x,X) for 
(SVD) and vice versa. Hence the objective functional values are equal to 
rb 
f{t,y{t),iiit),x{t),i{t))dt. f 
Ja Therefore 
rb 
I f{t,x{t),iit),y{t),g{t))dt= f f{t,y{t),V{t),^it),Ht))dt 
Ja Ja 
= - f f{t,x{t),i{t),y{t),^it))dt. 
Ja 
Thus we have 
/ f{t,xit),Ht),yit),v{t))dt = o. 
Ja 
7.6. STATIC SYMMETRIC DUAL MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMS 
If the time dependency in (SVP) and (SVD) is relaxed, then they reduce to the 
following static minimax mixed integer symmetric dual problems: 
(SVPl) Max^i Um^2^y f{x,y) 
subject to 
(A^/),.(x,y)GC2*, 
{yTi><''f)y<x,y)^0, 
x'eU,y^eV,x^eCi, 
A > 0 . 
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(SVDl) Min ,^i Max„,„2 f{u,v) 
subject to 
u^eU,v^eV,v^eC2, 
A > 0 . 
The problems (SVPl) and (SVDl) are the Mond-Weir type mixed integer sym-
metric dual programs considered in [56], with the omission of X^e = 1, as this is not 
required in the vaUdation of any of the theorems cited therein. 
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